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Foreword

ARAL and Doug DeUaw luvfl ancouragM ORP operation and QRP oporators

kr many yearSi Togather. the League and DeMaw have published many articles

and boota ol interest to QRP enthusiasts, in July of 1991 , Ifta Board of Directors

I ARPL voted unanlmousfy to recognize and congratulate Doug DeWsw, W1FB,
lor hia many contributions lo Amalaur Radio. A brtal history of Doug's career Js

printed on III? back cover of this bookr

Many ol you. no doubt purchasad the firsl odWon of lhw ORP Notebook. Tbal

bock wae ttia fnt in what was Id become a series- Of HobiboOka prOparH by

Doug at his horn* In Michigan. We are very pleased to publish this second,

cqmptelBly fBYiBed, adibon-

Hffiether you are new to ORP or an old hand at It, you should find circuits and
Haas or Interest in this edition In rawing the loreword to the first edition, IVa

decided that the Una* two paragraphs, repented below, ere as true today aa th*y

were then.

ExparliMfltation and low-power operating go hand Jn hand. Construction of a

oomplal* modem transceiver is a major undertaking, but some ol the circuits In

this book can be put tOQsihar m an evening Or a waefcertd hOm a few dollars'

worth of parts P Once built, the equvment cen be tested end improved as your

understanding and sklP grow. Many ol ihe simpler circuits can be used later as

parts of more complex prefaces.

We hop* that this book win encourage you lo pick up the soldering Iron and

give one of the circuits a fry- Experience firsthand the thrill or a contact with

equipment you butt.

Newingtoci, CofinactiDul

September i«1

F/H» fWf*: The prices tor parts and Other Items mentioned in thia booh ware accurala

when the baok was published Please chock wrth the suppllar belore sending money, as

all prices are sub|ect to change.

David Surnner3 K1ZZ
Executive Vice President

Errfltft
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Q5 and Q6 are shown baefcward; the flat stde should be to the right

Cll should be labeledCia
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The Amateur's Code

The Radio Amateur is:

CONSIDERATE . . . never knowingly operates in such a way as to lessen
the pleasure of others.

LOYAL. . .offers loyalty, encouragement and support to other amateurs,
local clubs, and the American Radio Relay League, through which
Amateur Radio In the United States is represented nationally and
Internationally.

PROGRESSIVE. . .with knowledge abreast of science, a well-built and
efficient station and operation above reproach.

FRIENDLY. .slow and patient operating when requested; friendly

advice and counsel to the beginner; kindly assistance, cooperation and
consideration for the interests of others. These are the hallmarks of the
amateur spirit.

BALANCED— radio is an avocation, never interfering with duties owed
to family, Job, school, or community.

PATRIOTIC— station and skill always ready for service to country and
community.

—The original Amateur's Code was written by Paul M. Segal, W9EEA, in 1928.-
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AUTHOR MESSAGE AND ACKNMILEDGEKENTS

fla I prepare for my retirement from article and book writing I

wish to enclose these thoughts with what may be my last effort

at sharing with you the experiences and circuits that have

mv ORP adventures so memorable. If I were asked to offer ^ elngle

st-tement of encouragement to the body of amateurs, worldwide,

it would be something like this: H**e an effort to avoid «l
complacency. Don't rely on ™*ercial ^« =P^"' »h« «».Jlii.S

„ DJ1 r «Mtiir Station. Eirperi^ce tfis tftriJl of b*Xldzn 9

mitters and receivers, and y^In FjlWffMt experience in tho process.

tfa if of tSe fun associated ^itU our craud pestle is cased on

romnunieatiflff cy radio with equipment we have fiuilt.

During mV 41 years as a licensed amateur I have built hundreds

of transmitters, receivers and allied equipment. I wnfw that

I did not always underatand some of the circuits I built, but

along with the frustration of making them percolate came a learning

experience that was more than worth the agony of struggling to

obtain the expected performance. Later, after going to school

and working as an electronics engineer, it became easy to design

amateur gear that worked well. But, I shall always remember with

3 qY those early days when most circuits seemed ljke magic, even

though some of them were never honed to perfection.

It has been satisfying to present beginner types nf articles,

series and books in the pages of ARRL publications. Many letters

have been received from young engineers who attribute their careers

to the inspiration provided by League publications and my worn.

As a young person, you may have a career in electronics awaiting

vou if you are willing to study the ARRL technical literature

and construct equipment that can be used in your lab or ham shack.

Amateur Radio ia a resource that is yet to he tapped to its fullest

measure by many licensed hams.

Certainly my career would not have been successful without my

lona-terni association with The *RRL and the many amateurs and

engineers I have known. I appreciate especially the many long

wee-hour gab sessions 1 had with such people as Hea Hayward

Byron Goodman <W1DX), Al Helfric* (K2BLA). Roy Lewallen <t"EM,

Harold Johnson (W4ZCB) and Doug Blakeslae (NlPMi. during which

we discussed circuits and techniques without respite. My overall

knowledge has been greatly enhanced by exchanging ideas with these

men. I wish tc thank the many applications engineers who offered

sage advice over the years- Notable among them are Helge Granberg

(K7ES), Roy Hejhall (K7QMR1. Ed Ouner ( KB60J ) and Mike Metcalf

(W7UDMJ- No small measure of credit for my success goes to my

enduring wife Jean. WlCKK, who encouraged me as I did research

and wrote technical papers and books.

Vy 73, Doug DeMaW, HlFB (ex NSHH5)



CHAPTER 1 1

INTRODUCTION TO ORP

What motivates the low-power (QRP) amateur operator? This question
does not have a simple answer* A vast nynhex of _QPPers are "turned
on." by the relative simplicity of most home-made QRF equipment B

Simple gear is not only easy to construct and operate r but it is
fairly inexpensive to build. This has special appeal to those hama
who lack technical backgrounds and have yet to develop their skills.
Furthermore , ctiany of published ORP circuits may be assembled on
a PC (printed circuit) board that is available by mail ft urn one
ci moEB PC-board vendors* The parts-placement guide for a given
project is generally published in the related article- Guesswork
is thus eliminated for the most part-

Other amateurs have the ability to design thei r own circuits - ORP
equipment offers a short-term exercise in the workshop because
many of the projects are simple. This enables art exper imenter to
try new circu its in an evening or within a co-upl e o E days - lie can
try new ideas and obtain fast results, Efe may continue to work
with his new circuit up til it is per fee Led , at which time a final
model can be built, housed in a cabinet and used in his station.

Other QRPers ate captured by the nostalgia that takes them back
to the early days of Amateur Radio j when hams r through necessity

P

used only a few watts ol RF power for coctmiuoicating * ]n other words,
they had to do things the hard way. Each successful USO was logged
as an achievement! Pride accompanied home-made gear and the ahinity
to be heard at great distances.

I have spoken to a nu.mbet of QFPecs who expressed boredom ftom
using store-bought r high-power (OHO) transmitters . Worldwide QSOs
via btgte-fotce methods were no longer stimulating to them. They
found relief when giving up the mayhem Of DX pileups, taught nerves
from battJing phone-band 0PM and household power hills that were
inflated from the use of high-power transmitters. OPP offered a

new a.nd exciting challenge as they worked for their WAS {worked
all states} or DXCC (100 confirmed countries) with less than 5

watts of RF power. As past contesters they were able to satisfy
thoir competitive urges by takiny part in the many QRP contests
that are offered each year,

Still another advantage a&aocia ted with QRp operation is the relat-
ive freedom from TVI and RFI . The fundamental over load i ng of TV
receiver front -ends is seldom a. factor at low levels of RF power.
Also

P
the magnitude of the transmitter harmonics is very low when

we usb trans i tter b * This a 1 ao minimi zee potenti al inte-rterence
t_o enter Lainment devices such as TV sets r FH receivers r YCRs and
telephones

,

I n general f QftPers are a spec ia 1 breed ot f r i end 1 y oper a to r a + You
have much to gain by getting involved in this growing movemenL-



Hume-Made versus Connercial Equipment

The easy to QKP operation U via stote-bought equipment. Most

100-w or greater transceivers can lie operated at 5 watts or leas

by simply reducing the drive to the final stage of the transmitter.

This may be done by turning the DRIVE control to the left, or by

detuning the PRESELECTOR circuit in some rigs. Of course, you will

need an accurate rf wattmeter to ensure that the output power is

less than 5 watts if you wish to use a high-power transceiver for

QRP work. There can he no satisfaction if we cheat on the power

amount! It would not be unlike going deer hunting, buying a freshly

killed deer from someone else, then boasting to your friends about

the deer you killed. Such things happeni

commercial QRP equipment is available from Ten-Tec Corp. in TH.

The Ten-Tec Argonaut is designed, specifically for raultiband QRP

work. The Heath HW-9 transceiver falls Into the same class, but

the latter unit is for CH only, whereas the "Argo" enables you

to use CH and SSB.

At least one mail-order vendor is dedicated to selling only QRP

components and parts. The transmitters are for Cw operation in

the hp bands. The owner is KEBKL and his business name is Oak Hills

Research (Big Rapids, MI). QRP-related kits are available also

from A&A Engineering <W6UCM) in Anaheim, CA

,

You will feel greater pride if you build your own QPP gear. Halt

the fun of QRPing comes from using homebrew transmitters, receivers,

antennas and associated equipment . If you're a penny pincher like

me, you Mill appreciate the monetary savings that come with parts

scrnunglng and apparatus you built from scratch. But perhaps mute

importantly, you will "learn by doing." This new knowledge will

help you to upgrade your license class and it may help lead you

into a career in electronics.

QRP coanunicatiori Distance

r£ you have not tried your hand at QEFing you are probably curious

about the communications distances that are possible with low power.

This depends greatly upon the antenna you use, your station locat-

ion and your operating technique. Let's compare a 100-watt signal

to a 5-watt one. For example, if the other station gives you a

signal report of 20 dE over S5 when you are using 100 watts, he

should give you a report of 7 dB over S9 when you QRP to 5 watts.

Hot a tremendous loss at all! tour signal should remain 05 at the

5-watt power level. Now, i£ you reduce your transmitter power to 1

watt, yout report should be on the order of £9. You have lost 20

dB when reducing the power from 100 watts to 1 wattl

Many QRPers have earned the WAS award. Others have garnered the

APHL DXCC award- in fact, a favorite pastime of some QRP operators

is to see how many miles they can communicate per watt or milli-

watt, rt is not unusual to find a QRP enthusiast using only SO

or 100 mW for contacts out to 500-iauO miles.
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Antennas for QRF Work

We need to recognize at the beginning a "need for effective antennas
when we are using low power . 1 have met QBPers who labored under
the misbelief that a simple antenna j such as an end-fed wire of
random length, close to the ground

r
is a proper accompanyment for

a OEP rig . Avoid this situation if you 1 re unwi Hi ng to Inflict
misery upon yourself! Communice t mg over great distances is tough
enough at the 5-watt or lower level T and a poor antenna worsens
the odds* On the other hand j I don fc

t wish to suggest that your
kit of goodies contain a portable tower and a triband Yagi . A full-
size dipole P inver ted-L j full-wave loop or quarter-wave vetti tal
(with at least four radial wires) will yield many so lid QSOb . You
$hould strive to erect these simple antennas as high above ground
as practicable. They should installed away from nearby conductive
Objects F such as power 1 ines P telephone 1 inea and metal buildings.
I have always had good luck when using inver ted-V di poles for QHP
work , They require but one support point , and offer good perform-
ance at modest heights above ground*

The ARRL publishes a number of good books that describe simple wire
antennae that work well* Tkw ARRI* Antenna Book heads tbe list* You
will also want a copy of iflFB'a Antaiuia otthook. Bath book* contain
useful information about antennas you can build easily and at modest
cost. The latter publication is written in plain language that
beginners can understand and there is no need for coffiplex algebra,

You may want to construct portable antennas for GBP junketSj Such
as camping or hiking trips* There is nothing wrong with using wire
of small gauge { no » IS through 26) in order to reduce the weight
and hulk of the antenna* Tiny F lightweight insulators may be used
with this type of antenna to further minimi bulk * I frequently
use heavy-duty rubber bands or monofilament fish line as insulators
for temporary antennas - A spin casting fishing rod with a 1/d-ounce
lead weight is excellent for getting an antenna -support line over
a tree. Miniature coaxial cable 1RG-17*) is suitable for portable
HF antennas if the feeder is not more than 50 feet long at the
upper end of the HF spectrum (17 through 10 meters) or no longer
than 10C feet for MP and the low end of the HF spec t rum r from 160
through 30 meters* EG-174 is a very losey line, hut it is small
and lightweight . This makes it worth considering for use with
a dipole that you wish to carry in your hip pocket or tote bag.

coax cable is a better choice i f you can manage the extra
weight and bulk

»

The "bottom line" here is to use the best, most efficient antenna
system you can manage for GRP work* You need not he a masochist
to enjoy low-power operation.

Operating Technique

¥ou need to approach QRP operation with a different philosophy
than when using higher power* Brute force success, such as we may
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excellence with full legal amateur power, must be forgotten at

the 5-watt power level. Out signals do not overwhelm the other

operator's receiver. In a like manner, Our peanut-whistle signal

does not stand out in a DX pileup or amid QBN or QRM. Patience

is a virtue we must all develop in order to succeed, at least a

modicum of operating skill is also a requirement for GRPers. To

this end we need to develop timing fur calling stations amid

a pileup. Calling slightly off fcequency (Out at the fringes of

a pileup) has been effective for me when chasing DK

.

When calling eg it is important to do it on a clear frequency,

well away (when possible) from QSOs that are nearby in frequency,

rt may require several CQs before you obtain a response, but don t

be discouraged. I have experienced this disappointment when using

500-600 watts of transmitter output power. It is a more common

event when T operate with less than 5 watts.

I suggest that you avoid responding to the CO of a station which

has a weak signal. The operator may be using full legal power and

an eacellent antenna. But, band conditions at the time may be very

poor, and hence his weak signal. In a reciprocal sense, your signal,

under these had conditions, may be inaudible at his end of the

circuit. Try to answer stations that have loud or moderately loud

signals. Your score will improve markedly if you adopt this tech-

nique.

QBP Signal Quality

A chirpy or buzz-laden CW signal is hard to copy. Be sure you have

a clean note. This will aid your batting average. SSB signals that

have distorted audio are similarly hard to copy. Strive to have

high-quality audio. Heedless to say, a transmitter that suffers

from frequency drift is a force that works against the GRPer. The

other station does not enjoy "tracking" a drifter. When ue have

drift in a QEP transmitter, the other operator may lose our signal

quickly as if wanders into a mess of QPH on a nearby frequency.

Other sources of qhp Information

Adrian Weise, W0R5P , has written two good books on the subject

of qpp. You may want to contact him and obtain these books. The

ABRL has published an anthology of QPP articles from past issues

of QST (QBP ClflBflics) . I recommend all of the above books for the

dedicated QPPer. Another ARBL publication, fiolid State Design for

tbe Radio Anateur, may be considered a bible for QRP builders.

It has numerous QRP receiver, transmitter, transceiver and related

circuits that you can build. The book tceats theory in simple terms

for the beginning technical experimenter.

QRP Soclties

The following pages contain letters from key amateur organizat-

ions that represent QRPers. I strongly recommend that if you are

not a member of The AFBL, you should join it to help support the

cause of Amateur Radio, rou will also receive the monthly journal

(turn to page 8)
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G-QRP CLDB Rev. G-or-ga OoDbs

CE^ClED TO L0¥ POWEP RADIO COMMUNICATION St. Alan's ViearsQfl

A 99 More natter Hoed

G3RJV ROCHDALE.

LancE. 0L11 JHE

ENGLAND
Phone: 07DG J16I?

Dear Fellon1 tfBPers

Zr is t-Ith ifrcat pleasl.se that 3 write a few vords to go into

th* second edition Of rie W/Ffl OHP ""letoo*. I h,v^ c^^ed
the first edition Of tbe book to many radio amateurs in [be UK.

For »>any years we have appreciated and enjoyed tf>e worfi Ot Doug

Dertav,

rraditionallLf, in the UK, OPP Interest has been croeeZy llnhetf

with tne Building Of one's own ecuiproent. Host G-CJTPe" Ji^vs stat-

tone which are P«ti S or ^Jltf built by tn Saselvee, ttaJ:e" f"'

£ll fopesil 0PF atatioriS around 2560, 70JO. 10.1O6. 14,060. 21,0*0

and 29,060 kHz on CW. Some SSfl activity taiea plaOS on 3690. 7090,

14,285 and 28, 385 * Hz .

The G-0*P Club was founded J* 1974 with some 30 itrenbers. In 1989

we enrolled our 5000th member, fllrhougn the club is U* based,

it has members all over tne world, including several hundred in

the USA the club exists to promote the interest and growth in

low power fS watte ot less? radio communicati on and to encouuce

the building and operation Of home-made egulpnent. rhe club hae

good ;i»fce with Other QflP groups worldwide, and especially with

tfte 0FP flPCI in tbe uSB. Our Chief vehicle re a quarterly magazine

called BPSAT. 3PRAT has always been a const motor

'

S magazine and

has a policy tnat reguires 2/3 of Its pag-?a be demoted to pract-

ical circuits tbe readers can hulld.

If you wist, to fcnow more about the C-pHP Club and its worJr, write

to me and I will send you a sample copy, of SPRAT end details of

how to join: our clufc r

On behalf of the OPPera in the UK, may X wisfl yc-u pleasure Jn

building circuits from CJlJs book, and success in all of your con-

iruclioji projects.

73 - EPS CV QRP,

George Pobbs, G3PJV
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The ARRL, Inc.
225 Wain struct
Newington, CT 0611

phone: (203) 666-1541
Pa* : (2031 665-7531

Dear QRP Enthusiast,

You belong to a group of folks that understands that dB over S9

are not necessary when noise and interference are absent. You
nay very well build your own equipment. Tf not, you probably
nalte modifications to your gear. Chances are that you place a

high value on operating skill and finesse. You may enjoy
conpetitve activities like contests, chasing DX and earning
awards. You are involved in an interesting and satisfying aspect
of Amateur Radio, and it's great!

The American Radio Relay League encourages qrf activity. we do
that by publishing books (like this one), and articles in the
official journal, Qsr. The papular worked All States award can
be endorsed for QHP. The I ARE! award. Worked All Continents, is
also endorsable for QRF. For more than 50 years ARRL has
encouraged QRF operation in the largest operating activity in the
world—ARRL Field Day- For several years the ARRL. international
DX Contest has featured a separate category, complete with
certificates and plagues for QRP operators. The League's VHF
contests benefit greatly froa QRP portable operations, Many
other ARRL contests feature QRP competition categories.

As long as hams enjoy and participate in ORP, ARRL will continue
to support and encourage that interest.

With very 73,

Charles L- Hutchinson, KBCH
Membership Services Manager



ORP ARC I

Paula PranJce, President
P*0- Boh 873
Beecher, IL 60401

It has r-e«n said jnd pro^#n many tin** that "Powsr is no su£stitut«-
for skill. " TJais phrase struck Acme during- a P^pedi t Jon, tarry
Jfaso, JJtfdB, and X operated KP2/ORP in a c arapgxo u 12 d on tie island
of St - John for one w&ek in J $88 r One mom ing a voice hailed me
£ J] rou yh t J]e ten t - 2t belongad to a fellor camper who kjs lured
By t Ae Cff fte was Hearing, fly visitor was a g gmi" dx type who
regaled jttg with a laundry Jist of his Amateur J?a.dic accobpli fil-

ms n £s j incl ndxJig DXCC Wo j] or flol J _ fie coramerj t ed wist f ul ly that t isere
were no rjei*T Frontiers to explore. £"e nad lost tJ]e thrill for the

Tills von -
1 ndppen to tJie a verspe tfPPer P Ife practice Jiatfr radio " lim&o"

s jfpe rine ji t i n g ri tJ] power to see Jiow low we can go J
lf EacJ] QPP

opera £ ion includes t JJt t*ar I J 2 of t n* c Aa £e - (JHP JJ?CJ supports Its
m*mD*r$ in tJiis pursuit r ^ft&tr^ r?off<? ^ofc operate QRP lQO% of t Jae

tifes. Jfcwever r the club supports tJie i n tern at i on a J J y atc*pt*d pGH+X
ievel of 5 output for CN and 10 K" PEF for SAG, respective to
c on £ es t s a nd a war d s T

Various oon tests F ran gin y froio four-iour sprirj tt to fre-sfrdnd Jtrira t Jio-n S

,

sr* sponsored nearly cacn montnr diso, J CUfJ* net can fce found almost
dai-T y. so, if you're in the mood for a QRP QAG r any tine of £J]e

day or nigJit^ checfc tie QRP ARC1 freguencies: CW — 3 560, 704 0,

14,060, 21 , 0&0 and 2B, 060 kHz. SSB — JPB5, 7 285, 14,!85 And J0>

895 Jffls. Novices should try 3710, 71Itf. 21,110 and J*,iJG *jtz_

OJff ARCI has awards for HAS, WAC and DtfCC, plus tfAS-JfJIJiuatt -

A popul&r award iff OUT XU/W ftQOO ml . per watt J . r^e ^reat Circle
distance Is divided i>y tie CAP pover arzd must #JtC««4 1 000 mi , per
watt-

Jfeju^ersnip ia ji2 t^J^ foreign^ Members ir» J d QRP
ARCI nuffi&*r and receive four yeariy Jajuej (ffuarterly) of the cluln

journai /TJie QJfP Quarterly? . Ths journal corttaini A forum, clrcu J t

S

and item* 0/ cap I^terea-t,

QRP JLRpr vigorously promotes and defends the xjiterests of pftP oper-
ators vorldirlale-. For more inform* t ion £*nid e Jerge ff,s.fl.e. to
Puolioitu Chairman Mike fryce, ^flVGfi, ^2^5 Nayfiofrer PT

r ^fassiJJOn r

ffope to meet you on tfte aJr s-ocn

;



of the League
P

QST* It frequently contains QRP projects that you

can build, and it keeps you abreast of changes in FCC rules, new
technical developments and operating news of inteteet,

sprat is the QFP journal of the g-QRF Club- This fine organization
has members from many European countries and the USA. The magazine
features ell manner of simple QRP circuits, along with news of
the growing QRP movement abroad . You will benefit ftCm membership
in this club*

QRP ARCI <QBP Amateur Radio Club International) publishes a journal

called the QRP Quarterly, This interesting magazine features numer-

ous circuits that are easy to construct, along with plenty of news

about QBP activities worldwide. The QRP ARCl group Tftfeets yearly
at the Dayton Hamvention tn the QRP hospitality suite. The club

also has a booth in the commercial exhibit area at HARA arena •

Representatives from QRP groups abroad r such as from the G-QRF

Club r are usually present at the Dayton Hamvention* I recommend
that you join QRP AECI to keep informed and to help support the

movement*

Still another QRP organisation is the Michigan QKP Club* You may
obtain, aa a member, the monthly journal entitled The Five Hatter.
Contact Tom Root, WB8UUJ r for membership information-

The foregoing QRP organizations sponsor QRP operating contests
from time to time- You can sharpen your operating skills and meet
QRFers from all corners of the world if you participate in the

various contests* Information about the times and rules for these
events are published in the journals of the QRP clubs-

Sunury R«narke

The QRP facet of Amateur Radio offere one of the most rewarding
challenges in our pastime- Owing to the relative simplicity and low
cost of QRP gear, the opportunity exi&ts for hams from all walks of

life to gragp the fundamentals of electronics through experimenting

•

HlFB T s Dftilgn Notebook (The AFtRL r Inc») is recommended reading if you
wish to further your technical knowledge. It is another plain-
language book that offers basic theory along with nunierona practical
circuits that appeal to QEPers-

The QPP workshop need not contain complicated laboratory test gear

.

A VOK (volt-ohmineter ) , some common hand tools and soldering equip-
ment will allow you to get started in the homebrewlng craft - A

50-MHz oscilloscope end a signal generator can enhance your ability
to test and troubleshoot circuity but these items are by no means
essential to your success as a builder-

It has been my observation that most QRPers are gentle souls that

are willing to help beginners . Thei r on-the-air manners are a cut

above what we find on some bands and frequencies in the HF specttum*
r find this low-key method of operating to be theraputic after
"the many years of stress and mayhem I endu t ed whi le cha&ing DX

and operating contests In "high power alley." I want to share these
pleasures with you

.
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The first edition of this booh was written as an experiment in
19fi6- I did not know how well a QEP book would be accepted , but
it turned Out to be a populat publ ic&tioi^ flow, in r it is
time to update and improve the book v All of the text is new, and
most of the projects are new. This second edition has been expanded
greatly in order to provide you with more information about thia
fascinating hobby *
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CHAPTER 2

ORP CONSTRUCTION METHODS

No piece of amateur equipment needs to have a compere ial look

.

Hany a would-be builder of ham gear has avoided contact with work-
shop tools

P
simply because he felt incapable of producing a classy

unit that would elicit ravea from hie ham colleagues . It should
go without saying that circuit performance is far more important
than project appearance * Imparting the commercial look is generally
beyond the craft of most hams t and the shop equipment needed for
so lnfty an objective wouid not be cost-ef fective* Certainly, we
should endeavor to turn out the beat looking project possible, but
we need not be ashamed if it qualifies as an Ugly Duckling 1

The tford "ugly" brings to mind an expression that was coined by
Wes Wayward j W7Z01 , in a QET article that described one of his QEP
transmitters* He used point-to-point circuit wiring on a scrap of
PC board • He referred to th i& method as "ugly construct ion •

" Hifi

finished work looked quite orderly to me. It wa£ fir from ugly,
even though an etched PC pattern wae not contained on the board
stock

,

You will heat about "dead bug" construction also. This entails the
placement of trans is tor s and ICS on a chassis or piece of circuit
board with their leads or pins pointing upward (like a dead inflect)

-

Various components are soldered in raid air, so to speak j to the
pins and leads of the transistors and IC&. Certainly t this is a

quick way to test a circuit. An etch«d circuit board tan be designed
and made after the circuit is perfected- It is akin to putting the
cart before the horse when we etch a PC board for an untried circuit!
rt represents a waste of time and money more often than not.

Early day amateurs built most of their equipment on wooden bases
called "breadboards," This name became common because the wooden
chassis resembled the boards that were used when slicing bread*
The ends from orange crate& provided many breadboards for my projects.
Wooden panels were common also

P
as were panels made from tfasoni te

when that product was developed . It was ra thee nice to be able to

see the "works" of a receiver or transmitter after it was built

In this manner. Cabinets were seldom used r which caused Out projects
to qualify as dust catchers! There is no reason why we can 1 1 build
many of our golid-state projects on wooden bases. Wood is inexpens-
ive and readily available.

Un iversa I Hreadhoa r

d

We can avoid the tedium of laying out and etching custom PC boards
for - many of our projects* if we adopt a universal type of PC bread-
board it ia possible to enjoy rapid completion of the circuit wiiing F

and the finished product will have a neat appearance- An example
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of a workable board pattern is provided in Pig 2-1- There are many
isolated pads available for point-to-point wiring* A site exists
foe a 16-pin IC as well < This part of the board may be used alsg
for two B-pin ice or a 14-pin unit , Etched and dr illed hoards of
this design, plus others with more IC sites, are available from
FAB Circuits, 1SN4G0 Field Court, Dundee, IL GOllQ*

Yon may choose to make your own universal breadboard by using the
scale pattern in Fig 2-1 - The foi I that extends along the outer
edge of the pattern F plus its branch foils, is used as the circuit
ground* The long, single isolated conductor at the center of the
pattern serves as the VCC bus . I have built numerous QRP circuits
on boatds r&ade from this pattern. They were neat and durable enough
to gual if y a& permanent units after the circuits were refined and
in proper working order-

Fig 2- 1 -- S^*l w tchjpy leycut
f-p-r th* universal breadboard.
T Me pa t t*r n ^a a dctn-lopn-d

N9ATW at tha suggestion q f

¥1 FB T A 16-pin IC sit* la

w i & ib l-e st the lo^er r ig ht +

Nil i±Glnt*d pads permit
tllft builder tc mognt Cfl«ppn*ntS
and transistors, Pdda m-py

b* joinfld with but tfir& t&
8>K t&nd I htt Circuit conductor?.

Quick Circuit Boards

1 have constructed one-shot circuit boards quickly by using a hobby
motor with a metal routing bit or small cone-shaped abrasive bit
to grind away the unwanted copper on a piece of unused PC board -

A metal stta ight edge can be used as a guide for the cutting bi t r

thereby ensuring straight conductors. Various strips and isolated
pads may be made in this manner if you have a steady hand-

You can construct a universal type of PC breadboard by using a hack-
saw to cut the copper surface when forming numerous sguaxe isolated
pads- The board material must be placed on a completely flat surface
when malting the cuts- Warped PC board stock does not lend itself
to this process*

Another type of breadboard may be fashioned from an unused piece
of PC-board stock by using epoxy cement or hot-melt glue to affix
small squares of PC-board material to the main board* This creates
isolated pads to which components can be soldered. I have found this
variety of circuit board to be excellent for use in long-term gear B
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What About Cabinets and Chassis?

Commercially manufactured project boxes and aluminum chassis have
become too costly for many amateurs to consider* Cabinets often seem
to exceed the cost of the- circuit components hy a huge margin. I

tend to rebel at purchasing an $& box for a 52 circuit- Most of my
boxes are made from PC-board stock that I buy at hamfests where flea
marketing takes place . Bargain prices generally prevail at these
events. I create project boxes from this material by soldering the
walls together with a 100-watt iron- I cut the stock with a heavy
duty office paper cutter I hought at a used office equipment outlet,
A saber saw may be used for cutting the board material, but it is
difficult to obtain straight cuts when using a saw-

Once the chassis or cabinet is soldered, I abrade the outer surfaces
with medium grade- sandpaper to form tiny grooves in the copper . I

scrub the finished work with hot soap and waterj rinse i-t with cleat
water and dry it thoroughly. Ne* t j I apply a spray coating of auto-
motive primer paint - The finished coating of paint (your favorite
colorl may be sprayed on the work after the primer has dried, Hy
labels are added to the panel after the finish coat of paint is dry-
A final protective coating of clear polyurethane varnish may he added
to protect the paint and the labels. Clear acrylic spray may be used
in place of the varnish r but if will not offer the rugged protection
made possible by clear varnish- Abrading the outer walls of the
box helps the pr inter paint to adhere* Spray painted enclosures mar
easily if paint ia applied to a completely smooth surface*

Food Containers as Chassis

I seldom shop for grocer ies without inspecting the cookwarea f ot
potential chassis or project boxes. Cake pansj bread pans and other
cookware items are relatively inexpensive, and they are quite suit-
able for use as foundation units when we build equipments In a like
manner r aluminum cookie sheets provide a good source for aluminum
stock

I tend to scrutinize the food containers for ideas that can be used
in my shop* For example/ rectangular sardine containers serve nicely
as small chassis upon which to build ORP gear, ¥ou get to eat the
contents as a bonus feature! A popular GST QFP transmitter F called
"The Sardine Sender F

" w^s built on such a can. 1 once described
a QST 4 0-iueter QRP transmitter that was called "The Tuna Tin Two*"
Tt was built on a circular tuna-fi&h can* ft circular PC board was
mounted on the open end of the can. if there's a name for this
game, it's called lhsaving dollars*"

Other Sources for Project Boxes

Office supply stores contain a host of useful boxes that we may press
into service as equipment enclosures* Recipe boxes — plastic or
metal — make wonderful ORP project boxes. Bond boxes are ideal for
those larger projects, and they come equipped with a carrying handle,
1 recail a 2-meter AH trans-receiver 1 bui t t for QST publication
in the 1960s, it was enclosed in a bond box- The article was entitled
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"The Connecticut Bond Bok The completed unit was well suited to

field applications because the bond box was rugged and had a durable
finish (tan paint} B

Hetal project boxes may be constructed at low cost if you meke them
from galvanized iron furnace ducting* The material may be cut with
tin shears or a saber sew* The box walls can be joined by means of
solder seams along the mating edges. T have obtained free scraps
of this metal from plumbing and heating shops*

Hore Innovation

So one seems to manufacture coil forms these dayfl* Gone are those
wonderful plug- in forms upon which we wound our coils, T have used

a number unrelated items a& coil forms, and with good results* For
example, an inexpensive plug^in coil may be wound on the sleeve of
a PL-SS phone plug- A three-circuit plug (such as one for stereo
se) provides three electrical circuits for the coil. Once the coi I

is wound you can solder its leads to the terminals of the jack . The
thread* inside the plastic sleeve are filed away so that the -sleeve

forms a press-fit to the metal plug. A couple drops of glue will
affix the sleeve to the metal plug after the coil wires are soldered

in place, A coating of polystyrene Q Dope may be placed on the coil
to protect it from damage . This will also keep the wire turns in

place.

Small prescription pill vials may be purchased from the pharmacy

at lew cost * They serve nicely ee small coil forme • You may also
use PVC plumbing pipe for roil forms in Low power RF circuits .

pvc

pipe workfl fine also for antenna insulators- Plastic coat hangers
are inexpensive, and one hanger yields many antenna insulators if

you saw the fltock into 2-inch lengths, I have used coat-hanger pieces
also as spreaders for open-wire feeders

.

Have you considered using video cassette cases as enclosures for

QRP rigsT They are inexpensive and weatherproof, which makes them

ideal for housing portable QGP transceivers and Transmatches- 1 have
purchased these boxes for as little as 75 cents each when they were

on Sale*

If J may
fc
return to the subject of coil forms* it is worth mentioning

that expended shotgun shells are excellent for this purpose • I'm

referring to the modern shells that have rigid plastic bodies - You

may select the desired coil diameter in accordance with the gauge
of the shell - The smallest size is 410 gauge and the largest one

is 12 gauge. The primer in the brass base may be driven out by means

of a header and metal punch. The resulting hole will allow the coil

form to be affixed to a chassis by way of fi-32 hardware • Warning;

tfo not attempt to unload a live cartridge except in a pun which i&

in ^oocJ condition r Uo not try to remove a prlmsr t Jlfit lies not ftetn

fired in a gifj?,

I have wound a number of VHF and uhF BF chofces and tuned-circui t

inductors on plastic dr inking straws- The material is rigid and m^y
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be cut easily with a razor blade or hobby knife* The plastic material
appears to Have good dielectric quality ae noted by checking various
straw-wound inductors with a laboratory g meter.

In a similar vein., you can construct your own vhf toroid forms from
clear plastic or phenolic . There will be no core permeability with
these home-made toroidsj but the self-shieJ-ding property Of toxoids
bill prevail * 1 have made many toroid cores of this type- from poly-
styrene sheeting , Plexiglass is suitable also*

Sources for Low-Cost Hire

Common hookup wire- is relatively expensive today- I try to use scrap
wire for my projects in an effort to save money * MuL t iconductot tele-
phone cable yields a great many single conductors that are color-
coded * This email wire is idea J- for tiny projects . I have obtained
scrap pieces of phone cable from installers, and the cable was fiee*

Be on the lookout for multiconductor cable that contains larger wires
inside the sheath* Some TV stations di&card the cable from video
cameras when they become unreliable* This type of wire is also color-
coded and the individual wires contain stranded conductors. I once
bought a 10-foot length of 48-conductor cable at a ham radio flea
market for 52*50!

No* 12 or no* 14 atranded copper antenna wire is costly. I use a
cheap substitute that is strong, weatherproof and readily available.
I purchase no, 13 clear-plastic speaker wire (atranded conductor}

,

then pull the two conductors apart (easily done) * Tn this manner
I can obtain 200 feet of antenna wire from a 100-foot roll of cable.
The coat per foot at this writing is 2-1 cents . I have found the
plastic insulation to be CJV resistant over a four-year outdoor period
of use. The Insulation does not crack or change color from air pollut-
ants* The bonus feature is that the plastic insulation adds strength
to the wire. It also prevents the copper conductor from oxidizing* T

have used this wire as low- impedance feed line (roughly 70 ohms)
on Que expeditions in the West indies* My dipoles and feeders were
made from a continuous piece of speaker cable, I pulled the wire
apart to form the dipole elements , tied a knot at the feed point t

then used the unseparated wire as a balanced feeder*

Don't overlook your farm-supply store as a source for no* "IB Copper-
weld wire* This material is sold in 1/4-mlle rolls for as little
as $15* The steel core of the wire provides strength* but it tends
to kink and twist easily as you work with it, owing to its spring-
1 ifce characteristic* This wire is intended for electric-fence use-

Surplus Toroids, Rods and Slug-Tuned Coils

A few words of caution are in order at this time. Be cautious when
you purchase bargain-price torolds r rods and coil forms * The oore
material may be entirely unsuitable for the appl ica t ion you have
in mind. Specifically, powdered- iron or ferrite cores are not all
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the same. Various permeabilities are available for both types of

core material. Each core "recipe" is designed for a particular range

Of operating frequencies. Generally speaking, the higher the perm-

eability the lower the specified operating frequency In terms of

resonant-circuit Q. The wrong core material can spoil the -of a

circuit, or even worse — prevent the circuit from functioning. Broad-

band transformers that are wound on ferrite cores are a bit more

tolerant of the core permeability, hut an improper core can also

degrade the transformer performance. An excellent text on the subject

of broadband transformers was written by Jerry Sevick, W2FHI. This

ahrl booh Is entitled Transmission Line Transformers, 2nd edition

1990. Another useful reference that is written in plain language

iB the H1FB hook by Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, MJ. The

title is Ferromagnetic Core Design & Applications Handbook. This

book is sold also by Amidon Assoc., Inc., N- Hollywood, Ck.

There is seldom a way to indentify the characteristics of an unmarked

surplus toroid or slug-tuned- coil when you examine these items at

a flea market or see them listed in a surplus catalog. The vendors

aeldom know the core specifications. If the cores have standard colon

coding, such as Amidon and Micrometala Corp. powdered-iron cores,

you will know what you're buying. Beware o£ other cores unless the

seller can provide the specifications. You may end up with an audio-

frequency core foe that 20-meter project!

If you own a Q meter, you can test the tcroids and coll forms at

home If the of the wound inductor is 100 or greater at the chosen

operating frequency, the core will be suitable. If you lack a Q meter,

relative tests for may be done by coupling a dip meter to the coil

after resonating it with a suitable capacitance. If you can obtain

a deep dip in the reading, the tuned-circuit is high. The higher

the Q the farther you can move the dipper probe from the coil while

still observing a dip.

Choosing the Bight Fiied-Value Capacitor

capacitors that are used for RF applications should have minimum

unwanted inductive reactance (XL) . The greater the stray inductance

Of the leads and internal structure the leas effective they become

as bypass and coupling capacitors. The situation worsens markedly

as the operating frequency is increased.

Ceramic chip capacitors (leadless) exhibit the least XL, but they

are suited only for direct soldering to PC boards (from foil to toll).

Hext best is the standard disc ceramic capacitor. The leads should

be kept as short as practicable if they are to function effectively.

NPO (zero temperature coefficient) disc ceramics are excellent for

use in VFOs and other stability-dependent circuits. Beware of foreign-

made NPO capacitors. I have had miserable results with some of them

in VFQ circuits. Drift was as bad as when I used standard ncn-NPQ

units;

Silver-mica capacitors ensure good tuned-circuit 0, and they exhibit

-low XL if the leads are kept short. The tolerance is good with these
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capacitors- The marked value is generally very close to the actual

value. Some amateurs use silver micas in VFO circuits, and they say

that the frequency drift is minimal. I have had both good and bad

luck with these units in VFOs- Some exhibit drift with heating while
Others are quite stable- I have found It necessary to hand pick the

silver micas I have used in stable VFO&* Et requires a cut-and-try
process to find a stable group of capacitors- rt is a time-consuming
exercise because you must allow the PC board to cool down completely
after soldering in a- new capacitor* If the components are not allowed
to cool, drift measurements are without meaning.

Polystyrene capacitors are somewhat more stable and predictable than

silver micas * I have obtained good VFO stabi 1 ity with them up to

JO HHa- They are good capacitors for nee also in PF filters* The

marked va Lues are very close to the actual capacitance values r much
like silver micas* Polystyrene capacitors have a negative drift char-

acteristic* This makes them useful in oscillator circuits that use
powdered-iron cores in the VFO tuned circuit- Powdered iron has a

positive drift characteristic, and the polystyrene caps compensate
for the positive drift to enhance overall frequency stability. These

capacitors are quite inexpensive compared to KPO ceramic ones-

Tantalum capacitors are better than electrolytic ones for bypassing
in EF circuits* This is because the former units have much lower

XL than electrolytic types exhibit , Tantalum capacitors are much-

smaller pet uF than other types r and this makes them ideal for use

in compact QRP projects*

Variable Capacitors

It i & essential that you choose the proper type of variable capacitor
for VFO and other frequency-critical tuned circuits* Not only is

mechanical stability a vital consideration, but heat -related changes
in capacitance must be taken into account also* Although I have had

some acceptable results from NFO ceramic trimmers in VFOs F they can

be mechanically unstable: vibration ind heat can cause changes in

capacitance (abrupt or gradual) - I prefer to use small air tr immers

if available Space permits. Mica compression and plastic trimmers

are entirely unsuitable in VFOs and similarly cr itical circuits*

Avoid using air variables that have aluminum plates + These capacitors
ate affected substantially by changes in heat, and this leads to

VFO drift. Capacitors with plated brass vanes are the most stable
of the available types. Wide plate spacing helps to minimize drift
from heating • The VFO tuning capacitor should have a free-running
bearing at each end of the rotor. Those with ball bearings are best

P

since they turn freely and stay put once set to the desired freq-

uency* Tuning ease can be enhanced if you use a vernier drive which
is free of backlash* The Jackson Brothers ball drives are my favor-

ite units . Rim or friction -drive imported vernier mechanisms create
backlash problems r

especially if the vac lable capacitor does not
turn freely*
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Resistors In General

P&sistots can he highly inductive, especially th^se th^t have a wire-
wound s tructure . Most power resistors fit this description* They
contain a coil of nichrome wire that establishes the resistance

.

These units are not suitable- for lje$ in KF circuits* Owing to the
unwanted reactance of these components, a 50-ohm resistor might have
an effective resistance (combined inductive reactance and resistiv-*
i ty) cf F aay^ 100 ohms at a. particular frequency* The situation will
worsen as the operating frequency is increased-

The best resistor to use In an RF circuit is one that is composed
of carbon with a composition outer inau.] ation w Carbon-composition
cesis tors are becoming scarce T and this is unfortunate . "They have
been replaced by carbon-film resistors. The resistive element is
a layer of carbon that is formed into a spiral over the inner insulat-
ing form* The coiled carbon does introduce some reactance, but it
need not be a concern at frequencies up to approximately 3 MHz * The
effective XL of these resistors can he reduced by using two or more
of thera in parallel at critical circuit points* For example, we might
elect to use two lQO-ohm. carbon-film resistors to obtain 50 ohms
of resistance* Using these units in series worsens the XL problem.

Monolithic leadless resistors are now available for direct soldering
to PC boards . These components exhibit the least unwanted inductance
They are sometimes called "chip resistors* H

I recommend this type
of resistor in low-power VHF and UHP circuits where ML and KC must
be minimized. They are excellent also in step attenuators-

You should be aware that resistors also exhibit capacitive reactance,
and this has an effect also on the effective resistance of the un i t +

There is a certain amount of distributed capacitance across the body
of a resistor. The "longer the resistor body the lower the unwanted
XC« In Other words j a 1-watt resistor may be a better choice in a
critical RF circuit than would be the case if we used a 1/6- _or 1/4-
watt resistor* I have seen a number of home-made 50-nhm dummy loads
that measured 60 f 7 or even 10 ohms at a specified frequency when
1 tested them with a laboratory reactance (RX1 meter*

Transistor Selection and Use

You need not stock hundreds of transistors in order to have a working
supply of general -purpose devices . There are thousands of transistor
types available today* but most of them are so similar in performance
that we would scarcely observe a difference in circuit quality were
we to make substitutions with simi lar types of transistors, I like
to keep a limited inventory of spill-signal transistors on hand,
1 find that the common 2H39Q4 is a good device from dc to the lower
end of the VHF spectrum* Likewise with the well known 2U2222A. I

use transistors when a PHP device is required for -low power
applications r such as dc switches- The 2H44 01 is a slightly more
powerful version of the 2N2222a p but otherwise similar in character-
istics* For VHF and OHF circuits I like to use -the 2S5179 device.
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There are many audio power transistors that are capable of HF band

EF power amplification- These are generally much lower in cost than

comparable transistors that are earmarked for HP service. Most hi-

fi audio power transistors have an upper frequency limit (fT) that

is in the VHF range. The Motorola MPS-U02 and MPS -p 05 are examples

of HFN audio transistors that perform well up to 30 MHz +

Here are some guidelines for selecting transistors for HF work*

(1 ) Obtain a data sheet for the chosen device or check its specs

in the manufacturers data book.

(2) Select a transistor that has at least twice the maximum VCE
(collector to emitter) rating of the supply voltage (VCC> you

plan to use in the circuit. This is necessary in order to have

leeway for the sine-wave swing in ac or EF service* For example,

a CW amplifiet that uses a + 12-V VCC will develop an ac voltage

suing of roughly 24 V at the collector* in Art service the volt-
aga swings to four times the VCC« filaO F self-oscil Lat ion often

causes high peak voltages at the transistor collectcr-

(1) Transistor gain is important- This is specified in dB, The great-
er the gain in dB r the lower the driving power needed to obtain

the rated output power* For example, a transistor with 10 dB
of gain, and a rated output power of 10 watts at a specified
operating frequency, will require 1 watt of drive* The same

transistor would require only 115 mN of drive to provide 10

W of output power if its gain were 15 dB- The greater the rated
transistor gain the greater the potential for unwanted self-
oscillation. High gain tends to set the stage for instability,

(4) The upper frequency limit of a transistor is an important factor*

This is known as f T for a common (grounded ) emitter circmt-
The f T is speci f led for the frequency at which the device gain

is unity or 1 r For amplifier use the transistor should have

an fT that is five to ten times the highest proposed operating
frequency . This will ensure optimum stage gain it the chosen
operating frequency- UHF transistors that are used at HF are quite
touchy to work with and should be avoided. This is because the-

device gain increases substantially a$ the operating frequency

in MHz is lowered- This phenomenon appl ies to all bipolar trans-
istors, irrespective of the f T rating- in theory r the gain of

a transistor increases 3 dB per octave lower- Thus, if a given

tranistor has 10 dB of gain at 20 meters, the gain rises to

13 tfE at 40 meters r and so on- The greater the transistor gain
the more prone the ainplif ier becomes toward self-oscillation.
Such a stage may be tamed by using resistive or capacitive
Loading at the input circuit, but this generally affects the

input impedance and causes a lose of excitation power -

(5) Choose a transistor that has a PD (power dissipation) rating
m milliwatts or watts somewhat greatet than the proposed
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die input potoer for the stage. I prefer to use the rule of thumb
that calls for a PD rating of approximately twice the stage
dc input power w Thus, if my RF driver stage runs at 5 watts
of dc input power (VCE X collector current} I use a device
that is rated for a PD of 10 watts at 25 degrees C (case temp-
erature} * In a real-life situation we can u3e a transistor
that has, say, an S-W PD rating when operating with a do input
power of 5 hut if this is done we need to pay close attent-
ion to Keeping the device cool by means of an adequate heat
sink r

Winding Toroidal Transformers

Numerous letters I receive from hams indicate a lack of knowledge
concerning the winding of toroidal transformers. Some amateurs are
especially perplexed about the meaning of the worda bif i Lar and
tcifllar as they relate to multiple wires on the transformer core*
The term 1Bbifilar lfc means simply that two wires of identical length
are wound on the core at the same time. In the case of a trifilac
winding, we wind three wires on the toroid core at one time. The
bi filar or trifilar windings may be laid on the core in parallel*
or they may first be twisted together and placed on the cote as
a single wire- A, suitable rule of thumb for twisting the wires is
to have approximately eight twists per inch of wire. This may be
done easily by clamping one end of the multifilar winding in the
]aws of a vise and tightening the other end of the wires in the
chuck of a hand drill. The drill is cranked slowly until the wiree
are twisted together -

Keeping Track of the Winding^

It Is helpful to use enamel wires that are of different colors-
Enamel wire is made with red x green and tan/brown insulation. It

ie not an easy matter to find red and green wire in small-order
quantity* in order to solve this problem l often use spray paint
to color the wires before 1 wind them on a core- This makes mdent-
ification a simple matter when I connect the wires to the proper
points in the circuit*

Transformer Polarity or Phasing

Some experimenters are confused by the blatk dots that appear over
the trans former windings in some schematic diagrams , These import-
ant dots signify the phase of the windings which is vital to correct
circuit performance- The dots let you Know which end of each winding
connects to a key terminal on the PC board . All transformer windings
have what is known as a Irstart n and lfc

f inish

.

,h The dots indicate
the start or finieh of each of the windings, but never are the dots
used to signify both the start and finish of windings on a single
core* A transformer that is connected to a circuit with the wrong
phase can cancel the signal rather -than pass it to the load*
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Protecting the Transformer or Inductor Hi ridings

Host powdored-iron toroide have been tumbled to provide smooth

j

rounded edges, Ferrite toroids are seldom made with smooth edg*s,

in fact j many of them have sharp edges that can cut through the

enamel insulation of magnet wire- The transformer performance can

be spoiled wheel this happens because shorted turns often result -

It is wise, therefore, to wrap a sharp-edge core wi th tape before
adding the windings- 1 like to use Teflon pipe-thread tape (two

layers) for this purpose B It is available from most plumbing supply

stores, 1 have smoothed the sharp edges with a half-round file or

sandpaper r but it can he tedious work when working with f err lte

cores* They are very hard and brittle — similar to ceramic.

r like to coat my completed transformer windings with a protective
laquer

t
such as poiyurethane varnish. A better agent is General

Cement Corp- Polystyrene Q-Dope- This protective coating on the

windings helps to prevent abrading of the wire insulation- It also
keeps the turns in place and keeps out moisture and dirt*

I have used casting resin to encapsulate some of the transformer

s

l have wound* This compound is available at hobby stores - It is

suitable for use with broadband transformers , such as balune* it

Is not a techn iquo I recommend tot use with high-G, narrow-band
transformers or inductors* Casting resin tends to lower the of

the coil and 1 1 increases the d i atributed capacitance across the
winding- This gives the effect of increased inductance-

Physical Relationship of windings

Another frequent question is "Where do I place the secondary winding
with respect tc the primary winding?" For example j suppose we need
to wind a toroidal transformer with a primary and" a secondary windlng-

The primary has 20 turns of wire and the secondary has 5 turns

.

in this situation we will wind the larger winding first* Th* smaller
winding is then wound over the larger one* Normally r I close wind

the smaller winding over the low-3 (ground or VCC end} of the larger
winding. This minimizes unwanted capaci t i ve coupling between the

windings and helps prevent harmonic currents from passing from one
winding to the other by way of capaci tive coupling . in some instances

the smal Ler winding is spread over all of the larger winding area *

It depends largely on how critical the circuit may be- In general

terms , you may use either winding technique* Chances are that there

will be no outward difference in circuit performance.

Calculating Transformer Hire Length

How much wire should you remove from the spool for a 30-turn winding?
Tba

t

p s a common question r since nobody wants, to tfaste expensive
copper wirel Here 1

is how 1 do it : J wrap a turn of wire or string
through and around the core material to simulate one turn- I measure
this wire! multiply it by the number of turns , and then add two

inches to the wire length to allow for circuit connection-
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The subject of winding torpids i& treated in greater depth in WIFB's
Design Hotaboo k by The ARPL. The book is a useful adjunct to this
volume because it treats eimilar subjects and It embodies the OFtP

topic. I wish to recommend also the Amidon Associates f lnc« catalog r

which has many pages of valuable information about tore ids r balun
cores r pot cores and rods.

Bone-Hade neat 5lnks

A variety of common material* are suitable for use as heat-sink
Stock* It is seldom necessary to purchase a commercial heat S ink

(or transistors that operate at the QRP level • I often use sections
of hardware store aluminum angle or channel for my heat sinks*
Another inexpensive type of heat sink can be fashioned from 1/2-
or 3/fl-lnch td copper pipe caps — the type used for household plumb-
ing- A T0-22D style of transistor can be bolted to the flat end
of the cap* The overall assembly is then affixed to a PC board by
Deans of a 4-40 screw that ia passed through the wall of the cap*

Larger heat sinks are made easily from aluminum channels that you
can make from 16-gauge sheet ing* The 1 ips may be formed in a bench
vise. Progressively smaller channels may be added inside the largest
one to increase the effective area of this kind of heat sinX* A
thin layer of sll tcone heat-sink compound should be used between
the mating surfaces of the channels to aid heat transfer* The channel
pieces can be bolted together tightly with 6-32 screws and nuts*
You may want to use dull black: spray paint as a finish for the heat
sink after all grease and oil is removed *

Most building-supply outlets stock a var iety of copper and aluminum
items that lend themselves nicely for use as heat sinks. Let your
imagination operate freely as you browse in these stores! variety
stores contain many baking items that are useful to hams* For example,
I buy aluminum ceoltie sheets when I need sheet stock for heat sinks
and small chassis or cabinets , Small cake tins and such are fine
for use as chassis for QRP gear-

Most heat-sink compounds contain zinc ouide that is blended with
oil and silicone grease , This material is messy and expensive. I

lihe to use clear silicone grease as heaths ink compound * It is less
costly and it is cleaner to uee« The effectiveness of this grease
can be enhanced by mixing it with zinc-oxide powder * You can often
obtain the latter substance from your druggtst-

Mhere to Get Electronics Parts

Your workshop activities are sometimes hampered by a shortage of
parts for a particular project* This frustration can be minimized
if you k**p several of the more common items on hand. Bread-and-
butter items such as disc*-ceramic capacitors (0 ,001 F -01 and *1

uT for example) j 1/4-W resistors and popular small-signal transistors
(2N22 22, 2M3906 , 2H440 and 2H3553) are essential to have
on hand for most QRP projects. Likewise with 741 op amps F an assort-
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ment of enamel wire [gauges 20 through 30), em- 11
.
d

1

i9"""
b
" r

!;?;
d

booKup wire, switches, jacXs, screws, nuts and small variable cape,

you may be wandering where these things may be found and how much

money vou need to spend in order to stock your shop. The answer

Tr7in.pl™ Loo* for barons at ha. radio flea markets if you see

a cruantity of a particular item at someone's swap table, ask the

or ice for the entire lot. Eager vendors will often *a*e you an offer

vci o/n't rlfawl Don't be bagful about price haling, became

this la part of the ritual for some sellers.

Old radios and TV sets can be stripped of their components for use

later on. 1 have purchased trade-in TV receivers from appliance-

stores for a* little as S5 each. Some dealers gave
:

ifi two

W sets free of charge, just to get them out o£ their store

If you have access to a landfill, check there for discarded radios

and other electrical gadgets that contain useful parts.

or three
rooms

.

library of surplus
by someHo dedicated eitper iraenter should be without a

electronics catalogs. Frequent short-term clearance sale

s

of these merchants enable us to stock up on ^W^r^a^l*™*
we need for our projects. Be 5ure to check The AftRL Handbook for

a list of electronics parts dealers that is keyed to the^ types of

Items they sell. A list of the mail-order houses I deal with follows.

MoLEflr Etectrojfcs

2401 Hwy. 2B7 N.

MaraTiald, TX 76063

1-ffl»34&6B73

Fait Radio SaKa
P.O. 60*1105
Lima. OH J5HD2

Hoalen Flecoonlcs. Inc.

2700 Sunset Bhrf.

Steubenvae. OH 43952

1-BD0-524-M84

RS D Electron**

1224 Prospect Ave.

Cleveland. OH 44115

(216)621-1 121

Jameco Electronics

1355 Snaeway Gd
HeJnont, CA 94002

Circuit Speciafets

PO Bo.3047
Scortsdate. M B5271

1.&00-52B-1417

Oak His Resaaich

20679 Madison Ave,-

Big Rapid Ml 4fflu7

1 -HD0-&42-374B

QHP kits & pans.

Al Electrorfcfi Coip.

P.O. Go* 567

Van Nuya. CA 914Q&

t-aOD-&26-543?

Oigi-Kay Corp

701 BroohgAve., S.

P.O. GoK 077

Tifcfll F*ei Falls. MN 56701 -0677

1 -800-344-4539

Marin P. Jones & Assoc,

P.O. Box 126B5

Lake Park, FL 33*03-0665

Ocean Stale Electronics

P O Bo* 1458

6 Industrial Drwe

Westerly, Ri rJZB9i

1

Never forget the sage expression "Caveat Emptor

any surplus parts vendor. This -let the buyer

Is' fortunately, seldom applicable, I have enjoyed

all of the above vendors. If a wrong part was

always able to get the part exchanged or have my money refunded.

I have not been as lucky with some other dealers Ln the mail-order

basin&s&*

sell special
plastics and

,h when dealing with
beware* expression

integrity with
sent to me, A was

I wish to include- In this chapter a

parts that we e*per imenters often
list o£ dealers that
need* Metal parts

,
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amateur radio kits are provided by the foregoiny ir-endors*

ETCHED i DRILLED PC BOARDS & KITS

A 4 A Engineering

2521 LaPalmaAve.
Umt K
Anaheim. CA 92801

(714)962-2114

FAR Circus (N9ATW)
10NG40FieH Court

Dundee. II- 6011 &
Catalog aval

TOROIDSp ROD3 & BALUN COPES

AiuBan Ae-eoc , Inc

221 fi E. GbOwicfc SL
Dominguez Hilts, CA
(31 0(753-5770

Palornar Engineers

Bo>: 455
Es^ondida CA 92025

METAL TUBING. GEARS A RODS

Small Parian Inc.

N.E- TTwd Ave.

P.O. Bow 361966
Miami. FL 33238 1966
(305)751 -0&5ti

PLASTICS

Unfied Stales Plastic Corp.

13W Neubwht fid-

Lima. OH 45801

1-S00-S37-9724

Read the QST Ham Ads and display ads each month for lnfOrlnation an
new sources for spal 1 parts * The c lassified ads in CQ magazine and
in various hobby electronics magazines aleo contain the names and
addresses of surplus dealers.

Workshop Riisnnci Library

In addition to the catalogs available from the foregoitig vendors I

wish to suggest the following publications as references that will
be helpful during your experimental efforts*

AfTRL Electronics Data Book

UrtFBs Daslgn Notebook

Sou Stato Doslgn lor tt» Radio Amateur

OHP Classics

FdJ*l> CurnrNLiraations Harelbuuk

R5GB Pubfcatron

Motorola RF Davlcs Data
Moioruia SsmKOrOuaors, Inc.

P-O- Butt 2091 2

Phoenix, AZ 85036

The AHRL Handbook

WlFB's Antenna Notebook
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Noft Technical References

Numerous semiconductor manufacturers o££er lists of their application

notes and data books. Generally, the application notes are free,

but there is a charge for books. You may send for literature lists

at no charge. The following addresses may be helpEul to you.

fiCA Linenr Integrated Circuit
RCA Solid Stat* DIvl&ion

Somervi 3 1». HJ

Motorola Powar MOSFET Transistor Data

P H h Bos 20*1

2

Phoenix. AZ B503fi

Lina&r App 1 ica * Ion* Datflbooh;

National Spmlccintfuc ^fl-r Carp*

5900 5»micfnd*JCtCT Driv*

p.d. eg* saosn

Santa Clar 0h CA 95052-&0&0

Lln*er Integrated Circuits

Elfln#tic± Corp.

ail t . Arqu*? Ave.

Sunryvpla, CA 9*08o

HO&POWER Design Catalog

SlliconlKi InCf

P.O. Box *T7"?

Sirtta Clnr* B C A P5054

IC rjp-Arip Cockboat

Howard Sans 1 t* + Inc,

Indiana polls, IN 4c26fl

by V- Jung

Hand b&ok if tlectronic Chart*!

Graphs and Tabl«
by J. Lenk
Pr*nt±ce'NnlJi Inc.

tngle-n-c-d Cliffs* NJ 0"?032

Ha nd boot: cf E lac t ronl c Fartiu ls& t

Sppbols a Daf ini t icm*

by -J. Brand
Van Strand R^inti^ld Co.

Nn-w York. NY 100-20

The above list includes publications that are not produced by semi-

conductor manufacturers, 1 feel they are worthy of mention Ln the

general context*

You may request a list of application notes and books that are avail-

able, but not listed here, from the foregoing manufacturers. Each

of then publishes many books that you may want to include In your

library-

Chapter SuMflry

I have attempted to provide in this chapter the basic data you need

to get started in workshop procedures, certainly, we have barely

covered the subject here. The ABRL Handbook has an excellent chapter

on workshop practices, along with a wealth of information that you

will find useful as a QRPer. You nay also want to equip yourself

with the Radio Handbook by Bill Qrr, WGSfii. Tt Is available from

Howard Sams 6 Co., Inc. (see above address). If you are to learn

by doing," it is essential that you read technical publications and

establish an activity program in your workshop-
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CHAPTER 3

RECEIVERS FOR GRP

The QRP enthusiast must decide which type of receiver ie beat suited
to his needs, consistent hith hie technical ability and financial
jneans* A variety of options are present : he may use the receiver
portion of an existing transceiver tox QEF signal reception* Likewise
when it comes to employing a commercial receiver we may have on hand.
Although receivers of this kind provide excellent weak-signal recept-
ion, they are large and seldom in keeping with the general theme
of ORP operation* Perhaps of greater concern is the fact that when

use commercial QRP gear we are depriving ourselves of the complete
thrill of QRP operation* A completely home-made station can provide
a level of pride and accomplishment that is never experienced by
those who start and finish their amateur careers with store-bought
equipment. If you have never built a ham receiver, perhaps this is
the time for you to gather some partsj heat your soldering iron and
get with the programl

QRP Receivers in General

I have known QRPers who believed that a QRP receiver need not only
be small x hut it should have minimal circuitry and not cost much
money, T true r some very simple circuits offer acceptable performance

p

but most do not* Certainly j 1 recommend that the rank beginner to
iquipment construction start with a £ew simple circuits. This enables
him to learn by doing j and to become familiar with how receivers
operate- A good starting point Is the DC (direct conversion) type
of receiver. If you are a beginner I would like to suggest you build
something 1 ike "The Neophyte Receiver" that was described in QET
tor February page 14- The circuit contains only two ICs and
it performs on 40 or 9Q meters * circuit boards and parts kits for
this receiver are available {see article footnote) for this WA3RNC
project* Building a simple noi~n-kit receiver can come later on,

DC receivers have the same limitations that are common to the older
regenerative types of receiver. Singlets ignal reception is not ava i li-

able to the user. In other frords, these receivers respond equally
to signal energy that i& above and below center frequency- This can
afte 0PM seem much worse than it would be if we were using a super-
heterodyne receiver with an IF filter, which rejects either the upper
or lower sideband energy that may be present.

DC receivers can radiate a signal at the frequency to which they
are tuned. This is because the VBFQ (variable bea t^frequency osc-
illator) operates at the incoming signal frequency.. It an RF amplifier
is used between the detector and the antenna , the problem is often
solved because of the isolation afforded by the PF amplifier*
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A DC recei^r consists of. a P^-t ^«- ^ETV.T.&o

phones or speaker as a 700-Hz audio tone.

in the earphones-

?Lle also niniiiMS the potential for MB™cn-mode hun.

DC Receiver Selectivity

We have alr^y learned that .lngl«ign-l r-c^n
1; »\ /J"

1^
fr. r » nr reiver. But. we can improve the overall selectivity Dy
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using a passive (coils and capacitors) or RC active (op amps r Fes is t*-

ors and capacitors) audio filter. Examples of this technique are
provided later in this booh. The term ^active" in electronics means
that the circuit requires an operating voltage, passive circuits
do not, RC active audio filters can be designed to yield a highi-

pas& j low*-pase or band-pass response • Ther& are elaborate versions
of these audio filters that enable the user to vary the response
frequency and the circuit Q * The greater the Q the sharper the filter
response* The common practical limit to the number of filter poles
{sections) is usually four. These filters may be designed to provide
audio gain, or the gain may be set for unity (1)* Excessive g causes
a condition known as "r inging r

" which can be annoying when listening
to weak signals* The best place to locate the audio filter is directly
after the first audio amplifier In the recjiver . Tf the filter is
used between the receiver output and a speaker of headphones it can
exhibit Impaired per f ormaraee. This is caused by it being overloaded
by high levels of audio energy*

EARTH

fig 3-1 Example ?f ho* to tnnt power supply for c^Mun-nodf hv* a-lii-

inptlam Cl t hrfuoTi C&. inclusive- or« *dd«d to the circuit. Thfly «r# T -D a
-

uF ditc c*r*»ic units, Cl and C2 mast have a lrJDO-Y rating th* ctlier urita

fietid riava only a rating- RFCl *jid RFC 2 for output currents up to 1 A

may consist of 50 turns of no. 2& enam. virw on Art Aiidcn Aeaoc.

f a r rl to to rold core nu) , La rg« r wire dlaieter i & needed tor high* r output

current. Th* c-n-c-tf switch la i>ot ahovn for this circuit **a*ple*

I am net attempting to villlfy DC receivers in this diecus&lon It
ts important, however, that you understand thetr limitations and person-
ality traits. Certainly , they play an important role In the QRF pastime.
They are easy and Inexpensive to construct, DC receivers are small
and lightweight. This makes them ideal for use in portable gear. They
can be designed for low-current drain, and this is an important facet
of field -operation when batteries supply the operating power*

I wish to mention finally that DC receivers often succumb to gv&r<-

loading from loud commercial ftM broadcast stations that are nearby
in frequency* Thia results from the use of simple product detectors.
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such aa those that employ * single dual-gate MOEFET [type 40673 or

3NZ12) Circuits of this type work all too well as AH detectors- The

solution to the problem is to use a balanced product detector, such

as a pair of JFETs r a CA3023A IC or a diode-ring doubly balanced type

of detector. An RF attenuator (variable) at the receiver antenna input

point is helpful also, Tt can reduce the strength of the offending

signal and minimize the overloading effect. It will also reduce the

strength of the desired signal. Thi& is seldom a problem unless we

are trying to copy a very weak signal- Fig 3-2 is a block diagram

of a typical DC receiver-

RF jWP
Iff USED}

BALANCED
PROti DET

AUDIO
PfiEAHP AUDIO FILTER

AHT

VBFD
AfHtfHS INDICATE THE
PIfECTIDH Of 3 ItHAL

FLOV

HAH
TDNIHQ SPKH

Fig 3-2 Sirifl* block dlaflran of a DC rec*i*frr- 03 op*rat*s at th»

fH-Chqu»ncy (ap^r^J^tt, te*t> *s t« inching signal. Tli* different* frtq-

u*ficy ct th D output of "Jl is at pudi* frequency, 02 is * low- noi±d audio pre-

amplifier. FL I tt*y b-ft a pn«iv* cr RC audio tilt*r i "o te*t>
.

U2 booata

the audio vigflai to ap«k*r sr headpticfi* voldite.

Supe rbete rodyne Rece ive r

s

Reception can be improved greatly when we use a superh&terodyne receiver
instead ol a I>C one * The major benefit is improved selectivity, the

elimination of receiver microphonics and single-signal reception • This

style of receiver is practically immune to commen^ode hum- Also, it

becomes easier to include AGC (automatic gain control) and an S meter.

There are few negative features attendant to a well designed superhe t

.

Notable among them is increased coet and complexity for a superhet
that is designed for high per formanee. Also, the heterodyne scheme
can cause "birdies" (spurious signals) to appear across the tuning

range. This can become a major problem if the receiver is a double
or triple conversion type: Many oscillator frequencies come Into play-
Their harmonics and resultant mixing products can appear as unmodulated
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carriers ciS we tune through a particular amateur band, Even the- best
of the commercial receivers have birdies somewhere in the tuning range.
These may be detected by disconnect ihg the antenna, advancing the audio
gain and tuning from band edge to band edge* Some of these unwanted
responses are quite weak j while others may register S6 or higher on
the S meter. 1 recall testing a specific high-priced commercial receiver
Chat exhibited 46 spurious responses from 1*8 to 29-7 MHz (ham band
only receiver) Fortunately f most of these spurs aren* t noticeable
when atomsphetrle noise and signals are present*

Use caution if you design your own superheterodyne receiver* Try to
analyze the frequency relationships of -the heterodyne oscillators,
the local oscillator and the BFQ with respect to the receiving frequency
and the frequency converters of the system* Chech to see where the
harmonics of tha various oscillators fall* Even the BFO harmonics can
appear In the receiver tuning range*

Superhats Haed Hot Be Complex

A typical noncomplax superheterodyne receiver Is shown belou in block
diagram form. The differences are many when you compare this system
to that shown In Fig

M- 0-14.4 HHe p Hhe a HMe

Fig 3-3 Block di aaran &f h slnfllo-convoraioii auperlioterotfyno racftlvar. Pass lva

or act jut dPv3c«E pay b* usad for tho pix-er and product do factor. Too two freq*
ue-n-ei&s far VI USE and 4_S£l nsc*ptian+ Fraquan^i*s 1ft Cud A-rm to ahota

Just one p-Gflfllbl-fl- a r ra ngomaii t for 20- me tor roc option. Hultiplo IF filters nay

bt vtwd te provide various d«Qr« tt of selectivity. A m# rival gain control ray
bp us ad for virying the output lpvel of t hp RF cnplMipr.
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The foregoing block diagram suggests that a superhet can contain a
minimum number of stages and still offer good performance. Actually,
we may ramove some of the ci rcuits in Fig 3-3 and still obtain good
results* For example, no rule his been written that says we must use
IF amplifier*

f AGC, an BF ampl if ier or an 5 meter , It is important
f

however , to ensure sufficient overall receiver gain if we are to copy
weak signals * For example

P a bare-bones superhet may contain only a
nixer r an IF filter, a product detector, BFO and a stage of audio amp**-

1 if ication . of course r we also need a vFo or lq (local oeci 1 la tori *

we may elect to eliminate the IF filter If we are will ing to use an s

active audio filter after the first audio stage. "j

ft practical QHF superhet might have an active mixer (to provide oonvere-
jion gain! , an active product detector (more gain) and one or two high^

gain audio amplifiers, we still need our VFO and EFQ with this eo<-Called
"gutless wonder In the simplest example we may develop this type

!

f receiver around only five or six transistors or two or three ICS ,
[Design challenges of this kind have stimulated many hams toward getting
i

the most for the least when building equipment. Needless to sayj the
absence of an AGC circuit requires the operator to "ride herd" on the
receiver gain by means of the audio gain control « The annoyance of
tuning across a very strong signal can become an ear-shattering event
when there is no AGC * The saaie is true when we use a DC receiver. For
the most part , £ meters are usually "guess meters r

" so they serve no
vital purpose in QRP work* Eliminating them simplifies the circuit B

When we strip a superhet circuit to the bare essentials we need to
keep in mind the need to have 7E- to 100 dB of overall receiver gain
If we are doing weak-signal work* if not, the audio gain may he fully
advanced and the weak signal may still not be loud enough to topy*

If" sufficient ovsr&ll gain is available we need not use arr RF amplifier
ahead of the mixer for operation from 160 through 30 meters* This is
because atmospheric and man-made noise from the antenna is of greater :

amplitude than the noise generated within a typical mixer. We do need '

an PF ampl I f ier above , say, ID MHz in order to provide a noise figure
that is lower than that of the mixer alone- This oalle for an FtF amp-

;

llfier that has sufficient gain to override the mixer noise , The RF
amplifier must exhibit a low noise figure in order to reach this object-
tve« In other words, the incoming noise from the antenna at 10 Mb 3 !

and higher is usually less than the mixer noise. Current flow within
i

an amplifier generates noise* Hence, it is worthwhile to experiment i

with the biasing {total current) of the RF amplifier in order to obtain
a low noise figure. Amplifier instabil ity can also generate noise*

FrontsEnd selectivity

In addition to introducing selectivity at the IF ( IF filter) we need
to provide front-end selectivity where the antenna connects to the
receiver . The input tuned circuits for RF amplifiers and mixers should
have reasonably high in order to achieve this goal. Double- or triple-
tuned LC circuits may be used to narrow- the response of the input tuned
ci ccuit* Front-end selectivity helps prevent strong

p
unwanted signals

within or outside the frequency of interest from overloading the receiver.
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Local Oscillator Considerations

The local oscillator must be frequency'stable 3 especially If we use
narrow TF f liters * A dri fting VFO can cause the signal of Interest
to vanish quickly from the passbend of the IF system- This is true
especially when we uee IF filters that have a 250- or 5uD-Ha bandwidth*
More on this subject when we gat Into VFO design.

The mixer Injection power or voltage that is supplied by the VFO is
also vital to proper receiver performance. Each type of mixer we use
requires a specific level of LO Injection in order to ensure optimum
nixar conversion gain and dynamic range (ability to withstand very
strong signals without overloading). Therefore, I urge you to learn
the LO requirements of the mixer you employ. Most diode mixers call
far +7 dlira of injection power (approximately B «E- mw) * Dual-gate MQSFET
misers t such as the 40673 r need roughly 5 volts P-P of LO injection
on gate no, 3 for top performance. Most IC mixers or bipolar transistor
nilxera require 3 to 4 volts P-P from the LO, Bear In mind that these
are rules of thumb for the beginner *

The output waveform from the LO should be reasonably free of harmonics
or other spurious energy. If the waveform is unsanitary, so to speak

,

various unwanted" injection frequencies reach the mixer , along with
the desired frequency. This can cause the reception of signals from
frequencies other than the intended one. I like to use a harmonic filter
at the output of my LO chain to provide a clean sine wave at the inject-
ion frequency* A simple half-wave low-pass filter with a leaded Q of
1 is usually ample

.

It Is wise to isolate the LO circuitry from the rest of the receiver*
A shield compartment and decoupling networks in the dc supply lines
to the VPO will help isolate the LO eystem* Unprotected oscillator
circuits can pick up stray FtF energy from other parts of the circuit r

and this can seriously affect the VFO stability. LO isolation is rather
Important when the VFO is used within the cabinet of a transceiver B

Ideally, the VFO circuit would be contained in a separate boa f external
to the transceiver* This general rule appl tes to DC receivers also,

TF GystflK Hotas

You may use one or two IF ampl ifiers in your superhet T or none at all r

35 discussed earlier. Two IF amplifiers offer better AGC action than
does a single arapll f ier , Also , the overall receiver gain will be much
greater when we utilize two IF amplifiers - Contrary to a misconception
that exiatBj high-gain If amplifiers do not require tuned input and
output transformers* For example! IC amplifiers such as the MC115DP
or CA302aA work nicely when art RF choke or broadband transformer is
used In place of s conventional IF transformer , Capaci t ive coupling
is used between the stages when RF chokes are used. This method aids
amplifier stability by providing low-Q Input and output circuits* Trans-
formers are useful, however , to provide an impedance match between
the IP amplifiers and their input and output loads to ensure maximum
gain* Most IC types of HF/IF ampl if lers exhibit a 20G0-ohm input and
SOOD-ohm output characteristic (base to base and collector-to-collector,
respectively) «
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A well designed AGC system will yield up to BQ dfi of gain control when
two IC amplifiers are used in the IF system. Examples of high-performance
AGC amplifiers and control circuits are described In Solid State Design
for tbe Radio Anataur - S meters are used with these systems

.

TF Filtering

We must exercise car a when using a mechanical or crystal-lattice IF
\

filter* All filters require a specified termi nation Impedance if they
are to function as the design specifications are stated* An improper
load- impedance can cause the filter response to be asymmetrical , and
the ripple (dips and peaks across the nose of the response curve) may
become prohibitive* Be sure to check the manufacturer' s data sheet
when you use one of these filters* Aleo

P some filters call for resonat-
ing capacitors at the filter input and output terminals* These are
essential if we are to obtain correct filter performance

-

Home-made IF filters are inexpensive and fairly easy to design B Ladder
filter design! based on low-cost r surplus crystals, is treated in depth
in WIFB' g Design Notebook (ARRL1 . The bock contains two articles on
the subject by Wes Hayward , W7 20I * The procedure is simple enough to
follow for even the most rank beginner -

Suitable crystals for home-made ladder filters are available for as
little as Si each* Most of these crystals are surplus units for computer
use* Check your electronics surplus catalogs for listings, I have made
some excellent ladder fi iters from TV color-bur fit crystals that
I bought for 75 cents apiece- Filters of this variety can often
he huilt for less than $5

P
whereas a comparable commercial filter can

cost as much as $75 -

Poet IF Filtering

A ty pi call auperhet receiver has the IF filter between the mixer and
the first IF amplifier* Soaie amateurs have cascaded IF filters at this
circuit point in order to improve the filter skirt select ivity* Others
prefer to use a "tall end" filter • This method calls for using the
second filter immediately after the last IF amplifier * A second filter
used In this manner reduces receiver noise by rejecting wide-band noise
that comes from within the IF amplifiers* The results can be dramatic
when doing weak-signal work - It is important to make sure both filters
have the same center frequency , The tail-end filter is chosen for
a wider bandwidth than the first filter * For example f a 250-Hz filter
might be used just after the mixer r but a 500-hz filter is used after
the last if amplifier* This helps assure that the passband of the first
fitter falls within the passband o£ the tail-end filter*

Receiver Audio Systen

rt is not unusual to find receivers that have inferior audio, even
though the remainder of the circuit performs nicely . This is true with
some expensive commercial receivers as well w The cause may often be
attributed to a miserly designer who tried to cut cost by using an
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Inadequate of lev-cast output amplifier 4 it is true that we seldom
need more than 0*5 W of audio power to excite a speaker to comfortable
room level, But, if the output ampl if ier Is rated for a maximum output
power of 0-4 or 0-5 watt, it is producing distortion at that power
level w Also j some audio-output ICS have inherent cross^-over distortion.
Weak signals take on a "fussy" sound In the presence of this distortion.

It in better to use an output audio amplifier than tan produce 5 or
more watts of power » You will never use all of those watte x but at
normal listening levels you will not hear distortion* This philosophy
can be equated to that which appl ies to HI-FI systems r where it is
not unusual to find a "golden ears" person using a lDO^W amplifier.

Distortion 1$ also caused by a loudspeaker that is incapable of handling
the available audio power * Manufacturers tend to use speakers that
have small magnets. This limits the handling power of the speaker . It is
absurd to have a 1-wa tt audio ampl [fisr and _d 40D^mW speaker, but I

have observed this shortcoming in a number of commercial products *

Audio quality can be Improved markedly if we use a 10-W speaker with
audio systems that produce up to 5 watts of output power- When in doubt,
select a speaker with a very large magnet. Although it may cost more
than a bargain-price smaller unit, the rewards are worth the added
expense *

Audio response shaping Is worth considering when you design a receiver.
We seldom need the frequencies below approximately 400 HE F and those
above 2500 Hz are not necessary for communications work- The audio
response at the low frequency end of the spectrum can be rolled off
by select ing coupl ing capacitors that pass the highs while rejecting
the lows * To achieve this effect you may have to use 0*l-uF coupling
capacitors instead of 2 «2- or 10-uF ones- Response at the upper end
of the communications audio range can be limited by using bypass cap-
acitors from the output ports of the audio amplifiers to ground , 1

use capacitors with values from Q*QQ3 to 0*1 uF for this purpose. The
effective 0PM can be reduced markedly if you adopt this technique for
your receiver* Low-pitched tumble and no fee tends to vanish r and so
do those high-pitched heterodynes and SEB monkey chatter.

Single Conversion versus Double Conversion

which Is best? single conversion or double conversion In a stiperhet
receiver? Tt is said that "beauty is in the eyes of the beholder -

ta

This philosophy probably applies to the ohoice of receiver circuits,
Slmpl icity is the keynote of a single-conversion receiver- This circuit
is relatively Inexpensive to build, A double-conversion receiver needs
additional stages and a collection of heterodyne crystals . Also r the
chance for birdies ifi greater when the double-conversion method is
used . Careful gain distribution is mandatory In any receiver if we
are to realize high dynamic range- It becomes more critical in a double-
conversion setup, mainly because there Is more potential gain tc control.
On the other hand, double conversion is beneficial when we want to
minimise Image responses » For example r the receiver may have a first
IF of 40 MHz , This energy is well away from the receive frequency f
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which discourages the development of image responses- The 40-MHe energy

is then converted (second mixer and to) to some lower frequency, such

as 3,3 KHz or perhaps 455 KHz * Therefore, we are dealing with two IF

systems , two or more IF filters
P

two mixers and two LO chains * The
picture becomes even more complex when a designer elects to build a

triple-conversion receiver • Personally r I prefer to work with single-
conversion schemes. I encounter fewer performance problems when I follow
this cour&ei

Minimize the Frills

You will be happier and spend less money if you avoid the so-celled

bells and whistles we find on modern amateur receivers- The QRPer does

not need AGC r an S meter, RF gain control, digital frequency display
or passband tuning tn order to have fun and success* Notch f liters,

IF shtf t r computer interface , noise blanker s and the like are also
unnecessary for routine communications- Good dynamic range and frequency

stability are F
however, essential. The subject of dynamic range and

how to achieve it is covered in Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur

Similarly, we do not need to use ICs, just because they are available*
PC board layout can become a nightmare with scene ICs. Discrete devices,

euth as bipolar transistors and PETS can provide good performance*
Circuit-board layout is simple and there is plenty of opportunity to

experiment with operating parameters when we use discrete devices-

many ICs prohibit external changes that change the performance- Unstable
operation frequently plagues a high-ge in IC, This is because there
is so much gain in a small package- For the same reason it can be a

chore to design a PC^board pattern that does not encourage instability*
It is not always easy to locate the recommended IC bypass cepaeitors
at the pins of the IC, and this is essential for ensuring stable oper-

ation- Long PC-board foils are inductive, and this contributes also

to instability. Although most ICs are of modest cost (51 to S3) F we

can buy popular bipolar transistors for as little as 10 cents each. Many

FETs are available for as little as 50 cents aplece-

PRACTICAL RECEIVER DESIGN

We will begin this section by reviewing various common circuits that

you will use when you build receivers- Working parts valuee are assigned

to these tested circuits. This will take the guess work out of your

design exercises. Generally speaking, substitute transistors are suit-

able for these circuits F provided the substituted transistor or diode

has similar electrical traits. For example, types 2N3S0d F 2N2222 and

2TJ44CD or 3H4401 may be interchanged in many circuits with no great

difference in performance. Try to select a substitute device that has

approximately the same max imum voltage
P

current , gain and fT (upper

frequency gain limit) . The fT, where gain is unity, may rated for a

higher frequency than the transistor for which a substitute is chosen

,

and performance will be okay- A workable rule of thumb for fT is to

choose a transistor or IC that has an upper frequency limit that is

five times or greater the desired operating frequency- This ensures
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maximum available gain (hfe) at the circuit operating frequency*
Oscillators! on the other hand, can be made to work at or even slight-
ly above the transistor £T r but output power will be low* Oscillators
are. In effect, ampl if iers that use feedback to make them oscillate*

Yar tations in resistor values as great as 20 percent are acceptable
for the practical circuits in thie book • The same is true of bypass
and coupl ing capacitors. You should adhere to the capacitor types
and values called for in tuned circuits r VFOs T filters and crystal
oscillators- If you do not have the e*act value specified you may
use comb tnat ions of series or parallel capacitors to obtain the value
called out in the parts list. In this context, if the circuit requires
a 50 -pF WPD capacitor, you can use two 100-pF HPQ units in series
to obtain the specified value.

Air variable tuning capacitors may be modi fled easily to arrive at
a specified maximum capacitance (plates fully meshed) value* You tan
use a pair of needle nose pi iers to remove van&s from the rotor or
stater to reduce the total capacitance- Tt is usually a simple matter
convert, for example , a 100-pF air variable to a 50- or 7 5-pF unit
through this procedure.

CrystaJ oscillators

The practical circuits in this section may be used in receivers or
transmitters* We will examine only the more popular oscillator types
here, A plethora of oscillator circuits has been developed and hamed
after the inventors* Each breed of oscillator has its salient
features, but in all cases the key to proper performance Is the feed 4'

back power used in the circuit. Feedback consists of a portion of
the oscillator output pgwer which is fed bach to the input circuit.
This is called positive feedback - Negative feedback Is used in amp-
lifier circuits to prevent them from oscillating. This is called
neutral i za t Ion ,

Poor oscillator performance can result from the use of too little
or too much feedback voltage or power. An oscillator with a low value
of feedback may not oscillate at all, or It may be a sluggish starter
^hen power ie applied * Excessive feedback r conversely, can cauee
the oscillator to generate spurious frequencies cause the transistor
to draw excessive current and lead to frequency drift* In a t*crst

case situation the crystal can be damaged by excessive feedback.
This is most likely to occur when we use solid state power oscillators,
or tube types of oscillators*

Positive feedback Is of the same phase as the oscillator input signal.
Negative feedback is l&Q degrees out of phase with the input signal

.

This is important to remember when you use a link on the output tuned
circuit to obtain feedback . If circuit f ai Is to oscillate r reverse
the feedback winding to obtain the proper phase*

A suitable ballpark value for the feedback is o< 25 the oscillator
output power * This clearly 1 llustrates that the efficiency of an
oscillator is much lower than if the same transistor were used as
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a class C ampl if ier * The feedback power Is subtracted from the out-
put powet; * Typical crystal osc lllator efficiency is on the order
of 30 percent, A solid state class C amplifier can provide an
efficiency is great as 75 percent i £ the operating conditions are
optimised.
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The common oscillators in Fig 3-4 are shown with values for the
XC of critical capacitors - You may obtain the capacitance value
from these numbers by using 2 pi times xc times the frequency in
HHz + Capacitance Is In uF . Hence r

r = ] Eq 1-1
CuF 2

"IT f XC

where XC is in ohms and 2 pi is 6-23.

Please bear in mind that the XC values expressed in Fig 3-4 are
approximate. The absolute values depend upon the transistor gain
and the activity of the crystal- Optimization of the feedback values
may be accomplished by observing the oscillator output waveform
with a scope and selecting the level of feedback that provides the
least waveform distortion, consistent with reliable oscillator start-
ing. Experimentation with the transistor bras value will also help
to provide waveform improvement +

Fig 3 -4A illustrates a Fierce oscillator . This untuned oscillator
relies primarily on C2 and C3 to establish the feedback. RFC l in

combination with stray circuit capacitance ( 10 to 15 pF typically )

-

must be resonant below the crystal frequency in order to obtain
oscillation * The value of blocking capacitor CI can be varied in

the interest of the purest output waveform. Its value r in any event,
should be the smallest one that permits reliable oscillation and
acceptable power output , A bipolar transistor may be substituted
for the JFET in Fig If this is done you may use the base and
emitter resistance values shown at C and D of Fig 3-4-

An overtone oscillator is depicted at fl of Fig 3-4- Note the similar-
ity of this circuit to that at A . The feedback capacitors have been
deleted and a tuned circuit ( Tl and C2 ) has been substituted for
RFC1 at A* This tuned circuit is resonant near the frequency of

the desired crystal overtone { 3rd . 5th r etc* | + The tuned circuit
must be resonant just slightly above the desired frequency in order
to ensure o&o illation . High-impedance output from this circuit may

be taken from the FET drain through a small value coupling capacitor
(XC = 450 ohms}. The output link winding of TL provides low-
impedance coupling to the load -- 50 to fcQU ohms f depending upon
the number of tarns used for the link.

A Cclpitts oscillator' is presented in Fig 3-4C + Cl and CZ are the

feedback capacitor^- CI may sometimes be eliminated if the transistor
used for ql has relatively high base-emitter (internal) capaoitance-
Thls may be determined through experimentation- A JFEr or MGSFET

can be used for Ql at C of Fig i-4 • The 15K-ohm bias resistor is

removed and the 5 . 6K-ohm resistor is replaced by a 100K-ohm unit
if this is done. Output from the Colpitts oscillator is low.

owing to the takeoff point being the emitter. An amplifier is need-

ed after Ql to develop output power that is similar to that at A,

e and D of Fig 3-4 *
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A tuned collettor oscillator Is shown at I> of Fig 3-4* CI is the
feedback capacitor for this fundamental oscillator It works in
combination with the internal base-emit ter capacitance of Ql - This
type of oscillator may be operated also at the harmonics of the
crystal if CZ and Tl are tuned to the desired harmonic* If this
is done it may be necessary to nee a feedback, divider of the kind
shown at C in Fig 3-4- Harmonic operation- of this circuit is not
especially desirable because the output energy contains fundamental
crystal energy P plus unwanted harmonics of the crystal frequency*
An overtone oscillator ( circuit fll is free of fundamental output
energy -

All of the Fig 3-4 oscillators may be used as the heart of a QRF
transmitter or as heterodyne oscillators in. a superhet receiver
or converter. The circuit at C in Fig 13-4 may be used by itself
as a milliwatt QRP transmitter. You may key the + 12-V supply line
or disconnect the 4 70-ohm emitter resistor from ground and key the
circuit at that point-

Variable crystal oscillators

A variable crystal oscillator (VXO) offers relief from being locked
to one crystal frequency . Inductive reactance ( XL) and eapacitive
reactance (xc) arc introduced in series with the crystal to shift
its frequency o£ oscillation. The XC or XL can be made variable
to allow Shifting the operating frequency.

Fundamental crystals are used in VXO circuits, although you may
use an overtone crystal at its fundamental frequency for VXO operat-
ion - Plated AT-cut quartz crystals are the best for VXO circuits

,

I prefer the ones that are contained in the larger HC-6/U metal
holders + These crystals appear to provide the greatest frequency
shift in a VXO. Surplus FT- 24 3 crystals and other older crystals
in nonmetallic holders do not shift frequency too well, in fact,
they may be difficult to make oscillate in gome oscillator circuits

.

These crystals are frequently referred to as being " sluggish »
" X t may

be helpful to ask your favorite crystal manufacturer if he Can. supply
you with a crystal that ie ground especially for VXO circuits , At
one time F at least. International Crystal Wf g* Co* made a crystal
of this kind- It was a hit more "rubbery" than standard AT-cut itiodels-

Yoy may be wondering hew many kHz a crystal may be pulled at shifted
in a VXG* This depends upon many factors , The nature of the crystal
you use piaye a role in thig matter. The amount of stray circuit
capacitance ia part of the picture . The values for the XC and XL
dictate to a large measure Lhe maximum shift in frequency* Most
importantly r however , is the crystal operating trequency - The lower
the crystal frequency the smaller the frequency change- if you use,
say- a 3-5-MHz crystal in a VXO you will do veil to shift the freq-
uency more than 1.5 kHz , Conversely r a 14 -MHz crystal can usually
be pulled some I

1

} kHz * ft frequency change of 7 to 6 kHz is typical
at 40 meters in a well designed VXO, I have successfully shifted
a 3U-MHz crystal 30 kH Z +
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The values of the critical components are approximate- Again, there
ls plenty of leeway for experimentation toward optimizing the osc-
illator performance . Be aware that all VXOs yield nonlinear response
when XCl is adjust eel* Maximum frequency change occurs toward the
minimum-capacitance end of the XCl rotation- Increasing the maximum
capacitance of XCl provides diminishing returns with regard to freq-
uency change*

The temptation usually exists to enhance the frequency range of a
VXO by increasing the inductance of XL1 in Fig 3-5 r Again , a point
of diminishing returns is reached , respective to true VXO operat-
ion * Too great an inductance leads to regular VFO operation x and
the oscillator stability decreases- a vxo ie normally as stable as
a straight crystal oscillator at a constant room temperature.

Too much stray circuit capacitance limits the upper range of VXO
adjustment* In fact, it can cause the highee t operating frequency
to occur slightly below the marked crystal frequency A good VXO
should enable you to shift the crystal frequency slightly above the
marked frequency (1-5 kHz at 14 MHz , for example } * The circuit at
B of Fig 3-5 is capable of this function F whereas circuit A is not*
This is because cl and C2 provide a set minimum capacitance* This
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can be overcome by locating a small-value coupling capacitor between
the Ql gate -snd ¥1 * Caution; Too email a capacitor value here will

prevent the circuit from oscillating*

XLl in both circuits can be a miniature EF choice- The nearest stand-

ard value to that which you compute from the XL equation will be
okay in these circuits . I use a 15 -uH choke at 14 MHz and a 22 uH

unit tor 7 MHz .
r

If you employ the circuit of Fig 3-5B it will be necessary to keep

the KC1 rotor and at ator above ground- An insulated shaft coupler
will prevent hand capacitance from shifting the oscillator frequency

-

You may use a trimmer capacitor for XC1 i£ you do not contemplate
numerous frequency changes during a single Q^Q*

Best VXO stability is had by using a buffer-amplifier stage after
the oscillator* This helps to isolate the VXO from load changes that

can cause frequency shifts-

Transistors other than 2N4 416 are suitable in these circuits* You

may wish to use. for example, an MPFlO^ or a dual-gate MOSFET
p

euch

as * 40673 or The gates of a dual-gate MGSFET caa be tied

together to allow the device to serve as a single -gate FET > This
eliminates the need to apply forward bias to gate no. 2, There is

no reason why you can' t use bipolar transistors for the circuits
in Fig 3-5, If you do. follow the biasing procedure set forth in

Fig 3-4 The 2N4 -a 16 JFET has a better piriehof f characteristic
than does an MFF10 2 . This characteristic allows the transistor to
produce greater output power than if a low- pinchof f device Is used *

Standard LC VFOs

Frequency stability Is the first consideration when we build VFQs-

There are two hinds- of drift to consider: ( J- ) Short-term drift and
( 2 )

long-term drift* The former phenomenon takes place during the

first two or three minutes after operating voltage is applied. Long-
term drift may continue for many minutes, or even for hours,

Short-term drift is caused by the heating of the transistor junction,

plus heating of the other VFO components by RF currents that flow

through them- Long-term drift may be caused by an extension of short-
term drift which is compounded by changes in ambient temperature
within the VFO compartment . Changes m humidity contribute also to
long-term drift-

Abrupt frequency changes can also occur in a VFO, This is usually
caused by mechanical devices. s.uch as trimmer capacitors j that c4us.e

changes in value from vibration . Changes in operating voltage may
also cause frequency jumping-

HinlniEiug Drift

All LC types of VFOs exhibit some drift- Normally r in a well-designed
VF0

P
this drift practically ceases after 30 minutes of opera tioci.
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I have seen VFOg that settle dovn within ID minutes after turn-on.
Typically , a stabilized VFO i*ill ramp up and down in frequency by
10 or 15 Hz j even after a complete warmupi But

P
this does not canse

a problem r since we don 1 t notice any outward effects from so small
a frequency change* In a worst case example, I have built VFQs that
never stopped drifting- It was not uncommon to observe a 15 -kHz drift
at 7 MHz during a 1-hour period! Here are some drift-preventive
measures that I find helpful;

1 1 ) Use a regulated low operating voltage for the oscillator* The
lost output power can he recouped by adding a class A amplifier
after the oscillator. Try an operating -voltage of 6 to G + Use
a sener diode to regulate this voltage-

[ 2 } Use very light coupling between the transistor and the tuned
circuit. This helps "to isolate the transistor from the tuned circuit.
Minimise the coupling from the oscillator to the load by again using
a small-value capacitor*

(3) Utilize temperature-stable capacitors in the critical parts
of the oscillator circuit- NPO (zero temperature coefficient) ceramic
capacitors are excellent - Polystyrene capacitors are nearly as good
as KPOb up to approximately 10 MHz- Silver micas are the worst of
the lot. They may exhibit positive or negative drift traits with
.changes in temperature

.

14) use a high-Q tuned circuit in your VFO. This minimizes wide-band
noise output

»

15) install a small-signal silicon diode (fig 3-5) between the FET

oscillator gate and ground * The diode operates as a bias stabilizer,

and this reduces potential drift* Harmonic output is lower when using
this diode, and this is also a benefit- This technique is not
applicable to bipolar- transistor oscillators*

( 6 ) All trimmer capacitors should be small air variables or HPO
-ceramic unite- Avoid using mica trimmers or low cost plastic trimmers-

(7) Air variables used for the main-tuning control in a VFO need
to be the double-bearing type ( bearing at each end of the rotor ) *

Avoid using capacitors -with aluminum plates B since they expand and
contract with changes in temperature- Plated brass vanes are best +

The main tuning capacitor should turn easily with minimum torque-

{&) Don't skimp on the number of buffer stages after the oecillator*
The greater the number ( up to three ) the better the isolation from

varying loads that cause frequency changes

-

(9) Enclose your VFO in its own shield compartment and decouple
the dc leads that -enter the box. This prevents stray RF energy from

entering the VFO circuit and causing frequency shifts . Best results
will be had if the VFO module is used outboard from the main piece
of equipment {not always practical).
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C LO ) Do not use double-aided PC boards for VFOs* The PC conductors
form capacitors with the ground-plane side of the board, and the
board insulating material serves ae the dielectric. Capacitors thus
formed are very unstable with changes in temperature . Al&o. s trees
on the PC board! changes these unwanted capacitances * Use single-
sided, glaee-epoxy board material for vfOq.

( 11 ) Avoid using long PC-board traces (conductors! in critical
parts of the VFO circuit H especially around the tuned circuit * Long
conductors especially very narrow ones — Introduce atray induct-
ance that becomes part of the tuned circuit* This can not only lower
the tuned-circuit Q , but leads to frequency instability if the- PC
board expands and contracts from heat - Abrupt frequency changes
may result if the PC board is stressed*

( 12 ) Use at least two coats of Polystyrene Ekjpe { TM} on the tuned
circuit coil after it has been wound in final form. This will keep
the coil turns in a fixed position, which minimizes frequency shifts.
The protective coating also keeps moisture and dirt from affecting
the coil.

( 13 ) Avoid
P if practicable , the use of any magnetic core inductor

in the VFO tuned circuit- Rigid air-wound toils will yield the best
stability traits* Powdered- iron and ferrite cores change permeability
with temperature changes P and this causes drift * If you must use
a core ( toroid or coil slug) x try to utilize no. 6 (yellow code

}

pawdered iron- it is relatively stable with regard to heating* This
material is carbonyl SF, When using slug-tuned colls try to have
as little of the slug within the coll winding as possible . This
lessens the heat-caused frequency drift- Also, the core should enter
the high- impedance end of the inductor.

( \4 ) Whenever practicable F do not remove the operating voltage
frgm your VFO, even during b tandby periods . This- will eliminate
the short-term drift that occurs when the oscillator is first turned
on* If the VFO creates an interfering signal during receive F add
a VFO offset circuit that will shift the VFO frequency during the
receive period* This is illustrated in the universal VFO that appears
later In this chapter,

( 15 ) Beware of some of the imported NPU capacitors* I have used
a number of them that exhibit considerable capacitance change from
heating. I have not experienced this, problem with American NPO units*

The foregoing is a recipe book approach to VFO stability* You should
have few problems if you adhere to these general B Band Aide" (TM)

.

Cannon VFO Cixcuitfl

Fig 3-6 shows various popular LC-oscillator circuits H along with
methods for tuning them. It should be stressed that mechanical tuning
{with air variable capacitors ) is superior to WC (voltage variable
capacitancel diode tuning. These WC or veractcr diodes contribute
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frequency Instability* This is because
junctions are introduced to the
changes with temperature- Thie
diode tuning* Xt ie merely an
their place in amateur design,
compact!) than most quality air
used for VFO tuning, make certain that you use a

composition potentiometer for varying the WC

addi tion a 1 semicenduetor
circuit, and the junction capacitance
is by no means an indictment of WC
advisory- Certainly. WC diodes have
and are far less expensive (and more
variables- when these diodes are

high-quail ty c arbo

n

operating vol ta ge

.

I prefer a 2-watt Allen Bradley or equivalent control for this job*

Meet imported T low-cost controls are mechanically inferior r
and

the carbon element wears Out quickly*

HAIH TUBE
CI

HAIH TUN

LI
1 oo*

Top

WC-TUHEO
VFO
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+ CI 3

^y?^|STE DEVALUES

MCI - 1?PQ OHMS
XC2 = 3900 OHMS
XG3. XC* - MO OHHS
*C5 - aeo ohms
KM* XC1 90 OHMS
Xt_1 - 50 OHMS

tapped cOil
Fig 3-6 E^antila-3 Of CfllUiort VFOs. Circuit* A and C USt

(LU to provide taadback. Th- tap- la ihfl tcHnl Ll turns nbc^a the S ro u nd-

*d and of LI. Machanlc*! tuning ten Is us«L frequ-ftey control. Gate

biaa is stabilized by laariE. *f th* 1 119 H di*d* + In nil *xanpl*s flbovt

C3 T end C3 art NPO eeranic. Circuit B shous CG and C7

lpp tor obtolnifta t&odbock. t6 and C7 ar* polystyrene. WC tuning

at C to change frequency. MY104 &r ainilpr WC d led** lay

an jrada, C* rb-on -conpei it ton central h A vi

tur ftl provid" a alow tuning rate. C2 In all circuits

C2 +

than b cqiI

is uiad

be gaad- Rl is

ni*f nechpnisiTi

an NP& trimra-r.



The Hartley VFO circuit appears to be the most popular one among
amateur builders- Therefore F I have featured this circuit in Fig
3-6- Each of the circuits needs to be followed by at least two buffer
ampliflers in order to provide isolation from the overall VFO load*
Power output from the source terminal of the o&cillatore ie low-
The t>u£fer/ampllfiers increase this power to usable levels , You may
obtain the capacitor values in uF by using the formula in Eq 3-1 *

These values are given in XC on the diagram ( Fig 3-6 ) and represent
starting points for VFO design- The value of Cl at A and B must be
chosen to provide the tutting range you desire. Depending upon your
individual needs r

Cl may need to have more or lees total capacitance
than the XC value indicates , In a like- manner F the WC diodes you
select for D3 and D2 of Fig will determine the overall tuning
range of the VFO - These diodes are available from Motorola and Other*
with various capacitance minimum and maximum values.

Ql in each example is a 2N44 16 J FET . You may_ use other FETs , euch
as the MFF10 2, but output will he lower than with a 2N44 16 , owing
to the superior pinchof f characteristic of the latter type These
circuits can be built around bipolar transistors- $s well. Forward-
bias networks and emitter bias must he added when using bipolar tran-
istors * I recommend a fairly "hot" bipolar transistor for VFO service -

The 2N517 9 and others: with an fT in the uhf region are suitable

,

On the other hand H 1 have had good results with such trans is tors
as the 2W2222 and 2H4400 in VFO circuits-- Drift will be
minimised if you use bipolar transistors with the least 'input and
output capacitance, henco the recommendation for the 2N517 5* device*
FETs with high tramsconduct anee are best for use in VFOs- . Cer t ainly d

dual -gate MGSFETs are excellent devices for VFO service - imong them
are the RCA 4D673, and 3N212 transistors* A typical J FET
or MOEPET has an input capacitance o£ approximately 6 pF* This must
be added to the overall tuned circuit capacitance when calculating
the inductance of Ll in Fig 3-6 + Allow 10 pF { average) for stray
circuit capacitance around the VFO tuned circuit.

The VFOs described in this chapter are suitable for receivers and
transmit ters* This information will not be repeated later*

Buffering the VFO

I mentioned earlier that buffering provides isolation between the
oscillator and the load* Various circuits may be used, but narrow-
band circuits ( resonant tuned circuits) are best avoided » They may
encourage VFO frequency "pulling" and tend to limit the overall band-
width of the VFO frequency range* The exception to the foregoing
philosophy is when we chaos b tc add a harmonic filter at the output
of the last buffer amplifier* A low-pass type of filter is most often
used, it does not restrict the vfq overall bandwidth.

The buffer-amplifier system is used also to increase the output power
of the oscillator- Vou must determine how much local-oscillator power
is required for- the mixer or transmit: tor input stage when designing
your buffer-amplifiers- Additionally, knowledge of the input imped-
ance of the mixer or transmitter h taye is important , The output of
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the last buffer, ideally. Is tailored to match this impedance- Max-

imum power transfer occurs only when a matched condition exists

*

Host bipolar transistor class. A transistor amplifiers present an

input impedance of appro*Irately GOO ohms - A diode balanced mixer

,

on the other hand . has a 50-ohm input impedance* The gates of FETg

have a high impedance (megohms) , The gate resistor establishes the

effective gate impedance- Thus, if the gate resistor ie 100, 00U ohms r

that is the effective gate impedance- Fig 3-7 illustrates how a

buffer-amplifier chain may be structured*

BUFFER BUFFER

RF AMP

Fig 3-7 Twc a-xanp]** fff VFO bu f f * r/* P 1 1 f i* r circu^E. A diraet- coup led

jy*ta-m ia attain at A. Trjnjiitdffl audi a& 2N2Z22A * nd may alao be

uaad for fll and W at A + Tills ayata* ha5 5- fa* dB of voltago gain *nd ha*

an output iftpada^ea slightly less then iTO ahfia. Circuit B has lstilat-

it-n by vir ture of FET Ql + which pi-a>fi*nta high £ to t h# VFO H Q1 has b aain

af C.fl. tiQ* oppr&klrtfct&ly 15 dB of gain. Tl hps 36 turns of no. 2fi aaah.

n art *midon FT-37-*3 ferrito torofd. S^c^mjary ha.B a turnt.
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A direct ^coupled buffer section is illustrated at A of Fig 3-7- This
simple, inexpensive approach to buffering * VFO 1b preferred by many
builders, especially when a compact layout Is required- It Is broad-
band and may be used from 500 kHz to 30 MHz with no circuit- changes

»

Fig 3-7B shows the circuit I prefer for post-VFO use. FET 01, because
of its lOOK-ohm input Impedance presents light loading of the VFO
output circuit f Output taken from the source of 01 is routed to a
broadband class-A amplifier (Q2) that exhibits a 50-ohm input imped-
ance. This amplifier uses shunt and degenerative feedback to ensure
stability and a flat frequency response from LF into the VHF spectrum.
Harmonic output is low because Q2 operates linearly « A low-pass
filter may be u&ed at the output of Tl if further harmonic atten-
uation is desired. Additional information about VFO buffer/amplifier
systems is presented in WlFB's. Design Notebook *nd Solid State Design
for the Radio Amateur (both ARRL books).

Regulated dc voltage is sometimes used for Ql at A and B in Fig 3-

7- This helps to ensure a constant load at the VFO output: Even small
variations in 01 operating voltage can lead to phase shifts that
are reflected to the VFO. and these changes cause shifts in frequency-

Ttae Heterodyne VFO

Greater stability and higher cost are conditions that go with the
more elaborate heterodyne type of VFO. These circuits require a VFO,
mixer and heterodyne-oscillator system + Since two frequencies are
involved in this style of VF0 F we must use care to avoid paa&ing
spurious frequencies to the receiver or transmitter- Bandpass filter-
ing Is generally required after tbe mixer. We face greater expense
because crystals are used in the heterodyne oscillator*

A practical circuit far a heterodyne VFO is shown in Fig 3-B* Design
information for the tunable oscillator may be obtained elsewhere
in this chapter. An ECA CA302SA 10 is used as a singly balanced mixer*
Ql and 02 are class A broadband linear amplifiers- Fierce oscillator
03 provides the heterodyne frequency which , when mixed with the VFO
frequency, yields Ul output from 7-0 to 7 h 3 MHz - Ql amplifies this
energy- It is filtered by bandpass filter FLl P then further amplified
by 02- A 7-MHz sine wave appears at the output port of

You modify this circuit for multiband use by having- additional
heterodyne oscillators and harmonic filters- These extra circuits
may be band-switched by mechanical or electronic means- Fig 3-9 shows
how the circuits can be switched with 1H914 diodes-

1 mentioned earlier that this variety of VFO is more stable than
the more common straight VFO. 1 need to qualify the statement by
saying that any VFO is only as stable as its tunable oscillator*
The improved stability comes from not using simple VFO at freq-
uencies above x say, 7 MHz - Most VFOe that operate below 7 MHz can
be made to operate with minimum drift* A 14- or 2I-MH5 VFO, usually
does, in contrast, drift appreciably unless great care ie taken h
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Flfl 3_g __ t*& cKaiples of died* switched fiF circuit*. Filtn-r awltch-

i ng ih&wn at A. Oscillators ny switched as shown at B* AH Jlcd&s

ar« typo 1 H91 4 , RF chokes or« I «H + Additional niters anJ oae 1 1 lftt*rs

may bo added by merely explicating the nbia^e circuits and adding switch

pcl*s h All switching lc dane at low impedance.
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It is important when using the circuits in Fig 3-9 to ensure ample
dc current through the switching diodes. If this is not done, the
diodes do not turn on completely* This results in a signal loss which
can be 4* great as 3-4 dB, By utilising back-to-back diodes at each
switching point we obtain better filter isolation than if only one
diode were used for each switch. The EF chokes Specified at each
switch location are used in place of resistors in order to minimize
the dc resistance in the circuits- Miniature molded chokes are avail-
able from Mouser Electronics and Oak Hills Research.

Vou may include as many filters and oscillators necessary to achieve
multiband heterodyne oscillator service* The diode switching methods
shown in Fig 3-9 are, of course r suitable for many other types of
RF circuits- It is much easier to switch do lines than it is to use
a mechanical switch for selecting the numerous EF circuits in a multi-
band system. When using diodes we can avoid long runs of RG-174 coa*
line between the affected circuits and the switch terminals. It is
entirely practical to use diodes for switching multiple TF filters
into and out of a receiver IF circuit*

Frequency Synthesizers

Although synthesizers and digital frequency display represent the
modern way of life with expensive commercial ham gear, we ORPers
seldom use these techniques * They contribute to bulky equipment and
the associated circuitry consumes substantial .power* Neither trait
is in keeping with the QRP theme • It is for these reasons that I

have chosen to exclude frequency synthesis from this book, You can
learn about synthesizers and frequency counters by consulting The
AHRL Handbook.

A Universal vfo

The VFO described in this section is stable and easy to build, it
may be used in any circuit that caIIs for a variable- frequency osc*-
illator* It uses a tapped-coil Hartley arrangement- high- and low-
power output ports are available to accomodate a variety of circuit
requirements - The additional amplifier ( for high power) can be dis-
abled by removing two jumper wires from the PC board. The circuit
is presented in Fig 3-1Q

B Although a 2N4416 FET is specified for
01 r you cflay use an HPF102 or many other JFETs that are earmarked
for operation at VHF.

Fig 3- to shows a dicde switch f and D4 } that serve as a frequency-
offset control* This is a necessary addition when we use the VFO
in a transceiver and need to establish a 700-Hz offset for cw during
transmit periods- C4 is adjusted for the desired frequency offset
when D3 and &4 are turned on- The operating frequency will then shift
lower by the required amount.

02 provides isolation between £}1 and claas-A linear amplifier 03,
Output may be taken directly from for many applitatione . C12 .is
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Fig 3-10 -- Sch*ifltlc dlagf a.R of th* univ4rs?l VFD T Fix*d-*alu* capacitor*

are disc ce ran ic FE#s i *tars at* carbon r 1 In or carbon coupon i t J on,

5 s-* Tab 1* i-1 for fr&quencp-detern-iniJiQ conpon?nt voly** vpr^us Gp* rat inc.

frequency. C2 i& an air vBri&bl» r C5 pnd C4 should ba- miniature air variable

trinrnvrs or HPti ^s-^flnic trimi&ra. fiFC 1 la a> miniature 5QQ-uH gh^kf. Fpr

RfCi wino 1Q turns of no- 2B Hnnn T vira dti an A ml den FT*?J-*J farrlte tor old-

Tl and T2 rii^a- 16 prliary tumB of no- 2o Boon, *ir# on Annjon FT -37 -43

ferrita toro idE t «u ^ 1 . Th» ^t>:cnd-n ry winding* have & turns of no. 26

ennrn w i rp T C2Q gi>d if 1 am additional conponnTi t = tor u & a during high' power

Qpamti-nn ortlp h A =&!! presa-on ha-at ain K. i a u & ed on the case of 04 .
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fig 3-11 -- Etched elde of the tin 1 tarsal VFO PC board.
The pat tarn is shown tc ecdU. Drill e-d boa rd& are
avnilnbl* FAR Circuits ! aee taxtK

Mj Expanded X-ray viAv at th» YFC PC board a& viewed rrort tba
component aids- &f tba burd. This p#tt*rn it chcim at l .5 tlrteE scale.
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chosen for the required value of LO injection that is supplied to

a mixer or other type of circuit - C12 is used only when the mating
circuit has an impedance greater than 50 ohms • The collector of 03
has an iinpedance of approximately 200 ohms*

When greater VFO output power ie needed you can activate Q4 by means
d£ component & C20 and The additional output power may be required
when the VFO feeds, a diode-ring jnixer, for example * Harmonic filter-
ing can be used after Q3 or QA , depending upon which stage is used
as the output one- Drilled and plated circuit boards for this project
are available from FAR Circuits, 1BN64Q Field Court, Dundee, 1L 6011B*
Price: £3.85 plus 51. 50 shipping fee-

Construction Notes

This VFO should he contained in a shielded bos. C2 is also in the
enclosure. A sua-table box for the assembly CflfL he fashioned from

sections of double-sided PC board. The mating walls of the enclosure
are soldered together inside the box. A vernier drive is attached
to the shaft of C2 in the interest of smooth tuning. C2 should be
the double -bearing type, and it must turn easily in order to prevent
backlash

*

tJPO capacitors are best for use at Cl, C3
P
C4 P C5 and C7. These units

enhance the VFO stability* Try to avoid using silver micas at these
circuit points* Likewise with polystyrene capacitors.

After you finish testing the VFO and establish the desired tuning
range, apply a coating of polystyrene Q. Dope (TH) or similar low-

loss cement to Ll . Add a second coat of cement 24 hours later. This
will aid VFO stability by affixing the turns to the core* The sealant
also prevents moisture from causing frequency changes * Finally, ubs

a generous blob of epoxy cement to affix Ll to the PC board. Us* care

to ivoid getting the epoxy glue on the coil turns . Affix the toroid
at the gap between the ends of the winding*

When you tap Ll make certain that you do not end up with shorted
coil turns. This can be accomplished by slipping a small piece of
paper under the tapped turn to prevent the bare wire from resting
against the adjacent coil turns- A physical description of how to
tap coils is given in WlFB's Design Notebook,

A stale etching template for this project is shown in Fig 3-U f along
with a parte -placement guide • Do not use double-sided PC board for
this circuit, Glass epoxy board material should be used in preference
to phenolic board.

VFO Sunmary

in the event you have a pet circuit for use in plats of 01 in Fig
1-10, you may still want to utilise ths Q2 r Q3 and circuits. They
provide excellent VFO buffering and provide two power-cutput options *
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Table 3 -1

f (MHz

}

, CltpF) C2(pl") C5, C7{pF> 1-1

1,8-2 220 100 100 24 uH. 71 turns of
noi 30 enam. on a
T 6 B - 6 torold core

»

Tip at IB turns*

150 50 68 9,5 uH- 4 4 turns of
no* 4v en anii on 4
T6S-6 torold core*
Tap at 11 turns.

5-5.5 130 50 47 5 uH- 33 turns of
no* 24 enam, on a
T68-G toroid core*
Tap at 8 turns.

7-7,3 HD 25 47 3.6 uH- 27 turns of
no » 24 enam. on a
T6 S - 6 toroid core -

Tap at 7 turns *

CoBp&nsnt mroriitlffii for 1H unlwsrHfll VFQ in Fig 5-10. CI if

hPO earsalc Irin»er. CA li a 7-pF MPO triniif, Tha loHl
capacitance q( C2 ray be reduced to rnUiet tha VFO tuning ^oitgfl,

CI. and CT ftfs hPD ceramic.

A Series-Tuned Stable VFO

The circuit in Fig 3^13 Is one I developed In the 1970s, I have used

It many times in circuits that require exceptional stability with
regard to short- and long-term drift • It takes advantage of the once

popular series- tuned Colpitts oscillator that provided excellent
stability in vacuum- tub** circuits during the 1940s and 1950e-

The high capacitance used in the feedback circuit 1 C4 and C5) helps

to minimize short-term drift caused by changes in junction capacit-
ance when Ql is turned on- C4 and C5 are part of the overall capacit-

ance for the tuned circuit • Polystyrene capacitors are used in the
feedback circuit to help compensate for the positive drift intro-

duced by the powdered-iron core in Ll , NP0 ceramic capacitors are

used for C2 and Ci to enhance the stability,

Ll is a J, H- Miller Co* high-<J 43-geries slug-tuned coll* Although
this inductor is a bit expensive, it is a good choice in this type

of circuit* A solenoidal-wound coil of equivalent inductance , if

wound on a ceramic form* would work equally well P but it would be
substantially larger than the Miller coil- Ll has considerably great-

er inductance than would be required when using a para 11 el-tuned
Colpitts oscillator* This offers the advantage of masking the stray
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inductance that exists in the circuit -board conductors and leads

that connect to Ll and CI- This parasitic inductance can reduce the

effective of the coil and may causa frequency changes when the

PC board is flexed or expands from heating- The parasitic inductance

is a very small part of the Ll inductance in this circuit.

Coupling between Ql and source follower Q2 is light (CB) to minimize
oscillator loading. 03 amplifies the oscillator energy „

which is

filtered by the 03 collector tuned circuit. This circuit is designed
tc transform the 1000-ohin collector impedance to a 500-ohm output

impedance for interfacing a bipolar-tr^neis tor amplifier or the LO

port of an IC inixer. The network has a loaded Q of 4* You may wish

to change the tuned circuit to provide a 50-ohm output impedance

•

Output voltage at 500 ohms ia 9 volts P-P 13-2 V The output
energy is a sine wave

-

HAIH
TURING

Fifl 3-13

VFO. The

1 SQ-mfltar

leta-r in

-- Circuit
f r&d. nancy

far the eerlei-tuEi*d

is for use with th€

tunable IF receiver that appears

tM* cnap-ter. Tha circuit nay

be madifia-d for up to 10 MHz by u*ir

th» reactance values for* CI h
C? F C3 +

C4 B C5 H
Cfl. Cl"7 + Ll a-nd L2 to loam

tti* nau C0HP0P»rit valuff t n c p f OK 1 me, t * J d

CI ia a- doubla-bea ring ^ir varintlan Ll 1e

*quivnl*rifc* L2 fia» 21 turns ct no + erai

50-61 taifritfl tarald {125 Bin 1 + fiFCK ftFC2

Electronics crioka&. F i*ad - va.1 ue capacitors

Qthsrwisa indleet»d h
Registers aire

Tha tFO output impedHncn is

current is 35 mA. A PC boi

Court. Quti4»», IL

p J + H. Millar AO. 4 3A333CG1 or

wirs g-ft an Anido-rt Aaaoc. FT-

and RfC3 are miniature Hg^s&r

pra diac ccrfl"io unlv&s

caruon film or cnrboft coHpositic.n h

chma H Output vallate is 8 P-P. Tctol circuit

ii availntla from FAR Circuits. 1BH64& Field



Fij 3-15 - Part* &lacen&ftt guide far

the YFQ e¥ viflvfld from the c«1p«n9nt
Aide af thfr ho-erd.

Fig 3-H Scale etching pntt^ro fc«r

the VFO *& fl«an from the At chid s 1 d» T

Prilled 5-pd pl 3 t*rf bqhflrdi tb? this VFO

are available- Iron FAR Circuits tor

15.25 plus 11. 50 shipping.
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The Fio 3-13 circuit is arranged for operation from 2 . 155 to 2 . 55 5

HHa. This range is required for the 160-meter tunable IF receiver

that we shall dlscuse later in the chapter. The IF for the receiver

is 455 kHz and the tuning range is 1,7-2.1 MHz.

The output (liter (C15 P
C17 and L2) is based on pi-network equations

that are published in Motorola RF Device Data. This book is avail-

able from Motorola semiconductor Prod. H
inc. Box 20912 H

Phoenix,

AZ 85036- The equations appear on page 6-29 (network B). The same

data is available in Motorola Application Note AN-267. This PF data

book is a valuable tool for those of us who design our own QEP trans-

mitters .

01 in Fig 3-13 should be a high transconduetance JFET with a 400-

MHz upper frequency rating. Although an MPF102 FET can be "sedrn
this circuit, output will be somewhat below that of the hotter FETs.

This is because the 2N4416 or 2N5485 devices have a better pinchoff

characteristic, which allows higher output before the FET channel

pinches off.

Construction Information

The Fig 3-13 VFO will perform best if it is enclosed in a shield

box I used double-sided PC board material to form my enclosure.

CI is mounted on the front panel of the box. Ll ie mounted on one

of the Bide walls (near C2 and C3|, The leads from the coil to the

PC board should be short and direct. A phono. Jack is used for the

RF output connector. A 0.001-uF feedthrough capacitor serves as the

+12-V terminal. A U-shaped aluminum cover is attached to the box

walls by means of four no. 4 sheet-metal Ecrews. The VFO board ie

soldered directly to the inner walls of the box and ie elevated above

the bottom of the box approximately 3/a inch. The assembled module

may be attached to the chassis by means of four no. 6 spade bolts

.

or a pair of metal L brackets can be attached to the lower edges

of two of the box walls. These brackets are then screwed to the main

chassis

.

A vernier drive mechanism should be used with cl to ensure smooth

tuning at a reduced rate. The larger of the imported vernier drives

is suitable for this application, Japanese vernier mechanisms that

have a 0-lQD calibration scale are available from Mauser Electronics.

Fig 3-14 contains a scale etching template for this VFO. A parts

overlay is offered in Fig 3-15.

VFO Wrap-Up

I mentioned earlier that this VFO can be tailored for output imped-

ances other than 500 ohms. The desired output S is merely cranked

into the equations referenced above. Be sure to select a cutoff freq-

uency that is somewhat above the operating frequency. Eli in Fig

3-U is used to broaden the response of the output network and to

prevent Q3 from self-oscillating. VFO output may be decreased by

using a larger resistance value at E9

.
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If you observe a spurious ( busay ) signal in the receiver when you
tune the Fig 3-13 VFO

P it is. likely that tf3 is self-oscillating
near the VFO operating frequency. It will depend upon how closs
the VFO load is to 5 DO ohms * A quick cure is to bridge a 4 70- or
560-ohm 1/4 -H resistor trom the VFO output ( C17 ) to ground- This
will provide a constant load for the Q3 amplifier with minimum loss
of output signal*

As is the situation with the Universal VFO in Fig 3-10, this VFO
can be modified for uus pn other frequencies up to L4 MHz* Simply
determine the XC and XL values for Ql and apply them to the desired
operating frequency. The new values will get you close to the range
of interest* Plates may be removed from CI in Fig 3-13 to reduce
the tuning range of the VFO- The output filter (03 LC network}
will need to be altered for the new operating frequency (see page
56, second paragraph).

IP Amplifier* and Such

Vanoua IF amplifier systems, agc circuits and audio amplifiers
are described in detail ip WlFE's Design Notebook and in Solid State
Design for the Radio Amateur, Theee books are part of the ORPers
technical library and provide information that is not repeated here-
in this book we will concentrate more on practical circuits you
can build and use, such as complete receivers s.nd modules that may
be used with them.

Ad Midio-Oerived 5 Meter

An S meter may be added! to a DC or superheterodyne receiver that
has no AGC circuit- This is done by sampling audio energy after
the product detector, amplifying and rectifying it- then applying
the resultant dc voltage to a meter- A practical circuit for a.n

audio-derived S meter is presented in Fig 3-16-

Fig 3-16 -- Pj-ncticnl audi* 5 m«t»r. RIO 1 B * PC-flC-unt cuntroJ. Pole riled

capacitors are tantalum or electrolytic. 16 Y or gr*nfc«r H Em text tor Mt

data H
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1 o£ Fig 3-16 functions as a source follower isolation stage between
the audio pick-off point and amplifier Q2 The 1-megohm Ql gate does
not load the output of the audio stage being sampled* 02 amplifies
the audio energy, which is rectified by voltage doubler Dl and D2-
R9 and C6 establish a time constant for Ml- The decay time for this
circuit may be adjusted to your liking by changing the value of C6*
Greater capacitance increases the decay time* Without this network
the needle in the meter would gyrate wildly as the audio level changed*
HID is adjusted for the desired amount of meter deflection. I set
mine to read S9 for 5<J uV of receiver input signal A calibrated
signal generator is required for calibration. Alternatively, you
may observe the S meter on your transceiver while monitoring a signal
of medium strength. Note the reading, then attach the antenna to
your home-made receiver and adjust RIO for the same signal-strength
reading* It is important to bear in mind that all S meters provide
relative signal-strength readings * Few of them track accurately over
a wide range of the scale. Ideally , an S meter would read S3 on all
bands for an antenna input signal of 50 uV. Each S unit below 59
would equate to 6 dE and the dB scale above S9 would be accurate *

Factually , most B meters give different readings on different bands
for a given signal strength. This is because the gain distribution
in a receiver is often different from band to band* £ meters are
useful T however

p
for observing signal levels when a friend wants

to compare antennas, etc, A calibrated step attenuator at the receiver
input enables you to tell the other amateur exactly how man? dB his
signal has increased or decreased during antenna teste , This assumes
that Q5B ie not present!

The circuit in Fig 3-16 may be used with a regenerative
r

EC or euper-
het receiver- The audio sampling point for the circuit must be located
ahead of ( before } the audio gain control- If no

t

r the $ meter reading
will change with the setting of the gain control-

Mi in Fig 3-16 is a microarmneter- Many of the low-cost edgewise signal

-

level meters found on the surplus market will do the job* Some are
available with calibrated scales. Most of these meters have movements
that are from 100 to 50U uA. Any meter with a sensitivity of up to
500 uA may be used- You may need to draft your own B^meter scale
if you use an instrument with a numbered r linear scale* Fig 3-17
shows the PC-board pattern and parts -placement guide

.

There is no reason why you Can't use the Fig 3-16 circuit in an RF-

derived S-meter application* This would require that you sample the

output of the receiver last IF amplifier- In this situation you must
change Cl

p
C3 and to units of lower capacitance . CI becomes a

100-pF component* C3 and C5 would be changed to 0-1 uF + You may want

to increase the Q2 amplifier gain by replacing R7 with a I-mH PF

choke x or you may elect to replace this resistor with a tuned circuit
for the appropriate IF- If a tuned circuit is used, change C5 to

a value between ID and 56 pF, with the larger value being used for

the lower IFs
p
such as 4 55 kHz * C4 end C7 should be changed to 0-1

uF, Likewise with C2 r No other modification is necessary - You may
substitute a 2N??J2j 2W44 or similar device for the 2N3904 {Q2 ) +
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A

ETCHED SlOE COHPCME HT 5 IDE

Pig 3-17 -- Seal* vtchina template C A3 tar the S i&ter
hoard as ift*ri ftom th« *tch»4 *id#. The artwork at B is

ar X-ray vl-su *f the 4 1 cited iidm tha board showing
tli* plQc*H»nt of ttia conponvnta. Thla circuit board
available tren FAR Circuits In Oundea. 1L for 11 ploe
SI .50 Bti 1 p-pi ng.

AGC circuits that use op amps and include 5-meter circuits are present-
fid In Solid state Design for the Radio Amateur and in HlFB'a Design
Hotehwk. Both books axe available from The A ft PL , inc.

Digital Readout Cor QEP Receivers

It is a dedicated undertaking to build one 1 s own frequency counter
for use for reading the frequency of a receiver » Complete construct-
ion data for such an instrument is presented on page 25-13 of The
ARRL Handbook, 1990 edition* A PC board for this project la available
from FAR Circuits for &8-95 plus 51*50 shipping*

1 have used a nice alternative to the more expensive counters. It Is
a small circuit that is well suited to ORE gear* This circuit was
designed by NpHPK and NlFB* It appeared in QST for February of 1989,
It features a 4 -digit display and is suitable for use trom 1 to JO
MHz with 1Q0 Hz of resolution h A complete kit of parts for this low-
cost counter is available from A & A Engineering, 2521 H , La Falma

r

Unit K
p
Anaheim, CA 92S0J* The price is S39-95 plus $2.50 for shipp-

ing. Order no- 165 kit- A fi A also offers a low cost LED bar-graph
kit that is suitable for S-meter or relative RF power Indication

.

This visual voltmeter has a 20 LED readout- It sells for E19-95 in
kit farm.

In order to use a frequency counter as s digital frequency display
in receivers it is necessary to include a mister circuit and a post-
mixer low-power RF amplifier. Direct readout ie made possible by mix-
ing the receiver local oscillator output with the BFO frequency in
a single-band

H e ingle-convers ion receiver. This combination yields
the receiver] signal frequency* when working with multiband receivers
you may elect to use the local-o&cillator frequency and beat it with
the frequencies of crystal-controlled oscillators to indicate on the
display the receive frequency for several bands * The mixer mcdule
needs to be well shielded and isolated in order Co prevent Che circuit
from producing an interfering signal at the receive frequency.
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Tha Subject of PieanpB

Does your receiver need a preamp? Some amateurs believe that adding

an outboard HF preamplifier will enable them to hear weak signals

that might not otherwise be copied- Is this true? The answer can be

yes" or "no-" depending upon the receiver with which the preamp is

used, certainly, a preamplifler contributes to the overall gain of

a receiver. Typical gains are 10 to 25 dB. This is dependent upon

the transistor or MMic (monolithic microwave integrated circuit] usee.

Performance is based also on the type of preamp circuit you adopt.

For example, a common (grounded) gate JFET can yield 10-12 dE of gain,

whereas the same FET could provide 25 dB of gain in a common-source

circuit

.

The fact of the matter is that a preamp can actually ruin receiver

performance. If the receiver already haB a gain stage ahead of the

miner, a preamp can degrade the receiver dynamic range and cause spur-

ioua products to appear whan strong signals are present. Also, a noisy

preamp can degrade the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) of a receiver.

It is evident, therefore, that great care must be taken when we con-

sider adding a preamplifier. Elevated S-meter readings occur when

preamps are used, but that weak signal may be no more readable than

it was before the preamp was turned on.

Hhen to Use a Preamp

The primary purpose of a preamp is to override the miser noise Host

misers have a poor NF. FQr example, if you are using a CA302BA IC

as a mixer it may provide up to 15 dB of conversion gain. But, the

noise figure may be a dB. This can be complicated by losses in the

tuned circuit or filter that is used between the miner and the antenna,

in this situation we gain an advantage by adding a low-noise preamp.

Not only have we enhanced the SNfi of the receiver, but we have the

required gain to overcome the input -circuit losses. By way of example,

I built a euperhet that used a balanced active mixer with no RF amp-

lifier ahead at it. Two-pole bandpass filters were used between the

antenna and mixer. On 40 and 90 maters the weakest discernible signal

from my generator was 2 uV -- dreadful. I added a broadband MMIC type

Df preamp (Motorola MNAllO ) ahead of the filters. It provided
I

IS dB

of gain with a 4-dB NF. Upon adding the preamp I could easily discern

a . 1-uV signal.

It is important to recognize that very law noise figures are not req-

uired below, any, 14 MHz . Normally, atmospheric and man-made noise

that is picked up by the antenna tends to negate the benefits of a

low-noise receiver. An effective NF of 6 dB is well below the noise

from your antenna. As the operating frequency is increased above 10

MHz we need to be more dedicated to ensuring a low NF. This is a par-

ticularly critical matter at VHP and UHF.

It is important to provide your preamp with the proper load impedances.

Typically, the input circuit is designed for 50 ohms. Likewise for

the output circuit unless the load is a mixer that presents a differ-

ent load impedance. Mismatching at the preamp reduces the effective
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gain and it can cauee the preamp to sell-ascillate There are not
many preamp circuits that jare "unconditionally stable* * VHF para-
sitic suppression 13 sometimes n&ce&sary for an HF preamp. Long leads
may act as VHF inductances and cause the amplif. ier to 'take off"
at VHF or UHF + This generally appears as hash in th^ receiver output-
A ferrite bead -nr 9 15 -ohm resistor can he located at the device
input or output terminal to discourage parasitics- TheEae components
act as "dc-Qing" elements at VHF but have negligible effecL at HF*

Fig — ExFinplus of pmctJ^al RF pr&nnpl]ficr:; P A comiDn-gflte amp 1 1 P ier

Is sho^P at ^. Mgpinuii gain is QpprOT]mpt^ly 12 iJD- n LZ Cpppod about 1/4

the total turns ab c-v* che ^rc-unded end. The characteristic input Impetfan^*

at a co 11 man gat a or sou rce - f ol j ova r JFET is rdu g h 1 y 2 CO nhti^B depend nip

upon the FET Eratitconductance. a conrnon - sou rce RF ^npijfipr 1= shown at

D. Rl ]n bgth cjrcgits ferves as e VHF parasitic £uppr*H-iSor r Othar F£Ta a

such a i the HFF1 F nay ha uitd. A broadband flF afi^liTier i a aa-en at C.

It u&a^ a Motorola HWftl 1 Q device- h*l n I num. parts a re used. RJ drops the Vcc

o t Ul to 2.? volts. This device is good co 400 HHz. For VHF use the Q.l-

uF capacitors are re placed b j- Q .
PQ1 -u F uniu. CS, C2 and a re nopgltttiin

rtrnrfic cnpacitDri, Tha drawing at is a scale rnpr-n^flrtt-fltiOrt of the- double-

aided PC board for circuit C H Tha dark Areas show rfhera the copper has been

renuved

.
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Fig 3- IS contains examples of RF preamplifiers that are suitable

for use in receiver front ends. Example A shows a common-gate JPET

with tuned input and output circuits - This amplifier is known for

Its stability which is dependent in part upon keeping the gate lead

very short. The relatively low gain of this amplifier also aide the

stability. Rl at A and B functions as a VHF parasitic suppressor.

A miniature SSO-mu ferrite bead may be used in place of El.

The circuit at B in Fig 1-lfl can produce 20 dB or greater gain. It

ia , therefore ( more prone to instability than is. the circuit at A-

Care must be taken to keep the input and output tuned circuits shield-

ed from one another to minimize mutual coupling „
which encourages

self-oscillation- The gate may be tapped down on L2 to discourage

self-oscillation. In a like manner you. can tap the drain down on

Lit to aid stability. Normally, we would not tap the JFET elements

below the coil mid points. The coll taps may he determined by exper-

iment if instability becomes a problem.

The broadband amplifier at C and D in Fig 3-18 is easy to build and

is stable when It is terminated at each end with a 50-ohm load, A

ferrite bead can be added at the amplifier input ID) to discourage

VHF self-oscillation if the load ia not 50 ohms .
Tha innards of Ul

conaiat of a bipolar transistor and bias reaistors. The MUflllO draws

10 mA when used as shown. Monolithic ceramic capacitors are used

to minimize stray inductance. These chips are soldered directly to

the PC-board conductors aa shown. Double-sided PC board material

is requited to ensure that the input and output PC foils form a 50-

ohm strip line. Line width is approximately 1/8 inch. Glass epoxy

beard material ia used. ul is installed on the ground-plane side

of the board. It is pushed snugly against the ground plane to causa

the case to be grounded. A small dab of solder may be added to ensure

positive contact between the case and the ground plane- Three l/B-

inch holes are bored through the board. A pass-through wire is soldered

to the board on each side of each hole to make the ground conductors

on each side of the PC board common to one another.

Be aware that the Fig 3-18C amplifier has no selectivity. It can

produce a flat 15 dB of cam from 100 kHz to 400 MHz i£ built as

shown in drawing D. This means that antenna energy across that freq-

uency range is amplified by Ul- A 50-ohm bandpass filter may be used

at the amplifier input to provide selectivity* Good performance may

be had with no input filtering If a tuned circuit or bandpass filter

ia used between this preamp and the miser input. The 4-dB NF of the

MHA1L0 makes It suitable for preamp use at hf. Other units in the

MHA series have higher noise figures. 1 do not recommend them ss

receiver preamps . It will be necessary to use band switched input

filters at Ul if you desire filtering ahead of this preamp for multi-

band use. Bandpass filter tables are provided in the ARRL Electronics

Data Book- The tables were developed by W7Z01.

I made the PC board illustrated in Fig 3-1BD by removing the necessary

copper with a hobby motor and a small cone-shaped carborundum bit

.

A neater job will result if you etch your board-
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Introducing IF Selectivity

Standard procedure calls for including a selective filter in the
IF system of a superheterodyne receiver. Commercially made f titere
are entirely predictable in terme pf performance

r but they are costly

-

It eeatis a bit sbsyrd to install a £100 IF filter in a Home-made
superhet that cost S15 to build- Low-cost alternatives are worth
Considering* We can make our own filters hy using surplus computer
crystals, which often sell for as little as $1 each. The appendix
section in WlFB's Design Notebook contains two excellent articles
that describe how to construct crystal ladder filters* They were
written by W7ZOI. I have made 250-Hz bandwidth ladder filters from
Radio Shack TV color- buret crystals f My four-pole CW filter coet
512 1 The design was based on the above-referenced articles Fig 3-19
Contains examples of IF filters yau c*n build without spending an
inordinate amount of money.

Flfl 3-1? ExopLnA *r tWO fil-pl" cr/Stfil filters. Circuit A HS& tW* cryitfll&

of the sam fi-a^uoncy, vh*r»i circuit & hns crystal* that sir* separated

by 1.5 kHa In * hair-lattice arrartes^nt. Twe truancy &xampU& en"* fliverw
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The circuit at ft in Fig 3-19 is perhaps the easiest to build because

it uses two crystals that are or the same frequency. This makes it

practical to employ low-cost computer crystals. Yl allows IF energy

to pass at only the crystal frequency. The available selectivity *e

dependent upon the of the particular crystal you use. The Q f=c"r

is determined by the internal series resistance of the crystal. The

ladder-filter articles in tflFH's Design Notebook show how to measure

the series resistance and determine the Q of a crystal-

Rl in Fig 3-19A may be adjusted while listening to a strong signal.

The control is adjusted for minimum ringing, which is an annoying

"boinainq" sound on signal peaks. Noise bursts will also cause the

circuit to ring. Once you find the best setting for Rl you may replace

the control with a fixed-value resistor of the appropriate value.

Y2 in Fig 3-19fr prevents the IF amplifier £rom producing gain at any

frequency other than that of Y2. At fl-0 tfHs this crystal acts as a

bypass capacitor for the emitter resistor, and this allows the amplif-

ier to provide gain at 6 MHz . At other frequencies the IF amplifier

has degenerative feedback lunbypassed emitter resistor) and the gain

falls off markedly. Ll and Tl for this circuit can be 10.7-MHz IF

transformers. Add sufficient external capacitance to resonate them

at 3 MHz.

Piq 3-19B shows a half-lattice crystal filter. This circuit requires

crystals tbat are offset by 1.3 to 1.5 kHz. This provides a fairly

symmetrical bandpass response if the electrical and physical symmetry

Df the circuit around the filter Is good. Tl is a tuned tnfllar trans-

former that has an inductance of 15 uH. The inset drawing shows bow

the Tl windings (three) relate to the circuit. The black dots indicate

the Dolarity of phasing of the windings -- an important tactor. 11

is wound on an flmidon Assoc. or equivalent T&8-2 powdered-iron toroid-

Pi in Fxq is adjusted for minimum ripple across the nose of

the filter response. Plpple can be explained easily by imagining a

dip in signal strength as you tune across a signal. There w^ll be

a peak then a dip which ia followed by another peak. Huitipole filters,

unless terminated properly, may have many dips over the nose of the

response curve. They may be a great as 6 dB with a poorly terminated

filter Tune across a steady, unmodulated signal while observing your

S meter. There should be but one dip for a half-lattice filter. Adjust

PI and repeat the test- Set Rl for the least amount of dip between

the two peak responses, then replace Rl with a fixed-value realtor

of equivalent value.

The frequencies listed in Fig 3-19 are simply random choices on my

part to illustrate the frequency relationships for two popular surplus

computer crystals. These are listed in the Digi-Key no. 906 catalog

which you may request by phoning 1-800-344-4539.

crystals from 450 kHz to 10 MH2 may be used in the Fig 3-19 circuits.

The lower the crystal frequency the greater the circuit Q, and hence

the sharper the filter response. Bandwidths for these circuits are
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sufficiently wide to allow 3SB and CW reception * Moving the Y1-Y2
crystal frequencies closer together in circuit B of rig 3^19 will
narrow the response and make the filter mote desirable for Off recept-
ion* l suggest a Y1-Y2 separation of 700 Ha to 1 kHz for GW use.

LC filters are practical at low IFs F euch 51a 455 kHz* It is ppaaible
to cascade traneistor IF transformers to create an LC filter that
is suitable for SSB reception. Fig 3-20 illustrates how this is done-

POST Fll ahp

6W
ohms

Fig 3-20 -- Example ot q tiltsr that usbb thro* transist^r-radl^ IF trcns-
rona-ra to pr&vlde SSB hand*idtfi + A a riany as four transformers nay be jaed

for FL1 b*fors insert! &n Iose b«tc»*E pr<?hiblUvt. Th» filter inpgt pnd out-

put impedance is GDC oh»s, 01 coip«nsat«s for thr 1d*s J. n t r^o [J m t by FL9 +

The shield cans far the IF transformers are grounded to provide isolat-
ion between the three filter poles - If you observe objectional ripple
with FIX, reduce the value of the two top-coupling capacitors- Select
values that eliminate the dips in filter nose response. Tl

H
T2 and

T3 will need readjuetment if you change the top-ooupling capacitors

.

Peak all four transforme re at 455 kHz.

The input of FL1 in Fig 3-20 should be terminated in 600 ohms* For
example x if your mixer is a dual-gate MOSFET, simply use a G20-ohm
resistor for the mixer drain load* No tuned mixer output circuit is
needed owing to the eelectivity provided by the filter. You may use
the IF transformers from a discarded transistor radio * They are design-
sd for a 10,000 -ohm primary and a 600-ohm secondary impedance. The
exception is the last IF trans fonnerj which looks into the usual diode
AH detector, it has a different transformation ratio, usually . Use
that transformer for T4

«

Koet IF" transformers in transistor AM radios have the same pinout and
characteristic impedance. Therefore, if you buy new units they should
work as well as those in a transistor radio* These IF transformers
have built-in capacitors • You need not add external capacitance to
rssonate the transformers- A 4 5 5-kHz BFO can be made by ueing a 4 55-

kHz IF transformer with a JFET or bipolar transistor- A practical
circuit for this type of circuit is presented in the diagram for the
simple superhet that appear* later in the chapter h
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Audio-Frequency Selectivity

Audio filters provide a means to obtain CW and SSB selectivity whan

the use of IF filters is not possible or practical - An audio filter

may consist of inductors and capacitors (pa&sive filter) or it may
he structured from capacitors F resistors and transistors or ice » The
latter type is called an active filter* The term * active" means that
an operating voltage is necessary. By comparison P

most passive filters
are physically larger than active ones B and they introduce circuit
loes (insertion lossj- Active filters, on the other hand, are capable
of providing gain If they are designed for greater than unity gain.

An example of a simple tunable PC active bandpass filter is given
in Fig 3-21,

Fig 3-21 -- Practical example of a f requency v«r lob 1* R£ active CN" filter.

It fi-na a bnfldpasd f«±ponS& which r<Hj octa froquirttioi ab-Gv-fl- ni>d bolcv thd f r^-
pppcy of ir tfl r*st . HI 1 1 od] u*t»d fur the deelr*^ CV eeat-n«te frequency.
CI and C? are poly&tyrene1 capacitors that need to be c Jose 1 y matched < 1 1

1

Lit vaUi. Alttioggh * 7*1 op e>p m#y b* U5»d In thl* circuit without fh^ngii,

the TLO aenee biFET aa^s are laaa nci^y n*d acd a bettar chclca fa-r lou*
Lev« 1 bppJlcDtl In the- re-c-siver audio system.

Bandpae^ audio filters are the moat popular for Cw ™rk becau&e they
reject QRH above and below the frequency of choice r Low-pass active
filters are preferable for SSB reception because they elxminate high-
pitched "chatter" while allowing the desired low- frequency audio to
pass to the phones or speaker . Although high-pa^s RC active filters
are practical, they find little application for signal reception

-

A bandpass filter is a combination of high- and low-pass filter PC
active filters* Explicit design data for EC active filters is provided
in The ARAL Handbook and in Solid state Deoign for the Radio Amateur.

Advantages of Audio Filtering

Audio filters have the ability to lift weak signals ahove the atmos-
pheric and man-made noise that arrives via the antenna* An unreadable
CW signal can become a signal when a selective audio filter - is

1ZK

IK

AF
OUT
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used- This is especially important to those of lis tfho operate QftP,

since many of the signals we deal with are rather weak . Also, a DC
receiver requires overall selectivity that does not exist without
a(jme type of audio filter. Bandwidth^ as narrow as 200 Hz may be used
for dedicated weak-signal reception F but the narrower responses tend
to operator fatigue after an ej^tended period of operating. This
may be relieved somewhat by changing the CH note pitch from time to
time- The Fig 3-21 circuit makes this possible* Fixed-tuned EC active
filters do not make this psychological "fix" possible*

When an audio filter is used late in the receiver circuit (near the
audio output circuitry) it greatly reduces wide-band receiver noise.
This form ot noxse often originates in the IF-ampllfier section of
a super he t- it may become manifeGL also in the audio preamplifier
stages - The effect of the filter is an improvement in the signal-to-
noise ratio of the receiver*

Operator fatigue can result also from excessive filter ringing (explain-
ed earlier in this chapter! * The narrower the filter bandwidth and
the greater the number of filter poles, the greater the chance for
ringing- Thie irritating pinging sound is especially difficult to
endure over long operating periods when we wear headphones.

Greater selectivity ( sharper filter response skirt £ ) may be obtained
from the Fig 1-21 circuit if you cascade two of the filters- This
requires the use of a dual 2000-ohm control at Rl, Care must be
taken to ensure that all of the polystyrene capacitors are closely
matched in value- if not, the filter response will be broadened because
the filter response peaks will be offset from one another* It is. import-
ant also to use high-Q capacitors in audio filters . Polystyrene and
high-quality mylar capacitors are good choices - I have found it easier
to select closely matched capacitors from a group of polystyrene units
than when sorting through other types of capacitors *

A Switched Variable-selectivity af Filter

Fig 3-22 contains the circuit for a practical RC active CW filter
that has tour bandwidth* ttofo which to choose- This is an adaptation
of a filter that was produced by Ten-Tec Corp* some years ago- A PC
board for this filter is available from FAR cireuits-

The filter, as shown r has four selectivity positions - The 3-dB band-
width for each position is listed in Fig 3-22 + A second switch may
be added to permit bypassing the filter during SSB reception* The
audio energy is then routed around the filter- A second switch section
would be ueed to remove the operating voltage from the circuit • If
this is done I recommend that you use shielded audio cable or RG-174
coaxial line for the audio cables that go to and from the switch

-

Although 747 op ampa are specified in Fig 3-22, the filter noise {called
"popcorn") will be substantially less if you use for ul and n2

.

It ifl especially important to use matched capacitors and resistors in
this filter, because the four filter-pole frequencies must be the same*
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4 -- 110 HZ
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«nd 4?0«-ffli- raaiBtors shauln aJic ba clos.ly fifltch.fl In .akue. *. einole

pola, tour petition rot» f y n.itch M u B ed l*r SI . Th. IlLter c.nt*r frequency

phy b« ehangsd by electing eonponsnt value? that can bm dalemlnad tr&m

tria aquation? provided i* Thm aWBl HanJbao>.

Perhaps you are wondering how filters such as those shown in Fig 3-

22 compare in performance ro crystal or mechanical IF filters that

hava narrow bandwidths- It is difficult for a person with an untrained

ear to discern the difference between the two types of filtering.

An IF filter has the advantage of filtering cut unwanted adjacent-

frequency energy before it reaches the IF amplifiers. This provides

a cieaner signal at the receiver output, but it does not launder

the overall energy to reduce wide-band noiee that x& generated after

an IF filter. Some modern receivers employ a technique that is known

as "tail-end" filtering of the IF. A second if filter is used m the

IF system. It follows the last IF amplifier and tha center frequency

is the same as the first if filter. However, the effective bandwidth

of the second filter is slightly greater than that of the first filter

Tail-end filters aleo reduce wide-band noise. Owing to the high cost
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of factory made crystal filters, it ie more practical to use a
let IF filter with SSB bandwidth and employ a CW-bandwidth PC active
filter after the let audio amplifier* Thie arrspgement ig , of tQuras,
not possible for a DC receiver. Audio filtering is the only option
ve have*

Best KC active filter performance result e win** we install the filter
n£*r the start of the ^udio-amplifier section. Strong-signal over-
loading of the filter can result when we insert it at the receiver
Output or just ahead of the audio power amplifier. Fig 3-2 3 contains
a scale etching template for the Fig 3-22 filter r along with e parts
placement guide*

A

ETCHED SIPE (SCALE

>

Fig 5-22 A stale etching pattern vhgirji st A. An Xray vie* of the hoard
*s seen f ran the canpon^nt tide is Illustrated ait B + PC boards pr* available
from FAR Circuits fur 15 plus 41 h 90 shipping.
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Regenerative EecelverH

I feel it is worth digging Into the past to briefly discuss the matter

of regenerative receivers. They still have a place in some areas of

QPP operation* If they serve no other purpose, they represent a fine

starting point for an experimenter- Regenerative receivers are siJiiilar

to DC receivers in many ways. The major difference is that the regen

detector serves els* as the oscillator* The overall circuit is some-

what simpler than that of a DC receiver, which means the parts count

smaller and the unit can be constructed in a rather compact manner.
13

to permit us to taring the detector
This provides the required beat

necessary carrier for SSG reception -

by adjusting the regeneration control

A regeneration control is necessary
to the point of self -oscillation*
note for cw reception and the
You may also receive AM signals U ujW „™
so that the detector is on the edge or fringe of oscillation. Regen-

eration occurs when sufficient feedback energy is introduced to cause

oscillation*

i& the situation with DC receivers, single -signal reception is

with a reqen receiver- in other words r energy that is
As
not possible
present either side of the desired
the effect of introducing QRM that
type of receiver. Fig 3-23 shows the
receiver* Nothing hae been included
The Fig 3-22 circuit P or two poles
enhance CW reception-

frequency can
would not be
circuit for a

for providing

be heard. This has
present in an SSB
simple regenerative
audio select ivity

-

of that filter, may be added to

ET
HPF1QZ

AUDIO JIHP

4 TDK

ANT

O *9 to
412 V

TOP

Fia 3-22 Semantic diagram Qf * sirtpl* regenerative JD-Mta-r receiver.

Polariz&d tapaci tor& or* 1 6-Y or greater t pnt nlur* a-r electrolytic Cl end

C2 Are miniature *ir variable capacS tori r&r panel neurit in a . Gaalators art

carbon fUn *r carha-n conpo& i t Isn h oxtapt for fi1 and B2 which a-re carben

cer*p*sit icn controls (pan*! noun ted > H L? is q -5- uH toroidal inductor* Uae

35 turns of no. 23 uira on an Afiidor T!>ti-2 ceroid. Tap L2 it fl turns

ab-ove ths- graundad and h L1 ha* 3 turns ot no. #nar» B ulra H Other "rHF JFETs

ngy b* uiad at 01. such as ttia 2N441lS<
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The little receiver in Fig 3-22 covers a wide frequency range* The
band-fiet capacitor (C2

)

r which you may think of as a coarse tuning
control, provides coverage from 6*5 to 17 MHz * This enables you to
receive the 4Q H 30 and 20 meter bands by setting C-2 to the proper
part of the spectrum, then spreading the amateur band by means of
Cl* You may think of Cl as the Eine tuning control-

Adjust PI ( clockwise} until the Ctf signals have a beat note* Tbey
will sound mushy until the detector begine to oscillate* Use no more
regeneration than is needed to produce a clear signal. Ycti will find
It necessary to readjust Rl when you tune the receiver to a new freq-
uency -- especially when the new frequency is well removed from the
original one-

Excessive loading by the antenna can prevent Ql from oscillating

-

Use the least number of LI turns that provide good reception* The
greater the number qf Ll turns the tighter the antenna coupling and
hence the greater the loading effect,

Regenerative receivers and DC receivers radiate a signal at the freq-
uency to which tbey are tuned. Addition of an RF amplifier stage will
greatly reduce the radiation by virtue of isolation* Your nearby DX
operator may have problems with " that carrier on the frequency" if
you monitor his operations! It ie good to be aware that you can cause
QRM with the&e receivers if you live near another amateur-

You can use the Fig 3-22 receiver on other bands by changing the value
of the L2 inductance- For example F double the inductance for BO meters
or halve it for reception on IS, 21

P
24 and 2B MHz - Maintain the

same turns ratio for Ll and L2 if you change tbe inductance

<

Some Practical Aspects of DC Receivers

Tbe beginning QRFer who is not endewed with a strong technical back-
ground ia wise to build a few DC receivers before launching into a

euperhet project* Generally speaking, DC receivers work well and are
easy to make operate- A DC receiver that percolates properly exhibits
very clean audio output H especially when it is operated from a battery*
1 bave heard many DC receiver owners comment about the crystal clarity
of the signals from their receivers • This ie due in part to the gain
distribution throughout the system- Numerous stages are not cascaded
to cause overdriving of any one stage- Thie minimizes distortion that
might otherwise be present-

A major problem we encounter when using simple DC receivers ia unwant-
ed AM detection • This shows up as a blanketing of the receiver by
strong in-band or out-of -band commercial short-wave stations * This
malady is most likely to occur in a DC receiver that uees a single-
ended detector, such as an MPF1Q2 or 40673, A singly balanced detector
of the CA3Q2SA IC type P or push-pull MPF102s or similar, helps to
resolve the problem, but a doubly balanced detector will usually work
the best with regard to AH rejection- The HE602, and similar
mixer ICb are good choices. Doubly balanced diode detectors are good
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performers as well, but they require subs tantially more LO injection
than do the IC types of detector* Approximately +7 dBm of LO power
is needed for diode routers and product detectors* This equates to
roughly 6 mW of LO poirer, since dBm ie 1 mW at 50 ohms.

If we use a high order of tuned-circuit selectivity ahead of the det-
ector we can minimize the AM detection problem for out -of -barkd broad-
cast signals- A double tuned input circuit Is helpful in this case*
The AH blanketing problem is the most severe on 30 and 4 meters
I have seldom experienced these problems when listening to BO or 20
meters with a DC receiver*

A practical circuit for a simple DC receiver is shown in Fig 3-23-

It used a dual-gate HGSFET as the product detector. Devices Such as

the RCA 40673 or Texas Instruments 3H211 or 3N312 are suitable at
01 * Best performance occurs when the peak-to-peak infection at

gate no- 2 ie 5 to 6 volts * Values greater than that can damage the

Fig 3-23 -- Practical circuit tor a 20- pet* r DC ra-ca-ivar that jegb a> Elngle-
ndid product dftftctur . Fiyad-vpluti capacitors arO- diic cornmic n-xcn-pt thai*

with polarity arksd F which are lti'V electrolytic or tanta-lum. Fl*ed-valofl
r« sisters flri 1 -W cprtnp film ccmpcij. i t S qui, CI is 9 1 00 pF ctrpnic c-f

Hicfl trilhtr. 02 is a ininturc nir vnfinbln- C uso vnrnisr driv*) T l_2 is

a 2-5-uH toroidal Inductor. Uae 25 turns or no + 26 enam + nir& on an Aildon
tereid. n ha* 2 turns flf no. 25. is o 1 ,3-uH inducer. Wind 17

turns of noT 2"4 f n<3E . virs on 4 TSG-G torfljqt. Rl is pn audio tpptr CflftGrl

C&mpiSit ic-rl Central. DJ is 9.1 - V, 40/A-rfiW ZonGa" diode*. NP& fecmriA sera ta-ffip-

roturfl coefficient-
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gate insulation and cause the MOSFET to develop a short circuit.

The Pig 3-2 3 can can be used on any frequency from 1 - fl to 14 MHz by
merely changing the inductance values of L2 and L3 . VFBO stability
may become a challenge at lfl MHz and higher, although the receiver
is entirely capable of good performance above 14 MHz * When ygu change
the L2 and inductance be eure to maintain the same L1-L2 turns ratio-
The tape on L3 should always be located at a point that is 1/4 the
total number of tarns , This will ensure adequate feedback for- the vi?BO

(variable frequency beat oscillator ) -

Some of the circuit features are pertinent to all DC receivers* For
example, regulated dc is supplied to 03- This prevents frequency changes
when there is a variation in supply voltage, such a a occurs during
mobile operation- A low noise audio preamplifier should follow the
product detector* The output ot the product detector (

Ql drain* is

bypassed to remove VFBO energy that would otherwise reach the first
audio amplifier - The bypass capacitor aids also in attenuating high-
frequency hiss noise and high-pitched heterodynes * The . 1-uF bypass
capacitor at the collector of Q2 ( Fig 3-21 ) also bypasses high-freq-
uency -audio. The value is chosen to suit the listening needs of the
user* Larger or smaller values may be used*

Note that the source of 01 is bypassed for RF and audio. Since this
stage involves both type a of energy it is important to ensure maximum
conversion gain at audio* The 3?-uF capacitor is included for audio
purposes.

CL in Fig 3-23 may be replaced with a email panel-mounted air variable
£cr operation on 160 or 80 -matere . At frequencies higher than 4 MHz
the trimmer can be set £or mid band without a need for further adjust-
ment- The tuned-circuit -at 4 MHz and lower is such that peaking is

necessary when making frequency changes greater than 15-25 kHz- As
CI- is adjusted there will be some frequency shift (pulling) of Q3-

Thie ie because both tuned circuits are on approximately the same freq-
uency and the VFBO tank is coupled directly to 01 and 03 • This could
be resolved by adding a buffer after Q3 and taking the LO Injection
from it {see section on VFOgJ-

You can recognise quickly that the Fig 3-2 3 circuit is anything but
complex. It represents a good starting point for your first effort
at building a receiver, isiproved performance can be had from circuits
that are somewhat "busier**1 Notably, a doubly balanced product detector
will mimimize or prevent AM detection* A VBFQ with two atages of buffer-
ing and amplification will provide greater oscillator stability. An
fiC active audio filter between 02 and the succeeding audio amplifier
vill provide CH selectivity and -improve the overall receiver 5NE* Also P

an audio-derived S meter (Fig 3-16 ) can be connected to the -collector
of Q2 t if desired-

The audio level for this receiver is- dependent upon the circuit you
add after Rl* A 741 or TL0 series op amp (see Fig 3-22) is adequate
for headphone use* The op amp can be followed by an LM3B6 IC to provide
sufficient volume for a loud speaker.
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AF PRC HIP

+12 V +12 V
TO VFBO

Fig 3-24 -- Frpcticpl circuit tor* a doubly h-p l*nc»d dm tot tar t hp t gfas tuo J FET»

.

is * t rif i Lp r- vnuhd toroidal indgttoc1. For 40 ul« 5 gH C25 turn 4 of

no. 29 enan. wire on hii Ah ido-n T50-2 to roleH . Tap t h* pr 1 n*ry at 2 turns above
ground. CI w\ay * tri«»r or poo* nt#d uir vnriabl*. T2 is nn audio-output
trirliTorilor C 1 000 ohil, it, t & A GlIBi) h A luK~6hM fco -O.hu irttfl-rStJigfl- t r-flns

fornor may also bv u«*d »t T2. TJ p*y r*rpov*d frfl-n 4 Junk trnr*l*t-or radio1
.

Fig 3-2 4 shows an improved product detector* it ia effective for reduc-
ing AH" detection. Tl may be wound for other amateur frequencies. It
contains a trifilar winding (three wires in parallel, twisted 6-6 times
per inch), Ql and Q2 may be HPPl03g

P but better performance will result
if 2N4416s are used. The more closely 01 and 02 are matched the better
the perfarmince. An alternative VFBO injection method is to ground
the bottom of the Tl secondary windings, lift the 0.1-uF source capac
tore above ground ( then join them) and apply the VFBO injection to
the paralleled 01 r 02 sources. This method Is preferred by some design-
ers. The conversion gain of this detector is about 10 dB*

Doubly Balanced Detectors

A doubly balanced miser, modulator or detector- does not offer greater

conversion gain than we can obtain from, simpler mixere . In fact r a

diode type of balanced product detector exhibit & a gain lose i known

as conversion loss)* For a doubly balanced diode-ring miser or detector

the lose le approximately 8 dE- The VFBO injection neede to be +7

dEm for a doubly balanced diode detector* The principal advantage of

a doubly balanced detector is that it offers the best port-to-port

isolation of the common types* Specifically, very little energy that

reaches one port appears at the other two ports* The dynamic range
of a balanced diode mi^er or detector is excellent compared to other

kinds of mixers or detectors . A low-noise RF preamplifier ie usually
necessary ahead of a diode detector to enhance the receiver NF* This

is seldom necessary when we use doubly balanced active detectors below
14 MHz.
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Practical examples of passive an* active doubly balanced detectors
are presented in Fig 3-25- Matched diode* are necessary in the circuit
at A if you construct a doubly balanced mixer or datector. Also,
electrical symmetry of the overall detector circuit is essential*

DOUBLT BALANCED
PROD DET

-0 + 12 V

-O AF OUT

TO AF
PflEAHP

DOOBLV BALANCED PROD PET

SIC
IH

o-

70 DHH3

Gain - -3 fl6

90 0HHS

fll f D4

ft Pha$ihg

+7 dBp
VFBO

RHS

1 ,35V
P-P

2-3

f-O AF OUT

0,01

Fig o-35 " Prattled jxpmpln-s of a daubl y balanced active product J#tictcr

I A3 nrtd a paasl^e doubly balanced rlng-dlod* Jftfctor t B> r B0 Injection

L*V4l« BT4 indicated. Both datectO^fi ai"* quite lRRUne to AM d* taction. Dl

thrftuflh L4 1 incl. T should be matched died*?, 1 N9-M dicdea may be used in

place «f tha HP2fif]Q hat- tr-n friar dlcdea ir the for wefd r-etistdnc* ia-lfl ohss

topically) of th-a diodes is matched with an ammeter* T1 and T? at E *rt

trlfiJar-vound broadband transfer ma ra + Use 15 trifilar turn* of 5& a-rai h

wire on an Am idon Fl"-.i?-4 5 far rite tor&id C iu). Synmet ri cal l*y*u t ia

vital to balanead performance for fcoth of these product tfat attars, Lang

should ha- avoided,
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Singly Balanced Product Detector

Traflfiistor-array ICb, euch as the low-coet flCA 6 or Motorola
HC334 6P, are excellent devices for use doubly balanced detector*

-

They may be used as DC receiver front ends or as product detectors
in superhet receivers* A practical circuit is shown in Fig 3-26- The
circuit uses three transistors as the detector (arranged like the
inner workings of the CA102BA), A fourth transistor serves as an audio
preamplifier and the fifth transistor is used as a dc switch for muting
the receiver.

+ 12Y
TO MUTE

CI 2

O MUTE OUT

—O +12*

Ul

INNER
SANCTUM

Capacitance is pF +

Decimal valu»* ?f« In uF.

Rr*j; tori are 1/4 W

carbon film or compasi t ion

.

F I 9 3-26 - * Sth*r*-fltit diagram or an I C product dfltacUr for u & #

a & « DC receiver or Enp*rh*t pj-a^gct dtt&ctDr. If used - in a anp* r-

h * t h Tl is e h a n a-d for feaoiiaflta at the
C4 , A c t r n a 1 1 or plastic trimmer is j

capacitors er? disc c-vra^ic. Pg 1 q r i d

itlffc t rc 1 y lie . tl has 3 o p r- i a a r y turns or
2 torcid. Birilar-vound aecondary has
wira. T2 is * 1 K. - ^ ^ rn to 2K-*hrt PC mount
1 1 oh Hcuaer E 1 9 1 1 r e ul t s J

.

IF F Th-B BFO i a ted to
tor CZ. Finfd-v#liPt

units «ra- tantalufl or
no. 30 enan. on a

turns of no. ?B ennti.

in d f ^ ransfprnir ( g v« 1 1 .
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The Fig 3-26 circuit may be used on other frequencies by simply chang-
ing the Tl inductance and the VFBQ injection frequency • The Tl turns

ratio must be maintained as specified for all frequencies - The Inset
drawing of Fig 3-26 shows the inner workings and pinout for the trans-
istor-array IC. Various other applications become apparent as we study
tbe inne.r circuit • This chip is suitable for the basis of an entire
regenerative receiver. It would be a fine basis for a QRP transmitter
as well*

Hhen working with a CA304 6 or we must be sure that pin L3

is grounded directly* This is because pin 13 is connected to the ic

substrate. Elevating this part of the circuit above ground can destroy
the IC.

A PC board or complete parts kit for thie project may be obtained
from A £ A Engineering 2521 W, La Palma Blvd - . Unit K P Anaheim.
CA * I obtained excellent performance from my original circuit,
and found the A & A version to be very good xr* both performance and
quality -

A complete DC receiver can be built around this circuit- 1 suggest
that a audio preamp be used after Ul - It can be followed by

an RC active CH audio filter and an LH3S6 audio power amplifier.

One of the VFOb described earlier in this chapter will serve as the
VFBQ. Unwanted AM detection is minimal with this circuit. With respect
to overall sensitivity l was able to clearly discern a 0,1-uV signal
frcan my URH'25 generator*

Dnivarsal DC Receiver

Fig 3-27 contains the circuit for a high-performance DC receiver that

has a low parte count* It uses the popular doubly balanced mixer
IC- 01 is a low-noise audio preamp * It is followed by a single-pole
RC active low-pass audio filter. This helps eliminate audio energy
above 700 Hz for improved CW reception- A 74 1 op amp <TJ2

)
provides

robust gutput for a pair of headphones- You may add an or other
audio power IC after U2 if you desire loudspeaker operation-

The VFBO is contained on the -PC board. Although an MPF102 is indicated
for Q2 in Fig 3-27, a is suggested for better overall perform-
ance. The device transconduct anee is more predictable and it has a

bett&r pinchoff characteristic -

Jumper wire wl may be removed to provide receiver muting during trans-

mit periods- An external relay or PNP transistor switch can be used
to complete the circuit during receive » Only the audio amplifier,
U3 B ig turned off during transmit* This ensures that the 02 oscillator
remains operational at all times * This eliminates short-term drift

when changing from transmit to receive

-

A PC board for this project is available from FAR Circuits for 56

plus £1* 50 for shipping* Fig 3-2fl hae a scale etching template for

those who wish to make their own PC board-
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in Fig 3-27 ie an audio taper carbon composition control- RFC1
and RFC 2 are miniature EF chokes, auch as those sold by Mouser Elect-
ronics ( no- 43LR103} . Audio transformer T2 has a 4 000-ohm primary
Acid a 6G0-ohm secondary (Mouser no* 42TL021 J - The secondary center
tap is not used* Other interstage transformers will work in this
circuit , guch as one with a l UK-ohm primary and a lK-ohm or 2K-ohm
secondary*

Tha operating voltage for Ul is lowered to 6-B by virtue of Eener
diode Di* A 1H914 diode t D2 ) is used to stabilise the VFBO bias at

Q2 r HFO capacitors are used at C5, C28 and Polystyrene capacitors
are suitably stable for you to u&e at C2 6 and C27 * Silver micas may
used at C2 6 and C27, but they may not be as temperature stable as

the polystyrene units. Table 3-2 contains the component values for
the frequency-determining circuits

.

TABLE 3-2

BAND fm] CZ6 F C27 C1 F CZfl C5. C31 LI L3. L3

100 50 ICQ; 4 t rip. £& 6 uH T 41 t no. 26

«no*. on a Tofi-6

torn id.

40 560 56 25 56 3 t no. 26 i.S uH T 31 t no.

2& Dn^h. Art a

T5G-& toroid.

50 560 56 25 36 2 t no. 24 1 .a uH, 21 t rta F

24 enan. on a>

T50-6 tflroid.

20 220 27 19 2 t pa. 24 3,4 uH, 16 t nQ.

24 anai. on a

Thaaa va luea provide full coV»rug« af aach band &pec i f led . Th# tfac iaa 1 value

capacitors arv In uF T Dtha**± ara In pF* Tcroid c&r« flf* Afildon Aasoc. or

equiv. Hi c rv»ta 1 s Ccrp h units. No. & haE a y*lla* color code. LJ should b*

coated *tth two applications of polystyrene Dom *r en equivalent tiioh-'Q

coil etitnt. CI con &* b triaaer cepacl tar for 3E># 40> and 20 meters, It p

t rirtme r i e used adjust it fcr paak ra&pcnaa- at the center tha band.

IE you wish to add a brute-force type of HP gain control to the Fig
3-27 receiver you can install a 500-ohra carbon coinpo&i tion control
between the antenna and Ll * The antenna connects to the arm of the
control • Ll is attached to the high end of the control and the hottom
end of the potentiometer is grounded. An hf gain control ia helpful
when very strong signals tend to overload the receiver* This style
of control circuit does x o£ course, create a mismatched input imped-

ance* A 50 -ohm step attenuator is * better device to u&e for this
purpose-
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Fig 3-2& A acalfi etchlrtg t»nplet* f -o r the universal DC r*c*iv»r is f h^vn
at A + viiufd from thfl etched iid* of tht PC board. An Kray vifrv of tha
PC board, sb seen* fro* th# ^opponent aldfr, la s«*h at B T
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Performance Hints

Op amp U2 tends to latch up without some bias applied to pin 3. Latch
up occurs in some op amp circuits i± certain precaution e are not taken.
The phenomenon causes the op amp to saturate This can happen instant-
ly F or it can build up over seconds or minutes- The Stage cjaln wanes
until there Is no output . Turning off the operating voltage and return-
ing it restores performance until saturation occurs again in Fig
3 -3 7 prevents latch up- BiFET op empg are more prone to latch
up than are 741 types o£ amplifiers F at least in certain hinds of
circuits

»

Overall receiver gain tor the Fig 3-27 circuit is determined mainly
by the values used at C12. R2 and R21+ Greater U3 gain is possible
by increasing R^l from 4 7{Jk-ohms to P say r

1 megohm- The higher gains
may tend to make the op amp unstable B which can cause it to self-
oscillate "at audio frequency- The gain ot Ql can he reduced by using
a smaller capacitance value at Cli or a larger resistance value at
H2.

The cutoff frequency for low-pass filter U2 can be changed by using
different component values for RD and RIO. Equations fur
component selection are providsd in The ARRL Handbook (see active
filters section I +

Wake certain that the -VFBO injection voltage Lo pm G of Ul does not
exceed 3 volts P-F. Excessive injection power can cause strong harm-
onic currents to develop within the NE602 detector- This gives rise
to all manner of spurious signal responses in the receiver tuning
range . Too little injection power r on the other band, reduces the
conversion gain of the chip-

I measured the sensitivity of the Fig 3-27 receiver at 7 MHz - 1 was
able to inject a + 2-uV signal at T-l and Locate it by tuning across
the 40-meter bend. A iO-uV signal from my URM-25 generator quieted
the receiver background noise completely- The sensitivity may be some-
what lower at 14 MHz

.

I detected a slight trace af unwanted AH detection when nearby out-
of -hand commercial signals were equivalent to 20 dH over ^9 on my
FT-102 S meter- The AM signal was very subliminal and did not cause
a problem. The audio output from the DC receiver is very clean- except
when ( gain control ) is f ul-ly advanced for an 39+ signal . Very
strong signals cause U3 to overload when R15 is set for maximum gain

.

All teste were made with fl-ohm earphones-

Although U2 rolls off the audio response at 700 Hz x SEE signals sound
good, owing to the rolloff being gradual with only one section of
filtering* High-pitch heterodynes are, however x greatly attenuated,

VFBO frequency stability is excellent- I measured only 5 lEz of short-
term drift (1 minute) after each turn-on of the receiver at -lO meters*
Long-term drift was less than 100 Hz over a one-hour period at a room
temperature of 70 degrees F. 1 mounted L3 vertically on the PC bnard
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after applying two coats of General Cement polystyrene Dope, A dab
of epoxy cement wee used to firmly affix the bottom on the 1*3 toroid
to the PC board, I also cemented C26 and C27 to the PC board to keep
the capacitors from moving about and causing frequency changes*

You can obtain better bandspread by using smaller values of capacit-
ance for the main tuning capacitor, C29- A 15-pF air variable permits
coverage from 6*9 MHz to 7*39 MHz (including CHUJ on 4Q meters- In any
event f you will want to use a vernier drive with C29 to make tuning
smoother.

Loudspeaker operation la possible by merely adding an outboard LM38G
or similar audio 1C after Alternatively, you can buy a Radio Shack
no* 277-1008 mini audio amplifier with its built-in speaker- The unit
operates from a 9-V battery end costs under 515*

A HO FRILLS SUFERHET.

Circuit simplicity is a.n objective of moat of us who build QRF gear.

Wot only are uncomplicated circuits easy to build and get working,

hut the fewer the active stages the lower the current drain. Keeping
the parts count low reduces the cost of such a project. The receiver
described here was designed with those objectives in mind* Admittedly ,

fewer parts means a tradeoff in performance and not as many operating

frills or conveniences F but adequate service can usually be obtained
from a minimum-parte receiver*

Fxg 3-29 contains the schematic diagram of a simple superhet I design-
ed e&peclally for this book- It serves as a tunable IF with which
converters may be used to obtain coverage of the HF bands. It tunes
from 1.7 tc 2-1 MHz , thereby allowing a 400-kHz tuning range in the

chosen HF band when a down-converter ie used.

The receiver can be used efi it stands for reception of the 160-meter
MP hand. The LO tuning range can be reduced for 160-meter-only use

(JS00 to 2000 kHz)* This may be done by using an LO tuning capacitor
tha± has the appropriate maximum capacitance-

No RF amplifier is required for the specified tuning range in Fig

3-29 * The noise figure of the CA302GA active balanced mixer is more

than adequate for MF reception* The effective noise figures of the

outboard down-converters establishes the overall receiver NF during
HP reception

-

You will observe that there is but one IF amplifier, and there is

no AGC, A 4 55-kHz Collins -Rockwell mechanical filter is specified

in Fig 3-29 for obtaining IF selectivity* I chose a used filter that

has an £SB bandwidth of 2-7 kHz* I bought my filter at a flea merket

for 510* My filter has a center frequency of 450 kHz (an upper side-

band filter) and the part number is F45Q3-7F- A good filter tor this

receiver is the F455FD-25, no* 526-9692-QlQ, which is a low-Cost unit

offered by Colline. it has a 3-dB bandwidth of 2-5 kHz* You may wish

to consider one of the latest Colline low-mass filters- These ars

(continued on page 35)
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Fig 3-29, continued — Fixed-value capacitors ate disc ceramic - Fixed-
value resistors are 1/4-W carbon film or composition* Decimal value
capacitors are in uF- Others are pF, Polarized capacitors, are electro-
lytic or tantalum, Hi V or greater*

CI Miniature air variable, panel mounted-
C29 — NPG ceramic.
C27, C2B Polystyrene capacitor.
Dl F D? -- Small-signal silicon diode F type lHy 14 or equivalent

.

D3 — 9,1-V F
400-mW £ener dipde.

D4
P

DE. -- VVC tuning diode , Motorola type MV2109 ( available from
Hosfelt Electronics in Steubenville, OH). Range approx, 15-50
pF with voltage change from 1 to 9 volts dc
FLl -- IF filter {see text),
LL -- input link, 5 turns no* 28 enam- tfire over grounded end of
L2*
L2 -- 24 uh inductor* Use fc5 turns of no- 2E fen am. wire on an Amidon
TG8-2 toroid ( red code)- if tap ie used, locate at 6 turns above
grounded end of L2

.

L3 -- Primary winding of a 4 5 5-kHz transistor IF transformer ( see
te*t). j j wilier Co, no- 2067 or equivalent* Secondary net ueed-
RFC1 -- Miniature 1-mH RF choke (Mouser Electronics no* 4 3LR103 )

*

RFC 2 - HFC

4

p
incl- Miniature 10-mH PF choke (Houser Electronics

no. ME434-112Q-1Q4K),
R12 -- Audio taper. lOK-ohm carbon composition potentiometer, panel
mounted.
rl — intermediate stage (white core) 4 5 5-kHt transistor IF trans-
former [ 10K to 500 ohms ) . Mouser Electronics no- 4 2IF102 or J-W.
Miller 20G7 F or equivalent.
Ul RC& or Motorola differential amplifier mi^er 3C

F
TO- 5 caae -

U2 -- Motorola 8-pin DIP IF amplifier 1C- Mount in socket*
-- National Semiconductor LM38 6 audio power 1C

P
8-pin DIP - Mount

in an IC socket*
Wl Jumper wire on PC board +

R25 -- Linear taper lGDK-ohm potent iometer P
panel mounted-

Transistors Ql and Q2 need not be 2N44CGs< You may u&e 2H4401 devices
or 2N22 22 or 2N2 2 22A transistors without making circuit changes*
Other transistors with similar characteristics may also be used.

Many of the small parts used in this circuit may be taken from a junked
broadcast band transistor radio- For example, the oscillator section
of an AM transistor radio tuning capacitor can be used for Cl * The
ceramic and electrolytic capacitors may be taken frnn the same radio
for use in this receiver - The specified values for the electrolytic
capacitors in Fig 3-29 are not critical * Variations as great as 30%
will be okay* The tuned circuit and FL2 capacitor values are critica.1-
These values should be maintained* Collins Rockwell 455-kHz IF filters
are suitable for obtaining selectivity at FLl, These components are
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available with bandwidths of 2.5 kHz ( no- 526-8635-010 ) for £SB and
500 Hz (no. 526-8634-010) for CH- These rectangular mechanical filters
have a volume of 2.2 cubic inches and are listed as low-cost filters.

Alternative; 455-kHz IF Filters

If you are unable to locate a bargain-price mechan-ical filter and
are unwilling to pay the price for a new unit r you may wish to employ
a home-made halt-lattice crystal filter. Two 455-kHe-range crystals
with a frequency spacing of 1,5 or 1,8 kHz would be suitable for SSB
and CW reception. Use a spacing of 700-BOD Hz for * Cw lattice filter.
You may want to consider building a 4 55 -kHz ladder filter for the
Fig 3-29 receiver. Complete design details for this are given in the
appendix of WlPB's Design Notebook (ARRLJ*

Another method for constructing a 45 5-kHz IF filter is to use three
i 55 -kHz IF transformers in series or cascade with very light cspacit-
ive top coupling between them. You can create an SSB-bandwidth band-
pass filter by adopting this technique.

Still another consideration is to change the receiver IF to bqhie other
frequency F euch as 9 MHz and alter the LO frequency accordingly w

"By changing the IF it becomes necessary to change the U2 IF transform-
er freguency

r
plus make similar modifications to the BFO , 02*

More About the Receiver Design

Dl and D? in Fig 3-29 function as a passive product detector- Output
from the detector is routed to audio amplifier U3* It provides ample
output for headphone operation F but is not adequate for driving a
speaker, except for moderately strong signals . A 2N3904 audio preamp
may be inserted between R12 and the input of U3 to boost the audio
level sufficiently for- weak-signal speaker reception- I added a little
preamp of this type to my version of the receiver. It is built on
a scrap of PC bosrd {ugly construction ) and is mounted near Wi .

The BFO circuitry may appear grossly overcomplicated at f iret glance

*

True, a pa it of 455-kHz crystals could have been used with a single
2N3904 heat oscillator , but I wanted to have my BFO variable in order
to simulate iF-shift tuning* The verattor or WC diodes

P
E4 and D5,

allow the beat frequency to be shifted plus and minus 4 kHz* Also*
new 455-kHz cryetals are rather expensive! Broadband amplifier Ql
boosts the EFO level to 5 volts P-P before it is injected at the prod-
uct detector, L3 is a 4 55-kHz transistor radio IF transformer* Like-
wise for Tl in Fig 3-29-

You will eee a half-wave x low-pass filter at the lower left in Fig
3-29 . It may be used at the input ( terminal I) of to provide
additional front-end selectivity- This filter will help to reject
stray lq energy from the down-converters you elect to u&e*

LO injection to pin 2 of Ul should be restricted to 2-V -P-P* Excessive
LQ injection to the CA30 28A will cause all manner of spurious HF-band



response* i* the receiver tuning range x owing to the generation of
hanrtonic currents within the miser chip*

An L2 coil tap is shown in Fig 3-29 for use as an alternative antenna
input, should you prefer this method to winding the Ll link. If the

tap is u&ed it should be located near the grounded end of L2 at 10*

of the total coil turns

»

A common problem that occurs when a receiver has no AGC ig that very
loud signals sound distorted* This is because the ratio of the IF

signal to that of the BFO is too great, This m*y he solved by using
a 500-ohm control at the input to Ll, connected as an RF gain control,
it is adjusted bo that a strong signal sounds normal- I modified the
Fig 3-29 IF circuit as shown in Fig 3-30* PI functions as an IF gain
control* The receiver is operated at maximum or neit-maximum audio
gain and the IF gain control is used to set the receiver gain for

a comfortable listening level. This technique is the one we used many
years ago when copying Ctf or SSB with a corflmereial AM/CW type of haro

receiver that did not have a product detector -

Fig -- Circuit A Bhi>ws tioh ta add IF gain control t& the Fig
^cti^r. Tp* Budio preamplifier diatussad ^«rll«r in th» test i& arioun at

& + It ii add Ad b^tHin the product dot actor and audio- &ut put IC.

An enterprising experimenter can add an AGC circuit to thie receiver
by sampling and rectifying some of the audio energy ah&ad of the AF

gain control, then applying it to pin 5 of U2 in accordance with the
Motorola specifications for the MC1350F, This will eliminate the need

for Rl in Fig 3-30- Maximum IC gain occurs when there is t5 volts

on pin 5 of U2 - Minimum stage g*in takes place when +12 volts is fed-

to pin 5-

tfl in Fig 3+29 may he opened to ailow an external control circuit
to mute the receiver during transmit periods. If a CH aidetone signal
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le supplied to pin 3 of U3
r
wl ia kept in place. Muting may then be

done by opening the +12 -volt feed to trl and U2*

Receiver Local Oscillator

The stable VFO in Fig 3-13 Is sat Lip to be used -with the Fig 1-2$
receiver. "Ho circuit changes are required other than shunting a 560-
ohm H 1/4-watt resistor from the VFO output port to ground* The VFO
Output network 13 designed to look into a 500-ohin load. The resistor
provides a constant load for the VFO {which C5 and pin 2 of U2 F in the
series arrangement j do not ) - 03 in Fig 3-13 may otherwise break into
self-oscillation for lack of a correct load.

Check to make certain there is no mgre than 3 volta P-P at pin ? of
the mixer ( U2 ) when the VFO ie connected to the receiver « If there
is too high an injection level, reduce the capacitance of C5 in Fig
3-19 to obtain 2 volts P-P- If there is too little injection voltage,
increase the C5 capacitance* The P-P voltage may be measured by
means of a scope- If you use an EP probe and VTVM to read the RMS
voltage at pin 2 of Ul B adjust the injection for 0.7 to 1 V RMS

.

Some Final Thoughts

The sensitivity of the Pig 3-29 receiver ia good* A 0* 1-uV signal
from a generator ie audible in the headphones when thfe front ead of
the receiver is peaked by means of cl- Any signal that ia l uV or
greater can be Copied Q% if band noise on 160 meters is low-

rhe local oscillator should be in a shielded box for best stability*
I made a bo* for my VFO by soldering together some sections of double

-

sided PC board- I mounted the VFO on the main chaaais with two no,
6 epade bolts*

PC board artwork for this project ie provided in Fig 3*31* Circuit
boarde are available from FAR Circuits ( see earlier references ( for

plus 51-50 shipping.

The audio-derivad S-meter amplifier in Fig 3-16 may be used with this
receiver* It connects to the collector of Ql in Fig 3-30 B* The audio
preajnp provides more than ample drive for the S meter. However, it
should be possible to connect the 5-nieter amplifier to RFC3 and CIS
in Fig 3-29 and still obtain sufficient output voltage for the S-meter
circuit

r if the preamp is not included.

The pinout for moat transistor radio 4 55-kHz IF transformers ie the
same- Use transformers that have white-coded cores* You can obtain
Tl and L3 from a junk radio

P or you may buy the transformers new from
one of many surplus dealers.

If you use a mechanical filter at FL1 r find out what the correct value
C9 and C10 capacitors is- R4 should be chosen for the characteristic
impedance of the filter* The values listed in Pig 3-29 are correct
for my filter, but ttay not be for other filter numbers.
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AH1

CI
STATOfl 1

Ftll

R9 D1

RFC3
R1 2
AM

Hl£H

R25
CI 2

out

Fig 3-31 -- A scsl* Blehino pattern (etch** side] U ifta*n at A. Illustration

& ia an X-ray vi^ n r the PC bfl^d as -/iewfld fru* the conponmt aida. NOTE

:

To conform to the Input twn*d circuit UU L2l in Fi 9 5-25. move CI trap

th# LZ coil tap {no. to cdil Lead no. 5.
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TUB HATTER OF CONVERTERS

HF-band converters iney be used to cover amateur hands that are not
included in the tuning range of a receiver* A converter can be used
ahe&d of aintost any amateur receiver, and it may be Bet up to work
over various receiver tuning ranges or bands * The converter LO freq-
uency ia selected for the receiver tuning range over which the desir-
ed converter coverage range rs spread. For example * "the 20-meter
band may be heard by using a 20-raeter converter and tuning the main
receiver from, gay, 3*5 to 3*9 MHz, the converter LO should operate
at 17,9 MHz (14 + 3,9 = 17.9 MHz and 14.4 * 3.5 = 17.9 MHz), It can
be seen from the foregoing example that the 20-itieter band tunes back-
ward from the 75/80 meter band. If the converter LO was made to oper-
ate at 10*5 MHz (also acceptable), the 20-meter band would tune from
the low to the high end in accordance with the tuning on 75/80 meters*
Thus, ycg ha.ve two choices when selecting the LO frequency for a
converter

*

Simple converters are often used for receiving 160
H 80, 40, 30 or

20 meters- It i& not necessary to use an RF preamplifier ahead of
an active mixer f orte with conversion gain > for these bande F although
a preamplifier usually results in improved 20-ctieter performance x

Owing to improved HF. A low-noise preamp is necessary above 14 MHz
for good weak-signal reception,

A Simple but Practical HF Converter

Fig 3-32 contains a circuit for a simple converter that is capable
of good performance when used ahead of a receiver that has reasonable
overall sensitivity- It may be used with the Fig 3-29 superhet rec-
eiver.

hijcen
11131

2

PEAK

21 M
1-85 MHz

For uae frith a tunabl>

IF of 1 .7 to J.I UWr.

5V P-P

03C

NPF102 RFC2

0.1

Fij 3-32 -- Dl*sra» of

b sifipla hi F- band converter,

S«a I ha- table en pb?+

SO for hoy ports values.

This ci rcuit &fisra taa

on 5 "Pi 40 or 20 neterB.

f ig 5-33 f or dot*

about i^pf rptidh a-bO/VO
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There ie no PC artwork for the circuit In Fig 3-32* It can be built
easily cm a FAR Circuits universal breadboard or you may use the W7ZOI
ugly cons tr uc tion M technique *

Ql i& a eifLgle-ended mixer, which does not provide "world beater"
performance with respect to high dynamic range, but it works fine
otherwise* Any VHF dual-gate MOBFET can be u^ed it 01- If you prefer
an Antenna Input circuit that uses a link rather than the coil tap
shown, use 10% of the total Ll coil turns whan winding the input link
aver the grounded end of Ll

.

A low^pass filter is used at the mixer output to minimize the passage
of the L0 frequency to the main receiver- A Fierce o&cillator le u&ed
at 02 . C4 and C5 are the feedback- capacitors . The 10-ohra resistor
at the drain of 01 is a VHF parasitic suppressor * Yl is a fundamental
crystal j 30 pF load capacitance KFCl and RFC 2 are miniature Mouser
Electronics HF chokes- CI is a 100-pF miniature air variable » A 100-

pF trimmer may be u^ed if you are interested in a small portion of
the 80 or 40 meter band. Repealing is necessary for large- changes
in frequency, except for 20-meter operation-

TABLE 3-3

BAH0 (ffi> VI <MHz) Ll I_2

100 * .6 22 ghi. 20 turn?
no h 2B enam- on

VP Am id FT-3"?*

61 fer rita- torpid.

21 oH. 1 fl turna

no-. Z& ?n
an FT-3T-61 t*r-

id.

40 S. 1 fi jfl, 35 tui-ni no +

Anldari t*r-
oid c^re.

20 22 3 + fl uH H 25 turns
n&H 26 an a

T5D-fl toroid.

5AM£

tfiil nrid enpacitor datg fdr thm HF cohvSrt&r in Fig 3-32+ The tap an

pn-rcs-nt af th* t & t -ti 1 Ll turna. Locat-a tap n«ar the grounded end pf Ll

C3 are silver nic« ur palystyrtni. C4 and £3 ar& «p& diac ea-ranic-

Converter Operation Above 14 mhi

Third-overtone crystals are necessary far converter operation above

14 * D HHe b
Thle requires changing the Q2 circuit in Fig 3-32+ The

output of 0Z must be tuned, to the desired crystal overtone- Also,

an RF preamplifier is used ahead of the Ql mixer In order to provide
a low noise figure- The PF" amplifier is a grounded-gate JFET that

has a low noise figure and a giin of approximately 10 dB« Wake certain
that gate no* 2 of Ql in Fig 3-32 has approximately 5 volt a P-P of

injection- If there ie too little LO voltage, change the 27-pF gite
2 coupling capacitor to an appropriately larger value.
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3rd 07 OSC

+ Ts¥

Fig 3-33 The circuit ot A is a f foupidfid gat a- fiF Amplifier tcnr us* ahead
af tri* «l»*r in Fifl 3-32 tor aeerat ian pfaovi 14 HH ? . The LZ coll tap la 1/4
thf tdtB-1 coll turns, ab«v« th* grounded mti. LI end L* contain 1 Of the number
of 12 or L3 turns phd erf wound over the loua-r ends of |_2 and L3. CI *nd C2
ar# ceramic &t pin* tic trin^rB. THo flat* lead af fll tuit hm k»pt short to
enaure circuit stability. Thv oscillator at Q ia for uie in pUci th* Q?
clrculi in Fig 3-?? for operation &hov* M HWi . Yl op*ret*s at the its over-
tone* C1 and Li arai ^jmpnt it ths- duel red over ton*. A ceramic or plastic
t rinnt r js u srd at CI. C^np^n-en fc va luea- for thfia circuits «n pro-v ide-d i n

Table 3-4.

TABLE 3-4

L1 .14 C A

J

L2 B L3 {A S LI CSS V1 <MHi>

17 3 turns. no. 7 uH + 73 te. 1 F 5 u hf T 2? 20. 10

29 enait + ng. 2G an». ts. no. Z&
Tap L2 At & t|.

15 2 turns no. 1-5 iiH. 22 tfl. l + 2 uH + 20 23 H 10

nd b 2d en am. Tnp tt. n? 2fl

L2 #t 5 ta. enan h

1 2 Z turns no + 1.1 uH. 1 & ta. 26,

no + 2fl ena-m. T«p Is. no. 2&
L2 ot 5 ts. *nam.

ID Z turns no. + 73 uh H 16 t* + 0^5 uH. 15 3D . 1 D

no. 2$ *narp. Tap- ts. 2c
L2 at -4 ta. frftaB*

Coil winding and ti-yttal frequency data f*r th* circuits in Fig 3- 33 + All
c-o-ils are wound on A^idon Aseoc . T37-o t p«liav] t ore- id cores. LI T L4 « Fief trie

tap en 12 »n located near bottom ends of the- re-la tad collj . il end U
over too main bindings of L2 ond L3.
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Diode-Switched Two-Band Converter

Although the two-band converter in Pig 3-34 may seem rather *busy"
with regard to circuit details x it is a fairly simple example of
how band-pas* filters may be used* Diodes are used to select the
two filters far the band of operation. This eliminates the need to
use a mechanical switch and long EF leads to and from the switch.
Switching in this example is done only at dc, so the switch leads
can be any convenient length

*

The Fig 3-34 converter is designed for use on 40 and 7 5 meters- It
is configured to operate with the tunable IF receiver in Fig 1-29*
additional bands can be added if the band switch contains additional
contacts to accommodate the extra filters- and oscillators* I chose
to use separate oscillators in order to avoid the coiflplicat ion of
diode switching the crystals and tuned circuits for a single trans-
istor oscillator*

The bandpass filter design was established by W7Z0I some years ago*
Data for these filters are presented in The AHHL Electronic? Data
Book Call editions ) . Forward bias (dc ) is applied to the various
switching diodes by mean? of si to turn on the diodes that are assoc-
iated with FLL or FL2- tfhen bias is applied the desired diodes conduct
and act as switches » When they are not turned on they present a high
resistAnts to the RF energy and are effectively oped- circuited.

A singly balanced JFET mixer
p

Ql and Q2. is coupled to the filters
by way of broadband H trifilar-wound transformer T5 Another trifilar H

broadband transformer { T6 ) couples the mixer to the 5 -ohm receiver
input circuit * Although MPF1P2 transistors are specified for Ql and
02 i slightly better performance can be expected from a pair of 2N4416
FETb. Dual-gate MQSFETs such as the $t*212 or 40673 may also be used
in the mixer by tying gates no, 1 and 2 together and treating the
FET as a single- gate device . Wo other circuit changes are necessary
if this is done.

The band-pass filters require high-G. stable capacitors In the tuned
circuits - Silver mica or polystyrene capacitors are good choices
in this part of the circuit* Miniature Murata trimmer capacitors
are used at C3 P C7 ,

Cll, Cl5
P Q2D and C2G.

and in Fig 3-34 are fundamental oscillators * The feedback for
these oscillators is regulated by means of C21 and C27 . You may find
it necessary to sxperiment with the capacitor values in order to
ensure rapid starting of the oscillators* The values listed should
be fine for crystals of normal quality and activity . Some crystals
may require more feedback* to make them oscillate » The collector tuned
circuits must be tunsd to resonance in order to make the crystals
OBcillate* You can add 60-pF trimmers in parallel or in series with
YL and Y2 if you wish to move the frequency slightly for dial the
purpose of receiver dial calibration. The series connection raises
the operating frequency . Parallel use lowers the frequency-



&
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Finfld-vnlu* ^pp^^tori pfa dlat ceramic unlasa otherwise not-ed. Ttie registers an
ar ban ffln or ccBooaition, 1/4 watt P oacopt tor RB h vnlcn is a 7-V unit. Trinnnr
cApbtitara ar& filfilature 60-pF tiurata types or equivalent.

I-D12* incl T -- Silicon srinll-signal dlOd»» type 1H4144 or 1 Hfl 1 A .

ftFCl -RfCI 1 f incl* Miniature 1-nH RF choke. Housflr Elect ronics n*. q> r

q J Iv T

31 " Foiif-pffle F th r»e- po& i t ion phenolic or cvrgaii; Msfar switch. Housar nc d

1 or »quW.

Tl , T2 -- Link windings have 2 turns of no. 26 ana*, ove r grounded end & «&i n

windlnga. Main hind in gs contain 16 turnt ot no- 26 wnan, on Amidan FT- 50 -63 rerrita

tQTEjid cer»*,

T3 T 1A -- Link a have 3 turns of no. 26 en an. wire ?v*r grounded end± Of th+ n*in

windings. Wain windings contain 2 J turn* of no. 26 onnm T wiro on An id on Asaco h

T50-& pdidera-d- Iron tore- Ida,

T5* Tfi -- Brondhnhd t r-nns-rDr™*!1 b Ua* 10 trllil&r- wound tuma <yf no. ZG en an. wire

on an An Id on FT-37-43 ferrlte tor old.

T7 13 uH primary. 2fl turns of no. 26 era*, wire on an twrrit* tc-rgid.

Lint; hoa 5 turns of nc. 26 en am. vlr*.

Tfl -- G.3-uH prinary( 36 turn? of no + ?c «na^ b *lra oa a 150-2 toroid- Link has

6 turns of no. 26 a-nan^ wire.

rl F ?2 - - Fundamental crystal, ZD pF load dpDcit#pcf

,

Losses occur in the diode switches and the band-pass filters- This
degrades the receiver NP + As a result, the Ql, Q2 mixer noise ia
excessive. A low-noise preamplifier is necessary ahead of the filter*
to compensate for the circuit losses and to improve the NF* Fig 3-

LBC and D shows the WWAlIO preamplifier I use at the input of the
the Fig 3- 34 converter. It has a gain of 15 dB and a NF of 4 dB*
You may prefer to use a different type of preamp p but the MHA110
unit is broadband and requires no tuned circuits, and hence my choice.
With the preamp installed she*d of the Fig 3-34 converter, and with
the converter used with the Fig 3-29 receiver H a 0* 1-uV signal from
my generatar is audible in the Speaker. Without the preamp a i-uV
input signal is necessary to hear it in the speaker*

Adjustment of FLl and FL2 ia ac c onipl is hed by applying a signal from
a generator at midband* The trimmers are adjusted for a peak signal
response* Repeat the process three times to compensate for interact-
ion of the filter sections. 1 bypass the MWA110 preanip when the system
is used for 160-meter reception*

In an ideal situation the preamp would be located between the output
of the filters and the input to T5 in Fig 3-34 - This can be done
by opening the PC-board foil at terminal 1 of T5*
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M2V

ALL RF CHOKES

Fig 505 A aizslfl etching ts-*plata Catered aide J la sho^n at A + Trie- drata*

inp Ht & is an Kray vi«u At th* PC board ns viewed from fcha- c am p ana n t sid&,
Thl 5 circuit board i& available tron F Afi Circuit b tor (7.25 plus II . 5-0 far

shipping^ ftF and di pdflfi at B not identified becnu t-e all units

of *&ch ara th* vohv type. Ob&erve diode polarity. Yl and Y? hole tpatlng
it for International Cr/etal Co- PC crystal = n>cka-t = .
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Alternative Broadband Preanp

ICOH Company uses an interesting broadband preamp in 3oitie of its HF
transceivers. Ths circuit uses two JFETe in puGh pull. Broadband input
and output transformers couple the amplifier to the input and output
loads- This preamp is switched in and out of the receiver circuit
at the will of the operator » Effective gain is approximately 10 dB
and it has a low NF. Fig 3-36 shaws the circuit. 1 have supplied the
data for the devices and the trans formers* That information was not
available to ois as this wae written-

2hU41ti

HIEH-PA53 FILTER

Fifl 3-36 Schematic d lag ran of tHe ICOH or cad band rtcuvtr pm-a^p [A>. Tha

drawing at S la the ICOH ni^h-pass flhflr thpt is gso-d bctw^n t ha- nn tanna

and t ha- pronmp or r^cn-iTDr ihput Circuit (flwitCri&tile). it prevents COllPerciel

broadcast h-and energy from a-tfectlng recs iv? r pirfgmflntf . It npy ha jaad

with any rrc*iv*r that has a 5Q-gh™ input liipftj ance-, Tl and T2 at A contain
12 turn* bifilcr turns pf no . 76 onam . vira &a an Amid on FT - 37 -43 territa
toroid core ( B50 iu. 3/6 Inch 0D) The tnout and output links fcr Tl -and T2

nav* 4 turns gt no. 26 wir* fgrn Tl nmj 2 turns nf nc T 24 frira- tor T£ + Li

At B has 31 turn j of no. ig anaiv. Hire oi> in Aaidan 790-2 t&raid and L2 haB

2fi turns of ro h 2(J «natfi r vira on a T5ti-2 tarold H
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Certainly, this chapter is not all- inclusive* I have tried to present
4 sufficient number of practical circuit ideas and design Suggestions
to enable you to * learn by doing, 71 in the event you are a newcomer
to circuit conetruction, If you are experienced at designing and build-
ing QRP equipment, chances are that you will find some new ideas here.
But most importantly

P try your hand at equipment construct ion » Don 1 1
be sfraid to experiment^

A vast number of other receiver designs for QRP enthusiasts are present-
ed in The ARRL's Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur and in WlFB'e
Design Notebook - I recommend that you add those volumes to your QRP
library-
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CHAPTER 4

QRP TRANSMITTERS A TECHNIQUES

The trend in QRP transmitter design and construct ion is generally

toward equipment for CW operation. This may be due in part to the

relative simplicity of a cw transmitter, plus the effectiveness of

Cbi communications (at low power) compared to the success of SSB operat-

ion, in the latter situation we must contend with heavy phone QPH

and high-power signals, whereas band occupancy and signal bandwidths

are less troublesome in the CW bands. Another advantage associated

with CW QRP transmitters is reduced current drain over a similar trans-

mitter for SSB use. This goes hand in hand with battery operation

,

where current drain needs to be minimized.

QRP phone operation begins to make sense when we operate a 5- or 10-

W SSB rig on 10 or 15 meters . The QRM, however intense at times
,

is

more tolerable than on 20, 40 and 75 meters. Alec, propagation on

10 and 15 meters is such that a low-power signal will get through,

even when simple antennae are used- These considerations make these

two bands ideal Cor QRP voice operation. The same is generally true

of SSB operation on 12 and 17 meters, where QRM is usually at the

Lowest level for the HF bands, collectively-

I would like to again take this occasion to encourage you to build

your own QRP gear- Not only will you save a lot of money by not buy-

ing commercial equipment, you will experience the incomparable joy

of communicating over vast distances with equipment that you built

and perfected. The learning experience is, by itself, a reward that

is worthy of the effort- You won' t have to send this kind of gear

back to the factory for repairs- You can service it yourselfl

Transmitter Output Power

We QRFers often think in terms of "miles per watt," This is part of

the overall QRP challenge- The question becomes one of deciding how

much output power is necessary to achieve our objectives. Many things

influence watts versus miles , Certainly, band conditions at a given

time are a primary factor. The frequency of operation also determines

how far our signal will travel and be copied. The antenna quality

must also he plugged into the equation. It goes without saying that

a gain type of antenna that is high above ground (and matched to the

feed line) is capable of making your GBP signal sound like a QRQ one,

Thie does not mean that a dipole that ie not high above ground can t

open the door to DX. contacts when conditions are good; It does mean

that you may have to work harder to attract attention when you call

QQ t and your signal report may not cause you to strut to and fro in

your ham shack. The real name of the game is "being copied 05." There

ig no reason why you should not be as proud of an RST 559 report as

one that comes back as RST 599.
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You can have endless fun with power levels as low as 50 mW, Many
o£ us enjoy building one-transistor crystal-controlled CW transmitters
that emit flea power, Elgs of this variety provide a delightful kind
of operation that Is filled with challenges. Imagine earning your
WAS award on 15, 20 or 10 meters with a battery-powered 50-mW trans-
mitter! Certainly , this is a possibility it yau are a dedicated ham.
WAS, HAC and even DXCC achievements are entirely possible when using
a transmitter in the 1- to 5-watt power class, in this context 1

recall working 42 countries in JP days with a 2-watt QHP CW rig on
40 meters * My antenna was a square 4 -metar loop that was erected
vertically- The bottom side of the loop was only 6 feet above ground*
Operation from NewingtOn

P
CT netted many reports of RST 569 to RET

599, Reports as low as EST 249 were received also*

Your choice of transmitter power level will need to be founded on
acceptable power consumption, transmitter complexity and the expense
of the project* I recommend that newcomers start with, say, a ona-
transistor mW-class transmitter. Next r add an amplifier stage and
raise the output power to 0-5 watt Later on you can use this sy e tern

to drive a 5-watt power amplifier* In other words, build the trans-
mitter in stages and enjoy operating as you proceed-

Your QRP transmitter need not be a work of art- Some amateurs shy
away from equipiifcen t construction because they feel that the end prod-
uct should resemble a commercially manufactured unit- Some of us
tend to place too much emphasis on aesthetics * An ugly transmitter
or receiver is capable of working as well as or better than a unit
to which you impart the commercial look. Many of my transmitters
are simply tacked together on a scrap piece of PC board while using
the tf7Z0I "ugly construction" method

-

TRANSMITTER PERFORMANCE

The on-the-fllr character of your QRF transmitter is your finger print,
so to speak. You should strive to equal the performance of a properly
operating commercial rig when you commit your signal to the airways*
There is no justification £or having a chirpy or clioky CW signal.
Although these are common maladies, they can he resolved* He should
be mindful also of the spectral purity of our transmitter emissions*
Some designers of QRP transmitters ignore the harmonic currents in
the output of the transmitter- In an effort to minimize the parts
coun t and save money P they skimp on the harmonic suppress ion circuit -

A single pi-network output circuit seldom offers ample harmonic supp-
ression to enable the equipment to comply with FCC regulations- Hot
only that , excessive harmonic output leada to TVI and RFI problems -

Your QRP transmitter should be designed to ensure that £ll spurious
emissions are 40 dB or greater below peak output power*

Some builders attempt to use vacuum-tube design principles when they
construct solid-state transmitters- Hot only does this approach result
in dreadful efficiency

r it can cause self-oscillations and destruct-
ion of the transistors . Transistors are low-impeda nc

e

devices. Tubes
have high- impedance input and output characteristics- It is worth
saying again that maximum power transfer occurs only when unlike
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impedance? are matched* We need to remember also that transistors
amplify current while vacuum tubes amplify voltage* Low impedances
associated with translators are the result of relatively low operat-
ing voltage and moderate to high device currents- Tubes , on the other
handp operate at high voltages { comparitive } and low current-

An ideal CW output waveform has slightly rounded leading- and trail-
ing edge corners* A rise and fall tune of 5 tub will yield a clickless
note* Examination of the keyed output waveform can be accomplished
with a scope * You can vary the shaping-component values until you
obtain a click-tree waveform

*

Chirp generally results from oscillator keying or keying a buffer
stage that presents a widely changing load characteristic to the
oscillator- incorrect oscillator feedback algo causes chirp • You
may experience chirp also if your crystal is sluggish » If unwanted PF

gets into the oscillator circuit { such as from the PA stage) it can
cause the keyed signal to be chirpy • Stage isolation is P

therefore -

an important consideration • This does not mean that each stage
needs to be in its own shielded compartment * Rather P

it suggests
that care must be exercised in the layout ( straight -line layout is

best} of the PC board and each stage should have an RC or LC decoupl-
ing network in ite vcc lead. This prevents stray BF trom migrating
from stage to stage along the +V supply line*

Preveoting Self-Oscillation and Device Damaga

High-0 circuits contribute to transistor self-oscillation - We can
prevent this condition in some circuits by applying de-Qing tech-
niques * For example r something as simple as a 10- or 15-ohm non-
inductive resistor T when placed in a collector lead near the trans-
istor, can prevent VHF parasitic oscillations* Jt miniature ferrite
bead will often reeclve the same problem- These components ruin the
circuit Q at VHF and UUP while allowing HF energy to pass unimpeded-
Thia technique is illustrated in Fig 4-1A*

The vcc decoupling method discussed above may also be employed- Fig
4- LB shows the details for this preventive or corrective measure.
The decoupling components need to be located as close to the trans-
mitter ae practicable* Likewise for parasiticsuppre&sion components*

It is vital that the input and output parts of a transistor amplifier
circuit be physically isolated from one another, within practical
construction constraints* When the input and output circuits are
close to one another there can be unwanted mutual coupling F which
allows positive feedback to occur, and this causes oscillation- In a

worst case example we may need to install a shield baffle or divider
across the transistor to help isolate the input circuit from the

output one- This is often required in order to stabilize VHF and
UHF small-signal amplifiers* It may be necessary even at 21 or 28

MHz* The greater the amplifier gain the more pronounced the likelihood
of self-oscillat ion

»

Fig 4-lC illustrates a common method for taming an EF power amplifier
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that uses broadband input crtd output transformers* A capacitor that
is connected from collector to ground will help prevent VHF parasitic
oscillations while suppressing VHF harmonic currents * This capacitor
should have a capacitive reactance that is four to five times greater
than the collector impedance in order to prevent signal loss at
the operating frecjuenoy , For example , if the collector impedance
is 15 ohms (Z = WE* divided by 2?o) the capacitor XC should be
no lees than 50 ohms- Po is the amplifier output power and VCE ia
the collector to emitter dc voltage* Thus r for operation at 7 MH*
the collector ehufit capacitor must be 3B0 pF or less*

Fig 4-1 Circuit A shp*i suppr*" ion c-r VHF and UHF parotitic?. FBI ia

a nin i f«rrLt« b*ad + Alternative compose

n

x Rl » which La a c*rb?n

otipotti I ion resistor, may be y =*d in place c r FBI - Circuit & Illustrates

ho* a Vcc drccupl iitg na t*crk 4 CI C2 and B1J i* g±*d + Rl ia typica] ly 33

to 100 ohm* tor ?nall-aiQfidi anpllfiers that drpi up to approximately 23

riA- Circuit C *ho*5 hoi- o reala-tor may b» u**tf tc i*wer the of th*

brQBdb-ond irpy t trar-aror-&a-r + Alternatively- a ™ini far rite bead may bi u?«d

pv*r the grcundad-and lead n>f the Tl sQ^rtd^ry, Usa th& largest v^laa of

reaiatance that prevents graplifiar instability- Rl dots ccriiuna aon«- of

Xhw RF Input cc**r h Circuit & afrow& dec*upliftg circuit for power typ«
of RF a«pllfier&. RFd (5 to 10 yH 5 is uaad in pia>c4 of a re sister to pra-v«nt

voltage drop to Ql. d pre tec t * (H T rem dangerou & peak RF ghd 4c tagea

.
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Fig -3- 1 D provides Information about decoupling the Vcc line when
the transistor draws a subs tan t ial amount af current . A resistor
in place of RFC1 would cause a prohibitive voltage drop in the Vcc
line to Ql - An RF choke tor this circuit can be made from an 550-
mu 1/2-inch OD ferrite toroid by windin9 five or six turns of heavy
gauge magnet wire on the core + The wire gauge chosen must be capable
d£ passing the <jl current without causing a significant voltage drop-
Three values of decoupling capacitor are listed- The 0-001-uF unit
provides effective VH F bypassing and the 1-uP capacitor is effect-
ive at HF and MF. The 22-uF capacitor works effectively as an audio,
VLF and LF bypass. These capaclLors help to prevent amplifier eelf-
oscillation from audio to VHF +

Zener diode Dl in Fig 4 -ID may be added to protect Ql from damage
m the event of seli-oscillat iw n or high £JWK, at which time peak-
to -pe&k collector voltage can exceed the maximum safe device value

*

Dl also protects the transistor from dangerous spikes that may appear
on the Vcc line- The Dl internal capacitance acts ae a collector
bypass capac itor . Its value is min imal and does not affect the amp-
lifier performance at HP- Dl does not conduct until its barrier volt-
age is reached by RF or dc voltage . A suitable rule of thumb when
selecting this Zener diode is to select a conduction voltage that
is roughly three times the VCE. Remember that the sine-wave excursion
at the 01 collector, when it is amplifying RF energy , can swing to
twice the supply voltage* Hence, & 24-V Zener diode would not be
suitable in this circuit.

Transmitter Gain Distribution

The design of a multistage transmitter is not a casual matter- All
too often an amateur will "marry 11 circuits from a collection of pub-
lished articles d only to find that the transmitter performs poorly -

Excessive drive is as bad an event with transistors as it is with
tubes * Too little RF excitation, on the other hand, results in low
output power- Ideally, we would study the transistor data sheets
and learn haw much input power ( Pin ) is needed to obtain the rated
output power ( Po ) - If the driving power to particular RF amplifier
is too great we can drive the device into saturation ( the point at
which no further output power is available no matter how much
increase the driving power) . Excessive collector current can result
and the stage becomes prone to the generation of excessive harmonic
currents . The transistor can become destroyed Immediately in a worst-
case situation

.

A viable method for optimizing your transmitter is to test it stage
by stage . Observe the output power of the stage under test by using
a scope or RF probe and VTVM, Terminate the stage with a resistor
that matches its normal in -circuit load impedance- Adjust the output
power of the preceeding stage until no further increase of output
power is noted for the stage under test . Now, reduce the drive slight-
ly below the saturation point . Proceed with this method until all
stages of the transmitter have been set just below the saturation
point. This will ensure a cleaner output signal from each stage and
it will protect the transistor from damage.
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Broadband versus Narrow-Band Amplifiers

You may question the usefulness of broadband amplifiers with respect
to narrow-band ones. Each has its positive qualities. It is necessary
to realize that when we use a broadband amplifier we must trade gain
for b-and^idth* Therefore x the gain for a narrow-band amplifier might
be 1? dB* The same transistor, if used in a broadband amplifier for
the same frequenty

p
might yield only 8 dE of gain. A narrow-band

amplifier is one that has a tuned circuit at the input r output or
both.

Narrow-band RF amplifiers are more prone to instability than broad-
band ones- This is because they have greater gain and because they
may not be matched properly to their input arid output loads. This
mismatch condition is the result of haphazard circuit design. This
is one reason why we can 1 t apply vacuum-tube design techniques to
transistors.

Broadband amplifiers enable ue to have transmitter stages that do
not need to be band switched. The exception is when the broadband
amplifier has harmonic filters that need to be switched. Pig 4-2
shows a broadband and a narrow-band HP amplifier.

BROADBAND AHP
14 HHT

IH

Fig 4-2 -- EKBmplOB of brftfldth&nd GAJ nrtd Unrroi-b^nd <BJ Rf onplffitrv.
T1 and T£ at A a^a untuned, Tl *t B gnd the out pir t pi network are reaanant
*t tha- cpArnt Lug f rfqufntj1

. The broadband and tuned tranafaffian and networks
viuvt br dfl signed to fiat oh tJia tranilstar input and output port* tfl the Input
and output load irtpadancas.

The circuit in Fig 4 -2A uses broadband transformers at the input
and output ports of Ql« Generally, these are ferrite-core devices
( toroid or balun core ) - For MF and HF operation the core should
have an initial fu

t ) permeability of 800 to 900- A u. of 125 is suit-
for VHF amplifiers* Powdered-iron cores are not Suitable for use
in broadband transformers because of their low permeability • The low
permeability dictates that an excessive number of wire turns be used
in order to obtain suitable performance at the low frequency end
of the transformer operating range.
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The amplifiers in Fig 4-2 are configured for class C operation, in

practice P
either of them may be biased for class AG operation by

applying approximately +0*7 V of forward bias the the transistor
base via the input transformer (Tlf secondary winding.

Linear broadband amplifiers 1 class A or AB) produce lees harmonic
output than is generated in a class C amplifier. If the linear amplif-
ier la not driven into distortion r we can often use it without a

harmonic filter at the output port* This assumes that the input wave-
form is essentially free of distortion. Class C RP omplifiers H on
the other hand, generate a considerable amount of harmonic current

»

It is not unusual to find the second- and third-harmonic energy only
10 to 15 dB below the fundamental frequency at the collector of a

class c amplifier- it is for this reason that TV1 and RFI can be

a problem, even though the transmitter has an output power of one
or two watts* This can occur when the output network is not capable
of suppressing the harmonic currents * Under no circumstances should
you exclude an effective harmonic filter at the output of the last
transmitter stage. This applies to linear and class c types of amp-
lifiers*

Transistor Operating Tenparature

Heat is the enemy of many electronics components- This is particular-
ly true of semiconductors* The question becomes one of deciding how
hot a particular transistor or diode can become before damage occurs*
It is the device junction temperature th*t determines the safe operat-
ing power dissipation* Since we have no convenient way tc monitor
the internal tempersture of a semiconductor, we need to pay heed
to the case temperature* Even through some devices are designed to
operate at very high temperatures F I prefer to follow my own rule
of thumb when in doubt- If the case of a transistor is so hot thst
it is uncomfortable to the touch, I take measures to cool it down-
Thls requires the ubg of a heat sink or a larger sink than I am using*
I don r t worry if the transistor feels quite warm to the touch if
it is being operated within the manufacturer' s safe limits . I do f

however, feel better about the matter if the device is only slightly
warm to the touch- It provides a comfortable margin of safety when
sufficient heat-sink area provides cool or warm operation*

The transistor that has a heat sink should have the best thermal
bond you can manage - The mating surfaces of the transistor and its
sink should be reasonably flat and smooth in order to assure good
bonding, Also, thin layer of heat-sink compound ja mixture of sine
oxide and silicone grease) should be applied to the mating surfaces
before the device is bolted to the einfc-

Small plastic transistors, such as 2N2222s or PH2222s
r
can be cooled

by using a thin layer of epoxy cement to affix a tab of copper P brass
or aluminum material to the transistor case. The tab should be clamp-
ed securely to the device case until the cement hardens * I have ueed
short pieces of cropper or brass tubing as heat sinks for the smaller
transistors . I glued them to the device body with epoxy cement -
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Selecting an RP Power Translator

Although we tend to buy transistors that are designed tor RF power
amplification, and often pay a premium price for them, we can use
almost any transistor that has a sufficiently high fT rating- Many
audio power transistors wort well as RF amplifiers. Those with fT
ratings of 100 MHz or higher can provide excellent performance at
the MF and HP frequencies * As a rough rule you may use any trans-
1btor that has an fT which is five times higher than the proposed
operating frequency . In practice, lower fTs can be acceptable at
the risk of reduced transistor gain. The fT is the frequency at which
the transistor gain is unity or 1 - At frequencies above the f T j the
transistor exhibits a signal loss rather than a gain.

Some transistors are specified as high-speed switches * This generally
implies that the transistor is suitable for RF service if the £T
is sufficiently high* In order for a transistor ta be a good high-
speed switch or RF amplifier it must have low internal capacitance
and resistance, since these components establish a time constant.
The greater the R and C the longer the time constant and hence the
lower the effective operating frequency This applies equally to
diodes.

We need to be cognizant also of the maximum vce (collector to emitter
voltage ) and PD

( power dissipation) set by the manufacturer* For
RF amplifier operation from a +12-V supply, select a transistor that
has a 30 -V or greater maximum safe Vce. This allows for the RF volt-
age swing at the collector * which will be up to twice the Vce - FD
concerns the operating current versus the operating voltage, and
it is expressed in watts at 25 degrees C* There is also a maximum
steady -state collector-current rating. This should not be exceeded
under any circumstances.

The maximum PD poses a common question: If a transistor ie rated
at 10 watts maximum PL, how much dc input power may we have in an
RF amplifier? I like to stay on the safe side of things by restrict-
ing the dc input power to or less the PD rating. Therefore,
in the case of a 10-W transistor I would restrict the dc input power
to no more than 7.5 Transistor efficiency being what it is m
an RF amplifier, we would expect to obtain approximately 3-5 W of
RF output power under this condition - Most transistor RF amplifiers
are 50-60 percent efficient, although 1 have seen efficiencies os
high as 704 for class C transistor amplifiers that were optimized*
I have obtained even greater efficiency when using a class C power
MOSFET RF amplifier*

SHP-protected transistors are available for RF service* These are
referred to by some manufacturers as BETs [ ballasted-emitter trans-
istor) - in effect, numerous bipolar transistors are formed on a
common silicon substrate h The transistor bases and collectors are
connected in parallel, internally* The emitters each have an internal
1-ohm reeistor and the ends o£ the resistors opposite the emitters
are joined to form a single emitter terminal on the ca&e* These
resistors equalize the currents of the transistors and prevent any
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one transistor from hogging the current- BETs are excellent trans-
istors for us to use for EF power amplifiers if we are willing to
pay the price for them. Technreally speaking, they are capable of
withstanding open or shorted load conditions without being damaged.
But as we learned earlier in the chapter ( Fig 4- ID) r a Zener diode

he bridged from collector to ground to protect the device when
the SWR is high* This permits us to safely use nonballasted trans-
istors in our HF amplifiers.

As an experimenter it is worth your while to obtain transistor data
books from the semiconductor rnanufaeturer s - This will enable you
to look up the base diagrams and learn what the device ratings are.
Two books that I find invaluable are the Motorola RP Device Data
Bonk and the Motorola Snail-Signal Transistor Data Book. These are
available from Motorola Semiconductor Corp-. P-O- Box Phoenix,
AZ 850 36. Books of this type are available alec £rom other semi-
conductor manufacturers r such as National Semiconductor Corp* and
Siliconixj Inc*

Many small-signal transistors, such as the and 2N44Q0 devices,
are excellent for use as QEP RF power amplifiers- A 2N4400 or 2N4401.
for example. Is capable of producing up to 0*5 W of output power
when operated at +12 v do. Additional power rtay be obtained by using
two or more of these transistors in parallel* If you plan to use
them in this manner r install a l-ohm P

1/4-w resistor between each
emitter and ground. Thi-e will help to equalize the current in each
transistor These emitter resistors need not be bypassed because
the floating reels tore create very little degenerative feedback*
Excessive degeneration would cause reduced transistor gain and could
encourage unstable operation- A push-pull pair of 2N4 400e result
in a very nice 1-tf RF amplifier* This provides a bargain-price amp-
lifier because these transistors can be purchased for as little sb
ID cents apiece* I have actually extracted 1-1/4 watts of output
power from a single 2N44Q1 transistor at 7 MHz - This represents
an unsafe output power for the device- I have, however, operated
a single 2N4400 or 2W4401 at 0.75 W of output after affixing a small
heat sink to the plastic case* I used a 3/8 inch piece of I /4- inch
ID brass tubing as the sink- 1 flattened the tubing slightly to
provide a snug fit between it and the transistor. The space within
the heat sink was then filled with epcxy cement and allowed to set.
This brings up the subject that followe-

Theimal Runaway

The phenomenon of thermal runaway can best be equated to the well
known "domino effect*" The affected transistor destroys itself quick-
ly froiti excessive internal heat. This effect is caused by allowing
a transistor to draw excessive current or permitting it to operate
without an adequate heat sink* in either situation the culprit is
heat- As the transistor heat increases, so does its gain- The greater
the gain the greater the current taken by the transistor, and the
greater the internal heat* Thie process continues until the device
is destroyed. Excessive heat melts a semiconductor junction and
causes an open condition* Excessive valtage, on the other hand,
can puncture a semiconductor junction and cause a sharted condition-
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Analysis of a defective diode or transistor can be carried out by
measuring the resistance {or absence of it ) between the elements
of the device- This provides a clue concerning the cause o£ a failure*
Adequate heat-sink area and safe operating current prevents thermal
runaway

-

A Problem vith Translator Gain

We need to be aware that the power gain of an PF transistor is specif-
ied at a particular frequency -- generally the upper design freq-
uency for the device. For example r a specified 10-to EF power trans-
istor may be characterized in part by a gain of 11 dB at 30 MHz

.

At same frequency above 3 MHz the gain will begin to fall o£f

.

Further increase in operating frequency will eventually bring the

device to its unity-gain point < t T ) , This is nc-t the case when we
decrease the operating frequency. This results in escalating gain
above the 13-dB example point. The greater the amplifier gain the
more likely the occasion for 1 1 ( thermal runaway and ( 2 } instability

,

Irt theory, the gain of a bipolar HF power transistor increases 6

rfB for each octave the operating frequency is lowered. Thus F
if

a device is specified to provide 13 dE of gain at 30 MHz, the gain
at 15 MHz could be 19 £b, aind at 7,5 MHs it might be as great as
2% OBE Although the gain does increase as the operating frequency
is lowered, it does not equal the theoretical amount. However, there
is a significant gain increase and this can cause all manner of
problems - Fortunately, this phenomenon does not occur when we use
power FETs h The simple cure for the gain- increase problem, is to
progressively reduce the (driving power) to the amplifier as

the operating frequency is lowered, thereby keeping the collector
current within the safe rating for the device, A better technique
is to apply negative feedback, as described in WIFE 1 s Design Note-
booh. This serves as a gain-leveling network , and the driving power
can remain essentially the same for any operating frequency below

the transistor fT . Some designers use lossy networks at the input
of the power amplifier in order to cause a reduction in driving
power at the lower end of the operating spectrum- These networks
cons is t of components of inductive and capacit lve reactance- At

the higher end of the operating spectrum these parts tend to become
"invisible - to the driver stage and amplifier.

Transistor Input and Output Capacitance

The published curves tor bipolar HF power ampl ifiers show clearly
that the input and output capaci tances n£ the devices change with
the operating frequency. What does this mean to us? It poses a knotty
design problem if we attempt to include a negative- feedback network
that is effective from, say , 1

.

5 to 29 MHz . These capacitances must
not be ignored also when we use LC matching networks at the input
and output of the amplifier. Specifically, we must absorb these
capacitances into the matching network in order to avoid having
them present unwanted XC

H
which can spoil the matching network.

Some devices present very high input capacitances { 1DO0 pF and great-
er} . Generally, the output capacitances are much lower at a given
frequency.
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input and output c also affects the performsnce of broadband RF
transformers, especially at the high-frequency *nd o£ the operating
range. The unwanted XC can cause prohibitive input and output £WR
at the base and collector of the transistor* Again H this phenomenon
is not encountered in large measure when we use power fets as hf
power amplifiers*

Using Power FETs as RF Amplifiers

There sre some distinct advantages associated with the use of power
FETs . As I mentioned in the foregoing text F FETE exhibit a relatively
constant input and output capacitance, irrespective of the operat-
ing frequency. Furthermore, power FETs are seldom prone to destruct-
ive thermal runaway.

Another plus feature associated with power FETs is the low driving
power they require in order to produce respectable output power

,

Also, the high-order distortion products are lower in amplitude
than is the situation with bipolar devices, especially when the
FET is biased for linear operation* From a purely academic point
of view we may think of a power FET as an electrical matching trans-
former that produces gain- This philosophy has been expressed
to me a number of times by Siliconix applications engineer, Ed Oxner F

EBfiQJ

.

ISP voltage is asad to excite a power FET, whereas RF power is requir-
ed to excite a bipolar-traneistor amplifier* The gate current of
a power FET can be measured in microamperes, and this makes it some-
what fragile with respect to device damage* Owing to this low gate
current j the input impedance of a power FET is very high ( greater
than l megohm if nothing is attached to the gate) , The output imped-
ance

r on the other hand, is the same ( low) as for a bipolar trans-
istor* (Jutput impedance is a function of drain current and Vds { Z
= Vds J /2FO B where Po 1b the device output power in watts).

Ml is not peaches and cream when we use power FETs * First
P they

are especially prone to VHF self-oscillation. Some type of de-Qing
circuit or parasitic suppressor is generally required at the FET
gate terminal in order to discourage VHF oscillation f a 10- or 15-

ohm P
1/4-w noninductive resistor may he installed at the FET gate

to discourage these oscillations

.

Power- FET gates are sensitive to excessive P-P voltage* Maximum
swing should be restricted to lese that 3 V F-P- Too great a voltage
can perforate the gate insulation and cause an internal short circuit
Protective built-in Zener diodes are found in some power FETs . They
are bridged between the gate and the source • Other power FETs have
Zener diodes ( internal) between the drain and the source to provide
protection from excessive drain- source voltages - These Zener diodes
tend to limit the u&ef ul upper frequency of the FET* Some designers
use external gate -source and drain-sourte Zener diodes to preclude
device damage. These external gate zener diodes are used in pairs P

flnd they are connected in parallel for opposite polarity to provide
clamping on both the positive and negative sine-wave peaks. It ie
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C omriKsn prac t ic e
{see Fig 4-3).

to use 15 -V H
4 00-mW Zener diodes for this purpose

Typically, the external Zener diode that is bridged from the drain
to the source is rated at twice the Vdd* Thus , if the power FET
la operated from a +24-V supply

H
the Zener diode is rate* for 4 6

or 5 volte * Although it adds its junction capacitance to the dra:

n

circuit. It does not conduct until its barrier voltage ie reached.
This protects the FET from excessive drain-source voltage peaks

j

such as those encountered when the SWR ie high or the transistor
breaks into self-oscillation-

PDHEK HOSFET TO FILTER

4*D M T1

,22 uF

H4

RFC1
10 uH

5
+24 TCI tZBV

Fig 4-3 -- EXflflple Ot B PO

fCT PF amplifier. Th* input i*p

uhca is de La-f II 1 ned hy the- V5
CtiQ&B n for RZ ,

R2 Vfi]u« tlio grn

power required

nd [i Z iYi-u y tid

The lower
a to r thti d rl V

1 1? provide
ite vol tag* -

DTQteCtipn n^AlHit
gata voltage. car he u

to protect rjl f r am eace&a
drfiin-aource voltage- tnx

R4 ] = aalected to o-btain

deaire-d forwprql gat* vdll

Cbiflisl, Bias i^ typically
t& -+o V. Tl a broadband not

In 9 transformer. Rl i4
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ad-

lua

t ho

1 ng

the

Dl

id*

ive

aed
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1

cti -

VHf

Fig 4-3 shows a practirj&l circuit for a power FET amplifier, ThE
bias you apply to the 01 gate determines the class ot operation
No forward bias is used for class C amplifiers. Forward bias is need-
ed for linear opera t iorj (class A, ftE or B ) , Ga te-bias regulation
ie not required for FETs F owing to the: small gate current* A regiat-
ive divider { and R4

) ,
along with the 2 2-uF capacitor, ensures

a sufficiently stiff bias voltage- Dl 3 I}2 ,ind Dl should not be used
in well designed, stable circuits that exist in a controlled electric-
al environment . However, they are ubeIuI for inexperienced dean gners
to provide go-no-go device protection * They Jiiay be removed once the
circuit IS optirnized +

The input impedance for Ql in Fig 4-3 can be elevated by using a

resistor of higher value at Rl, The higher the resistance the lower
the driving power required to provide a given gate -voltage ewing.
However, the potential for amplifier instability increases as the
effective input impedance ie elevated- l do not recommend a resist-
ance greater than 300 ohms for Rl.

Many non-HF power FETs work well at HF and HF . The IRF511
H

which
is a low-cost switching transistor, performs efficiently up to 10

MHz . A number of audio typee o± power FETs are suitable up to 30
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MHe. Experimentation is necessary in order to learn how well a specif-

ied FET can perform at RE. Power FETb are available and meant express-

ly for RF amplifieation. but They are costly.

Power FETs are designed mainly for operation at *2A volts and higher.

Although you may use them with a +12-V power supply, the efficiency

will be poor. It becomes necessary, when using a low Vdd to stand

considerable current in the transistor in order to obtain acceptable

output power. This is not in keeping with the theme of QRP operation.

Despite this limitation I would not rule out the use of power FETb

at + 12 V, If you are willing to accept reduced output power, you

can operate the transistors at normal gate-bias levels.

when you select a power FET for RF service, study the device char-

acteristics. The lower the rated RDSon (drain-source resistance) the

better the high-frequency performance or high-speed switching trait.

Values less than 1 ohm are best, and RDS numbers below 0.25 ohm are

better. P.D5 is the effective junction resistance wn#n the FET is

turned on. fin MTM25N10, for example, has an SOS of only 0.07 ohm.

Transnitter Layout

Many of the common ills that we experimenters contend *i™ ™
"J*

associated with poor layout and construction practices Long PF
.

lefl;=

and ground conductors are inductive. These unwanted inductance invite

VHF oscillations and also become part of the inductance in matching

networks and transformer leade . inductive reactances of this type

change the impedance of circuits, especially at the upper end of

the HF spectrum.

Circuit-board conductors need to be as short as practicable. The

qreater the conductor width the lower the stray inductance. Try to

have your main PC boatd ground-foil area as large as you can make

it. This will discourage the formation of HF "ground loops.

Double-sided PC board aids overall circuit stability in amplifiers.

The copper on the component side of the board acts as a ground plane

and forms numerous low-value capacitors in combination with the etch-

ed foils on the opposite side of the board. These capacitors bypass

VHP currents and aid stability. The ground conductor on the etched

side of the PC board should be connected to the ground plane on the

component side of the board at several points. Small U-shaped stripe

of copper or brass may be soldered to the ground conductors around

the edges of the board.

Double-sided PC board is not suitable for VFO circuits. The small

capacitors that are formed by the PC conductors change value with

changes in temperature, Tnis causes VFO frequency drift.

Make nn effort to lay out your transmitter PC board so that the

stages are in a straight line. if. for example, the third stage is

wrapped around so that it is close to the first stage, RF mutual

coupling can cause one or both stages to self-oscillate.
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practical transmitters

in this sbc tton we will discuss various practical transmittars from
the milliwatt to the 5-watt power-output level- Parte -placement
guides and PC-board patterns are Included for most of the projects

.

Etched, drilled and plated boards for thes* projects are available
from FAR Circuits, 18N640 Field Court, Dundee, IL 6D11B-

If you are not &>xp^rie n ce d at building circuits I highly recommend
that you commence with the simple circuits in this chapter + Th& exper-
ience you gain will enable you to handle the more complex circuits
I shall describe* All of the circuits have been proof-built and made
to work afi specifled- Variations in performance can result from
the inherent differences in transistor gain and departures from
the parts values listed* Generally, the change in performance will
result in more or less transmitter output power.

Build a -Mighty Mite*

A proper starting point for beginners is a one-trsnsiB tor B crystal-
controlled mw transmitter + Your signal from a 25- or 50-raW trans-
mitter ie capable of being heard hundreds of miles away if you use
a good antenna * The 40-meter band is perhaps the best one to try

with thie type of transmitter- Greater distances can be covered with
low power on 10- and 15 -meters when band conditions are good, but
moat one-trans ie tor transmitters for those bands would put out very
little power

p
and they would produce chirpy signals. This is because

the crystal would have to operate on its 3rd overtone- Therefore

,

we will consider the 40-meter "Mighty hite" in fig 4-4- The output
power ie on the order of 30 mW. Some QRFere refer to this general
power level as QRPp- I can assure you that there 'g no greater thrill
than to receive an EST 569 signal report from * station 3 00 miles
away when your transmitter output power is 30 mWI The "miles per
watt" game becomes a wonderful challenge that you should enjoy for
weeks on end* You may use your regular station receiver with this
transmitter.

RFC 1/2? uH

CB E
I

O AHT
0.1 (50 0HNS1

T rtHx 100
TUHE X 370

T1 £3 I5K

4 kHz
FKEQ
SHIFT

CI
TOO

1* V *ET

04

150

Fig 4-4 Diagram of the- Mighty
Mit* hH CW transmitter. Cl and

C3 or* mica compr-asa io-n trlrmars.
LI (4.73 uHi has 10 turns of no.

24 mai. wire on in Amldon T30~
2 tercLd cqts-. RFC1 1b a. fiinlfltura

fiF ehoka fMqy 5 #r E lact . part n&.

*3LR2230 , Tl is * fundamental
crystal, 30 pF pac i tnnc*

.
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Simplicity is the keynote for the Fig 4 -a circuit* CI enables you
to shift the crystal frequency some 4 IcHe b Thie component can be
a tr limner or an air variable. The amount of shift at 40 meters
will depend upon the nature of the crystal you vee at Yl* Plated
AT-cut crystals yield the greatest frequency change. The least
suitable crystals are surplus units in FT- 24 3 holders You can
eliminate Cl and ground the lower end of VI if you do not wish
to shift the crystal frequency*

C4 controls the oscillator feedback. You may need to experiment
with the value of this capacitor in order to make your particular
crystal oscillate reliably. Values between 100 and 5 60 pF may be
tried if the 150-pF value listed is not euitahle for your crystal.

C2 in Fig 4-40 is used to shape the keyed waveform in order to
minimize key clicks- It rounds off the corners of the waveform
trailing edge* Increased capacitance at CZ softens the waveform
and less capacitance hardens it*

ci tunes the output pi network to resonance . It should be adjusted
for maximum 01 power output, consistent with a nonchlrpy Cw note*
The output tuned circuit has a loaded Q of 4* It is important to
ensure that the antenna you use has a low £WE. The pi network is
designed to look into a 50-ohni lead. A 10-ohm resistor is used
at the base terminal of 01 for the prevention of VHF parasitica.

Owing to the simplicity of the circuit in Fig 4-4 * no circuit-board
pattern or parts-placement guide is provided. You can tack this
circuit together on a small breadboard. You may substitute other
transistors for the 2N4401. Such devices as the 2N2 222A may be
used at Ql +

A more powerful one-transistor transmitter (1-5 w ) is described
on page 15 7 of WlFB's Design Notebook. It is capable of providing
up to 5 watts of output power, depending upon the transistor used.

The "Challenger Two" Transmitter

Another practical example of a low-power CW transmitter is shown
in Fig 4-5, The Challenger Two may be used as a stepping stone
to greater construction experience. This little transmitter has
an output power Of 60 mH, A Pierce oscillator

p
Ql

p
drives a class

C amplifier, 02 - This circuit can be tailored for use from $D
through 20 meters by changing the values of cl, C2 F CB and Tl

.

You may use 2N4400S, 2H4401s or 2N2 22 2As for 01 and 02 without
changing the circuit values * Cl and C2 are feedback capacitors*
The values of these capacitors may be changed to suit the crystal
you plug into the oscillator . The procedure we discussed for the
Mighty Mite transmitter may be followed.

Tuned transformer Tl matches the collector of 02 to a 50-ohm load.
The number of turns for the secondary winding, L2 r may be altered
for matching loads other than 50 ohms.
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Fig 4-5 - - Schenatic d i ngron pf t h* Chp 1 Lo-hfla r T*o ORP transmitter. Fix ad

-

v« Igf capac i tor £ ara- d i c&ranle * fiefl 1 E tCTB a Tfl 1/4-V Cflrbon f i 1 toi-

poa 1 1 Ion . RFCl and RFC2 a r« f inlstgr* Hagsir E Isctfsn lea «r Oak Hills Research

HF ehafcea. CI and C2 a-ra- oaed only it they are needed to in^ra Y1 aa-cillac-

ion. ValueB between 10 and 100 pF are typical if additional feedback control

1& nfl-CflB&Hry. The higher tha op* rating frot)u4ricy the l^vor the capecitprto

vplufl. CB i? 2ZQ. p f far &0 la^ara, 133 pF for ^0 meter*, JOQ. pf for 30 ruet&r-a

*nd 3fi p-F for 20 meters. L3 has 20* *h» tgrna used tor Li + For 80 meters

git 5B tjfns of no. 2o *rtflPi + Mir* (7.5 uHJ OH en Amidfn T50-2 tore id cd-r* h

Fur HtUrt U*e 25- turns qhf ro + 2o an art h wife r 3 UHi on a T5C-2 torfrld.

LI ha* 70 turns of n& d 24 ana« h wire (1.7 uHl on a T^0-ti torpid. At 20 netAre

list 1 S turn* of no. 5* t^>. vira on a T5D-6 toro id (1.3 uH 5 for LI. Cfl is

a 100 pF tarafilt t rli-mer (Houaer El&ct ronics no. 1 . A rtita t rinmer

nay be substituted at C9.

The Challenger Two is keyed hy grounding the junction of C3 P
Rl snd

R3 + If an electronics keyer is used it should be set for positive
keying.

The Fig 4-5 circuit may be used to excite solid-State amplifiers that
provide greater output pover. This circuit may be used ss a basic
building block for other transmitter projects - I was able to obtain
7 5 mW 1 0*075 U ) of output from my model of the Challenger Two when
operating it into a 50-ohm resistive load. The beta of the particular
transistors installed at Ql and fj? will determine the net output power
The greater the transistor gain the higher the power-output level

.

Maximum power output coincides with the dip in Q2 collector current
when C9 is adjusted for circuit resonance- A 50- or 100-mA dc meter
can h* installed in the +12-V lead to 02 for observing the collector
current- A no- 49 pilot lamp fMouser no- 35ND0H ) , which is a 60-mA
lamp, may be used in place of a meter far visual tuning of C9* Tune
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X\ ,5 SCALE -GHD

Fig J -6 The PC tpupl^t* «t A is shown In?* tha etcha-d aide or the board.

Illustration B la an Xray view of the PC bo*rd *5 viiMtd f rui t h* taiptinant

= id&, Circuit boa rda Tor thla project ere gvoilabU frpn FAR Ci rcyiti for

S5.T5 + plus J1.50 shipping.

for minimum lamp brilliance. The pilot lamp should be removed from
the circuit after adjustment by shorting across it with a switch.
Fig 4-6 contains artwork for the PC board on which this project is
assembled.

The "Pebble Cr^aher Two"

Scarcely a well known "gravel grinder, " the Pebble Crusher Two offers
greater output power than the previous twu units, and it provides
an additional exercise in the hov to H e" of transmitter building.
This little widget is designed to provide 0-5 W of KF power* All of
the parts are inexpensive and you should be able to construct this
unit in twp hours or less

.

The circuit in Fig 4-7 ia actually an extension of the milliwitter
in Fig 4-4. t>esign data are provided for operation on 40 etieterg * You
can scale the circuit for operation on 160

P
00

H 30 and 20 meters by
uemg the XC and XL values of the tuned-circuit components shown in
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7 MHz

Fig 4-7 -- Schematic diagram gf thn 4ti-«*te r Pebble Cru aher trmeiittcr. F ix*d

value capBCfters «r« disc cnr-nlic sfcC&pt for t5 T wMch If tpntaluri or sleClfd-

lytit. CI is a trlmier i>r oJr variable. C5 Is * Moui&i- Electronics ceramic

tr linear* no. 2A . Resi&tors &rs l/4-tf cortpn film ar eampeal 1 1 cm . RFC1

end RFC 2 err pjnietur* icapsLlnted Mcu**r cr Oak Hi 11 a R«9tarch ch^*i.
L2 cohiiats e-t il turn a of no. 26 enen. wire ?n *ri Amltivn T50-6 toraid, Tl

la a broadband 4]1 i*ped*nc» rptio toroidal transferMr* Us* t J turns cf no.

25 fHo*. wire CpriaaryJ an &n Ariidon FT- 37 -4 3 ferrite tflfgld. Th& saeflndflry

has & turns of no. ?ti wLr*. LI be* 30 turn &f no, 26 en a*, wire oe 4 T50-G

torald, FBI is q nlniatLire Amidon f»rrit* b*3d + &5d

Fig 4-7 to learn the C and L values far other *ni&teur bands. The values
Of C4 F C6 r CIO, C11 F LI, L2 and Yl must be changed for other bande
of operation- No other changes are raquiradr

An advantage in the Fig 4-7 circuit ie that the driving power to 02
is relatively clean with regard to harmonic currents- This means that
Q2 ie not supplied with unwanted energy that would otherwise be amplif-
ied with the desired signal energy * This enables g2 to operate more
efficiently and its harmonic output is reduced significantly- The 01
Collector tuned circuit ia a low-pass filter- Tl matches the output
of 01 to the input of 02 ( 50 ohms to 12 ohms) • FBI prevents vhf osc-
illation at 02 and suppresses VHF hantioniCG from Ql,

C5 should be adjusted for a chirp-free Ctf note and for a transmitter
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maximum current of &5 tnA* This represents 0*5 tf of output power • At

one tune during the testing period for this circuit I observed 1*25

watts of output power a bit much for a 2N44001 Q2 runs just slightly
warm to the touch when It is delivering 0*5 W of output power* As a

safety measure I added a small heat sink to Q2* it is a 3/8 -inch piece
of 1/4 -inch ID brass tubing that ie cemented to the 02 case, as is

discussed on page 106.

It should not be difficult to work some PX on 40 meters with the Pebble
Crusher. A good antenna is needed, o£ course x along with normal band
conditions for the time of night when you operate. My first QSO ^ith
this circuit was on 7015 kHz. I called a station in Hawaii and received
an answer to my call* Hy signal report was RST 559. I wae using a 40-

meter inverted V antenna with the center at 50 feet, I was in MI when

I worked the KH6-

Kit? SCALE

Fi 5 ft scale etching tanplat*. » »*n frew the etched slda. 1b she*n
at A, IlluBtratlChri B i* a. 1.5 ti«* 5 veal* Xrny view of trie PC board as aaen
iron trie cocipona-nt iida. PC ba*rqt = fgr this project ere avell + from FAfi Circuit &

for ?3.75 h pUt 31-50 shipping-.
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A VXD Transmitt&x7E*citer for 3Q M

The Ctf transmitter in Fig 4-9 is called the "EX-1" and it may be alter-
ed for use on other HF bands from 160 to 20 meters by making a few
changes ih c and L values at key points in the circuit- This practical
example is specified for use on 30 meters.

The Fig 4-9 transmitter may be used by itself
p

or it can serve as
an exciter for the 5-W amplifier described later in this chapter.
The circuit has some features that are not found in the previous three
transmitters, A VXO with greater frequency range has been added * A

power-output control, R16 T has been added. Also, a PUP keying switch,

Q3 P
is used to shape the output waveform and eliminate clicks . Both

the leading and trailing edgee of the keyed waveform are rounded off
because of the capacitor and resistor values chosen for use at 03*
This keying £witoh may be used to trigger ether circuits r such as

a stdetone oscillator or break-in delay or QSK TR circuit-

al is a Fierce oscillator that is keyed with amplifier Q2- The CW
ncte has no discernible chirp* C2 and RFCl form a reactance network
that allows Yl to be shifted up to 10 kHz at 10-1 MHz . C2 is a panel-
mounted and isolated miniature air variable capacitor- CI and C4 in
Fig 4-9 are feedback capacitors* Their values are selected to ensure
reliable oscillator starting and minimum chirp* Some experimentation
rith these values may be necessary, depending upon the traits of the

crystal used at Vl.

02 is an untuned amplifier* Output for 04 is taken from the C8-C9
cspacitive divider. The ratio of these capacitors may be changed to
increase or decrease the drive to Q4 . E16 is a panel-mounted control
that regulates the drive to 04 , and hence the transmitter output power*
This is useful when the EX-1 is used as an exciter for an outboard
RF power amplifier.

04 can handily produce up to 0-5 w of power output * Addition of a

small heat sink at 04 will permit output power up to 0, 75 W. The PA
stage , Q4 , operates clase C for maximum efficiency* A fixed- tuned
pi network with a loaded of 4 Is used to match the Q4 collector
to a 50-ohm load- A scope may be u&ed to measure the output power*
ft peak-peak voltage of 14 is equal to 0*5 H* If yc-u use an RT probe
and VTVM to read the HM5 voltage at the transmitter output r

the meter
Should indicate 4.9 V- Measurements are taken with a 51-ohm F 1/2-W
resistor as a dummy load.

The 01 VXO circuit will shift the crystal approximately 1 kH* above
the marked frequency and up to 9 kHz below the marked frequency for
plated fundamental crystals that are made for a 30 pF load capacitance,
AT-cut crystals in KC-G/U style holders yield the greatest frequency
swing.

Complete kits for this circuit (B0, 40, 3D or 20 meters! are available
from Oak Hills Research P

^Q&7 9 Hadieon St. , Big Rapids. MI 4 9307*
Send SI for a parte and kit catalog (Ph, 616-796-0920).
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Fig Illiracra t iart A i= * ic fl lt t*apl ? t4 for t lifl E * - 1 fl*clter aa vleyfrd
trga th* *tthflrf siofl of thfl PC tiO-flrd + Art *nl«rg«d Xtay vln-u of th» bfl-B rd (BJ

ahcua part a plpc+p+pt on the component side of the board* Circuit baardt
thia projact ara avnf labl* frtHi FAR Circuits for H -25- plus shipping.
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The 10- and 15-Meter "Gil* Slugger-

Excellent DX results can tie had on 10 and IS meters with low power-
fl beam antenna provides better results than we can expect from a dipole
or vertical ground plane, but DX is not difficult to work with any

of these gjitenaas.

Fig 4-11 contains a practical circuit for a three-fitage, 1-H CW trans-
mitter that you can build for 10 or 15 meters t Circuit boards And
PC patterns are not available for this project- I did build and teat

it on a breadboard, using the familiar W7ZOI "ugly construction" method
In fact, it went together easily on one o±" the Circuits Universal
Breadboards* Numerous QSQs were garnered with the Lil fc Slugger while
using my 160 -meter horizontal loop with tuned feeders . I worked 14

countries on 15 meters the first day I fired up the transmitter.

An overtone oscillator is used at Ql in Fig 4-11 . The 33-pF emitter
bypass capacitor is critical with regard to proper feedback for the

oscillator* You may want to experiment with tIiis value if you have
trouble making your oscillator start in a reliable manner. The value
listed was fine for all crystals that 1 used from my collection of
plated unite in HC-6/U holders, cl and Ll are tuned to the desired
overtone { 3rd ) of the crystal x Yl * Oscillation does not occur until
this circuit ie tuned to resonance* The oscillator is not keyed in
order to prevent chirp- Backwave from the transmitter (key-up output
at the operating frequency ) is down 40 dB from peak carrier level-
This is entirely adequate- The other station will cot hear your back-
wave, unless he lives very near to youl

Link coupling from Ll is used to route EF energy to the broadband
buf fer/amplifier, Q2 - C2 at Q2 bypasses unwanted VHF harmonic currents.
It should have an XC that is 400 ohms or greater in order to prevent
loss of the fundamental energy, A 10- or 15-pF capacitor is okay
for 15 meters and a 5-pF capacitor is suitable for 10 meters. I suggest
you eliminate C2 alltogether if you do not observe TVI from this trans-
mitter*

The final amplifier, Q3 H operates class C for maximum efficiency.
Three transistors are specified, and each of them is fine for this
part of the transmitter. The MFSU02 i& a discontinued Motorola device

P

but they are available as eurplue for as little as 50 cents apiece.
This audio device has an fT in the VHF Spectrum. It ha& high gain,
which makes it easy to drive at HF- A 5-element low-pass harmonic
filter is used at the transmitter output to suppress all harmonice
by 40 dB or greater from peak carrier value.

A FNF bipolar dc switch, Q4 , is used to key 02 for Cw service. The
base capacitors and resistors were chosen to provide a click- free
CW cote - You can use almost any PHP transistor for the keying switch*
A sidetone oscillator can be triggered from the collector of Q2- Like-
wise if you decide to use the QSK IE circuit described later in the
chapter. The break-in delay th module { also later in the chapter)
can be actuated by connecting its input to the key jack in. Fig 4-lL F
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A Deluxe 5-W QRP Transmitter

The transmitters we have discussed earlier in this chapter are relativ-

ely simple • We shall next examine a practical CH transmitter that

has certain convenience circuits which are not found in the previous

designs The Deluxe QRP Transmitter has a eidetone oscillator P

a spotting circuit, frequency range and a 5-W power amplifier.
It may be configured for &0

H
40

P
30 or 20 meters by changing the parts

values in the LC networks. Some additional minor changes are necessary
in order to alter the operating frequency.

The practical circuxt for this transmitter is presented in Fig 4-12-

01 is a JFET VXO that has provisions for two crystals • More crystals

may be added by changing El to a mulitposltion unit, stray capacitance
itiuat be kept at minimum in this part of the circuit so that the ehift

range of the crystals will not be compromised at the upper end of

the crystal operating range. Select a switch that has a low capacitance
between contacts and ground • The leads from the crystals to Si must
be as short as practicable- The 01 VXO can "rubber* the frequency
approximately 15 kHz per crystal at 14 MHz, 10 kHz at 10*1 MHs, 7

kHz at 7 MHe and 1«5 kHz at 3-5 MHz . C4 P a panel-mounted air variable,

is used to shift the crystal frequency, it should have a low minimum
capacitance ( 10 pF or less) in order to avoid restricting the upper

frequency range of the vxO. This VXO ia ae etable as a straight crystal

oscillator, which makes the circuit ideal for portable work where

wide temperature excursions are common

*

VXO output energy ia taken from the Ql gate circuit via C5. Waveform
purity is best at the gate, as opposed to the usual source takeoff

point for Colpitts FET oscillators. Ey starting with a clean waveform
we aid the overall spectral purity of the transmitter output energy*

02 is a tuned class A amplifier. Its linearity, along with tue tuned

collector tank, helps to insure waveform purity - The driver P Q3 P
is

also a linear amplifier* A pi-network output circuit is used at Q3

to reduce harmonic currents and to prgvide a match between 03 and

the input of 04

.

The final amplifier, 04 P can be a Motorola MEF475 P a NEC 2SC1909 or

a 25C2Q92 - All three devices have the same lead arrangement and case

style [TQ-220}- R14 is chosen to ensure amplifier stability- Use the

highest resistance value that permits 04 to operate stably* The lower
the R14 value the greater the driving power needed to obtain 5 watt&
of output power from 04. This base resistor permits some of the driving
power to be dissipated within it*

Negative feedback ia used at Q4 to provide gain leveling and to aid

amplifier stability • A one- turn winding in T2 samples the output RF

energy and feeds it back to the Q4 base via the inductive reactance
formed by FBI and FBI * R15 (with winding- 1.2 of T2 ) sete the feedback
value- Higher resistance at R15 results in less feedback and vise
versa- The greater the negative feedback the lower the transmitter
output power- T2 matches the Q4 collector to the input of the half-
wave output filter fL3, L4 ) F which is 50 ohme-
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Effective Vcc decoupling is provided by means of C23 H CZ4 B C25
p

C2 6,
HFC4 and PFC5- The rigorous decoupling is necessary to prevent Q4
JtF currents from reaching the earlier stages of the transmitter via
the +12-V PC-board bus* Without this precaution the transmitter would
break into self -oscillation when it is keyed. Wl may be opened by
way of a second switch section at * The +12-V feed to Q4 would be
opened when 52 is in the SPOT mode. This will help to reduce the level
of the spotting signal in the receiver.

Transistors 05 and Q6 function a£ a sidetone oscillator to permit
monitoring your sanding during transmit* Output from this oscillator
is routed to the audio-output amplifier in your receiver, R20 sets
the audio level for comfortable listening. This circuit was developed
by W720I for use in some of his QRP transmitters. It is a simple
and inexpensive multivibrator,

A PNP keying switch, 07, is used to turn on and off the VXO and amplif-
iers 02 and Gating diode D2 allows the current to flow to 01 and
02 during transmit r but it blocks dc to Q3 when 52 is in the SPOT
mofle . This minimizes the strength of the SPOT signal in the receiver,
which would otherwise be a trifle overwhelming.

C30, C32, C33 P E20 and H21 shape the keyed output waveform from 04

.

Increasing the resistance of R21 will further soften the keyed wave-
farm by rounding off and elongating the trailing edge of the waveform.

SWR protection for 04 in Fig 4-12 is provided by Zener diode D3 . It
conducts when the dc or RF voltage reaches +3 3 volte , CI 9, which is
in parallel with D3 T reduces VHF harmonic currents that are preeent
at the collector of 04- C19 hae minimal effect on the amplifier SiF^
band performance- The C19 value is different far each band of operation*
It has an xc of 4& ohms or greater*

You can operate external convenience circuits with the Deluxe QRP
Transmit ter* For example, the break-in delay TR circuit (later in
the chapter) can be actuated by connecting its input circuit to the
junction of C3 2 and R21. The 0SK TP circuit Hater in the chapter)
can be triggered by connecting its +12-V terminal to the collector
of 07* It is neceeeary to keep track of the current taken by exterior
modules in order to avoid Exceeding the maximum current rating of
07- Larger transistors r such as the T1P33-C, may be substituted at
0' to increase the Jteyed-current capability o£ the PNP switch.

If you wish to include a DRIVE control in the Fig 4-1? circuit B you
can lift the grounded end of R5 and insert a IK-ohm control between
the bottom end of R5 and ground. Bypass the junction of R5 and the
control with a 0- 1-uF ceramic capacitor. Output power from Qi may
be increased by using a lower resistance value at RJ. Do not use less
than 22 ohms- A lower value for R12 will increase the collector current
for Q3, This may require the addition of a puah-on crown type of heat
sink for Q3, Do not increase the RF output from Q3 beyond the point
vhere no further output can be obtained from 04 ( saturation } • Do not
increase the capacitance of C5 in an effort to boost the transmitter
output power. This will cause chirp and may prevent 01 oscillation

.
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Fig *1-I2
h continued,

H -- Hiniatura 100- pF air variable, panei fiaunt^d.

CH, CIS* CIS-. C20. C21 F C22 -- Silver ilea or polystyrene.
CZS- CZfl PeJy&tyr*n# or nylar hiflh-Q capacitor.
D1 - - S 1 1 l£*r h 1 gh-Apftad svitchiAg dittda , typft +

Di -- l-A B Sfl-PHV r«ctJfi«r diode.
B5 S3- sr le-V* 4tiu>- H tf Zjrtftr diada b

L1 -- Hinlatura 22-uH fiF chck# (House r or Oak Hills H*«* V r[;h} B

L2 -- Toroi-dbiL inducts * 1 1 i uH + Us-B 1 torus of no. 76 8nB». wire on an Apidon
{yalldwl taroid.

L3. L4 — Toroidal Inductor, 1.12 uH. Use 17 turn* of nQ. *nin. wir-s on a T5C-

6 core.
RFC1 -- Miniature Mouaar or Oak Hi 1

1

b encapsu lated RF choko.

RFCZ-RFC5 h ircl. - 15-uH toroidal RF chot*. Ut* 13 turn* gf na. 2fl in^n. virt
*.nidcjTi farrita ta-r-Sld ( &5-0 iu).

&1 h $2 -- Miniature SPOT toga la or «atir »itrh + 52 uay ba a ftonanta ry type f a-r

added convenience-
T1 -- Tun ad toroidal transformer. Priniry Is 3 uH+ vith 27 turns Qf 2B ifai.

wire on an AUdon T3?~? {rad care) toroid . Secondary hse turn & «f no. 26 w i re

T2 - u Broadband trans-Far»r P 1:1- * turn & ratio. Core Is an nnidon 85 D- hu terr i te

bfllun type BH -43-202. Winding l.Z is 1 turn of no + £& «h4i, *i re + Win-ding 5 , i

naa 3 turna of na P J 6 afian + wire, Winding 5,6 usee 6 turns of no. 2& enan. vin r

Jnatal 1 on PC board (vertically! vlth lead end o-f »n toward board. M t lx ta baard
With a drups Of «pcxy CHtnt.
HI " Junper wire.
Tl Y2 -- FundaiientaJ plated crystal* HC-&/U holder- pF lopd capociUnc-,
FBI. FBI -- Kinleture Aftido-n ferrit* bead. FB-43-301

.

Construction Thoughts

Fig 4-13 contains a scale etching template and a parte placement guide
for the Deluxe OFF Transmitter. The assembled PC beard should be mount-
ed in it* ce&e with the Ll

p
¥1 and Y2 end of the board near the front

panel* This will help to keep the SI leads short and dir«ct . Metal
standoff posts are gaed to attach the PC board to the chae&is or bottom
surface of the bos* This aids in providing effective grounding, which
minijnize* the formation of RF ground loops,

L2 r L3 # L4 r Tl and T2 are mounted vertically rather than flat on the
PC board* Secure them to the PC board with a couple of drops of epoxy
glue after you have finished checking the circuit for proper perform

-

dnce» This will eliminate stress on the wire leads if there 1b vibrat-
ion* Such stress, over a period of tiitie

P
can cause the coil and trans-

former leads to break.

Operation of this transmitter on 80, 3D or 20 meters may he- achieved
ljy making suitable changes in the tuned circuits* C3 is 56 pF for 3.5
HKz, 22 pF for 10,1 HH* and 15 pP for 14 MHe. Ll is 100 uH for 3*5
MHz, 22 uH for 10.1 KHz And 15 uH for 14 MHz * calculate the reactances
Of C2 r C3, C9 P C14j Cl5j Cl9, C2D, C21 and C22 for converting these
parts to other operating frequencies * Likewise for Tl L2 , L3 and L4

.

No other change* are necessary.
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A

SHDUH TO SCALE

U- SHAPE

Fig 4-^13 -- A Ece le etching pp t ta-rn , a= viewed f rem th* q t cried aids, Is shown at

A. An expended Xray uimv of tfte board Is Been at B- *a viewed from the cpnppnent

aide of the board. Pt baa r da tor the Deluxe PRP Trersaitter ere avail . f ron fAfl

Circuits for 17 plus S1*5D Shipping.
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in Fig 4-12 requires a heat sink. The transistor is attached to
a U-shaped home-mad* aluminum or brass heat sink * This assembly is
mounted vertically on the PC board as indicated at E in Fig 4-13 at
the right aide of the drawing. The heat sink is 1-3/9 inches wide and
is 1-3/4 inches high. The wings" of the U channel are 1/2 inch wide -

No, 6 spade bolts are used to affix, the heat sink to the PC board.
The heat sink Is common to the Q4 collector H which makes it mandatory
to keep it insulated from ground* No* 16 gauge or thicker stock should
be used for the beat sink.

RF POWER AMPLIFIERS

Broadband class C HF power amplifiers seem to be the choice of most
ORPer This is because this type of amplifier is easy to build and
make operate* Ciass-C operation yields the best overall efficiency
for bipolar transistors. As we learned earlier F we must trade gain
for bandwidth when the broadband mode is chosen . Typical class -C amp-
lifier efficiency for broadband circuits is on the order of 5 0-60 per-
cent* Most class AB linear amplifiers fall into the same efficiency
class*

Class-C efficiencies are as great as 75 percent for narrow-band RF
amplifiers in which bipolar transistors are used- Efficiencies approach-
ing 90 percent have been reported to me by Ed Oxner * KB&QJ , who is
an applications engineer at Silicon is P Inc * x respeotive to class C
power FET amplifiers. I have observed 80 percent efficiency with a
40-wattp 40-meter power FET narrow-band class C amplifier I develcped-

Although narrow-band RF amplifiers operate in an efficient manner,
they are tricky to use* This is because impedance matching becomes
difficult . stability is not easy to achieve, and transistor destruction
happens quickly if self-oscillation occurs * Those who attempt to apply
vacuum-*tube design principles when building solid-state amplifiers
learn quickly that transistor destruction can happen instantly 1

Push-pull transistor amplifiers are preferred at pcwer levels above
five or ten watts . Single-ended amplifiers may be used for moderately
high power amounts , but the collector impedance becomes so low that
matching to the load becomes an insurmountable task unless high-voltage,
low-current amplifiers are employed* For example x a single-ended 50-
W amplifier that operates frosti a 12-V power source has a collector
impedance of 1-44 ohms J Wot only would matching the amplifier to a
50-ohm load be next to impossible , the inductance of the PC-board cond-
uctor* in the collector circuit would be significant . and this would
tend to seriously compromise the matching network.

Push-pull operation results in higher collector impedances * There is
another advantage associated with push-pull amplifiers i They cancel
even harmonics

p
and this makes harmonic filtering a less difficult

task*

Finally , it is much easier to band switch a broadband amplifier than
it is to change bands in a narrow-band circuit - Typically, we need
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only ewitch the harmonic filters in a broadband BF amplifier* This

becomes an easy assignment because the filters are designed for a

50 -ohm input and output impedance. A mechanical switch or relay system
can be used for switching low-impedenee circuits f and SffLall coaxial
cable ie suitable for the leads between the filters and the switch-

Class AB versus Class C Operatic")

Class C amplifiers *re ideal for Ctf and FM transmissions * However
r

we need to employ linear amplifiers for the amplification of AM and
SSE signal energy f Most solid- state linear amplifiers are biased for
AS operation x at least for power levels above approximately 1 watt.
Class A amplifiers are generally used in low- level linear-amplifier
circuits t since the resting collector current is low and heat sinks
are no t re guired

.

Biasing for linear service required the application of positive voltage
to the transistor base or gate, depending upon the type of device
used* This is called "forward hiaB*' The bias voltage causes the trans-
istor to draw standing or resting collector or drain current when
no signal is present- This affects the overall efficiency of the trans-
mitter ( reduces it ) and causes the transistors to operate warmer than
for class C service - A class C amplifier has the opportunity to cool
down during key-up periods . whereas this is not true of linear amp'
llfiers . Substantially larger heat sinks are required for linear power
amplifiers r

owing to the increased heat buildup. Fig 4-14 Illustrates
a simple method for applying forward bias to a bipolar transistor
linear amplifier. Dl has a threshold voltage of +0*7

P which causes
the 01 collector current to flow when no signal is present- Dl provides
a stable bias source by functioning also as a reference or regulator
diode- The 22-uF capacitor stores dc voltage and aids bias stabiliz-
ation- Many commercial aniplifiers employ bias circuits that are more
sophisticated* They use regulator ICs and diodes- Also, voltages great-
er than +0.7 are often used to improve the amplifier linearity- Much
depends upon the particular transistor used and the design objective.
The method shown in Fig 4-14 is adequate fgr amateur service at the

QRP power level*

TO
FILTEP

30 OHMS-
Fig J-H ExaApij fl f h

single-oiidfrd cl*±s A6 linear
BF amplifier, Dl nets a&

e ragulatar and v&tabiiahea
+D,7-V forward h-ias f fl r

Q1 h CI hjlpt stabilize t ha

bi voltage^ Rl i* choftn
to alio* Dl draw 50 mA H

&1 la a 1N40Q1 rectifier
diode.

SlG
1H
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The 10-ohm base resistor in Fig 4-14 is for de-Qing the input circuit,
its value may differ £r<jm that specified, as discuseed earlier in
this chapter* T2 is wound to ensure art impedance match between the
Ql collector and a 50-ohm load. RFC1 can be a 10-uH choke that is
capable of accommodating the current taken by 01- This amplifier
may be equipped with an MRF4 75 or 2SC2Q92 for use in a DBEC or SSB
exciter, A DSS'C generator is described later in this chapter.

A 5-Hatt Class C QRP Anplifier

Fig 4-15 contains a schematic diagram for a class C amplifier that
may be used from 1*0 to 30 MHz as a single-band device- A separate
harmonic filter is required for each band of operation * You can use
this circuit for coverage from 1&0 through 10 meters by band-switching
the harmonic filters - If you elect to do this it will be necessary
to assemble the filters on a separate PC board , This board ehould
tie located close to the amplifier board in order to minimize the
length of the lead from T2 to the filter board, A two pale, multi-
poeition wafer switch (located near the filter PC board) may be used
for switching the filters * This switch should be a two-wafer type
to permit isolating the filter input circuit from its output circuit.
This will help to minimise leakage that could otherwise compromise
the effectiveness of the filters, e&peciaily at the high end of the
amplifier operating range, A grounded metal shield plate, if installed
between the switch wafers, will further aid this cause. EG- 174 mini
50-ohm coaxial cable is suitable for connecting the filters to the
band switch. The shield braid of each lead must be grounded at each
end of the cable.

Power input for the Fig 4-15 amplifier is 0*5 H maximum. Under these
conditions Ql is saturated* The effective driving power that reaches
the base of Ql is on the order of 0+25 W, owing to losses in Tl and
the dissipation of HF power in the 10-ohm baee resistor* Amplifier
gain is 13 dB when the ba&e is driven by Q ,25 W. This circuit may
be modified for linear service by adopting the technique shown in
Pig 4-14. 4

The component numbering does not commence at 1 because thie Etiodule
was used aa part of a complete transmitter I once developed. C2 6
should be eliminated or set for ID-meter operation if you choose
to band switch this amplifier,

Tl is a broadband toroidal transformer. C20 is a reactance-compen&at-
ing capacitor for the upper end of the operating range* C2l

P C2 2
and C22 provide effective bypassing from LF through the HF spectrum.

Negative feedback is used to stabilize the amplifier and ensure that
the gain is essentially constant from 1*8 to 30 h_Hje b Output energy
i& sampled by a one-turn winding, leads 1 and 2 # in T2* FBI and FB2
act as inductive reactances to lea&en the feedback at the upper end
of the HF spectrum- The value of R17 determines the feedback power.

A five-element harmonic filter, FLl, ensures that all spurious output
energy is 4 dB or greater below peak output power. It has a low-
pass response*
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T2 matches the 14 -4 -ohm collector impedance to 50 ohms for matching
the amplifier to the harmonic filter. C25 and C25 are silver mica

or polystyrene capacitors* Disc ceramic capacitors are generally
unsuitable, owing to their wide capacitance variations with respect
to the marked values.

Fig 4-13 -- Sehamatic diagram of the PA5-hlF 3-w class C amplifier. Fi**d-ualu*
capacitors cth«r than C23 , C24 and C25 ara disc ea rap lc k C24 aod C25- are silver
riica of polyatyronfl < t**t). C23 it t fl rtn l Mi at il»ctrolytlc. fteeist&re ara
1/4- or 1/J car ben film or composition. FBI and FB2 ara- rtiniatUra d5ti' mir

Aril dan f a r rite beads . LI is 15 uW < I turns no . 24 *nan . nirm on hti Amf don

FT-37-43 farrit* taro-id J . Tl tiaa 12 primary turns of no* 26 prion. *irs on

an FT-37-43 f»rritfl tcroid. Us* 6 jacondnry turns of no h ifl &fls* H wlre + T2

nan one turn tcr winding 1-3. kft nqrjnc J d 4 has 3 turns and winding 3*6 tiaa

$ turn*. All winding* nit no + £6 a nam* wire looped tn-ro-ugn ho AnLdon 6LN-43-
20-2 terrlte b-alun- cora,

Table 4-1 contains component data for the 5-tf amplifier. Nonetankard
capacitor values may be obtained by paralleling standard values.

TABLE 4-1

BAND C24, C2S lpf> CZO (pF) L3 L2 4 L4

1 500 &.5 uH. 33 ta no +

Z& man. or* n T50-
2 t&roitJ +

2-7fj uH. 23 ta h

26 annra,. on a

T50-2 torold.

&0r* 910 2.69 oH. 24 ts. no.
2b in«P. on T5Q-2.

1 ,5 uH. 1 7 ts.
no.. 2$ gn T*Q-2.

40n 4"?0
1 uH* 23 ta. no +

26 on a T37-G crira.
\ h 06 uti „ 19- ta +

no h 2o on T37-6 r

on tin tied an paga lil



TABLE fl-l P c&nt inued h

BahD CJ4, C25 CpF) C»CpF) L5

3Dm 423 5 JD U». 17 tS- HO. 1.5 L>H. Z3 tS .

26 on a T37-6 core. no. 2fl cn c
T37-6 cor&.

206 1 uH. 1 1 ta. n-o.

2^ tram, on 137-fi,
O.SO L4H. 17 t4l
no. 2^ on TJ7-&.

1 7m is-D . 3 uH . 3 t v . no

.

?J inn n T \ 7 - Fi rnra H n vn J"i Ph M
pi u £ i? un 49

T37-S cora-.

1 5m 1 50 &.41 uH. 1 1 ts- no.
2* enain. on T37-i}

.

D T 7I uH, 13 ts.
no. 26 on a

core-.

1 2H + 35 uH + 11 ta. hC P

Z4 onnrfi. on T37-G,
ti.Ch ijH l 14 te.
no T 26 on a

T37-6 core.

1 On irjO + 2o uH + Q> ta B no +

24 vnam. on T57-G.
0.44 uH. 12
tfix no. 24 an
a T37-6 c&re h

Component valufri for Fi_l in

obtained by paralleling stand
voluet ia h co ep table.

i Fi fl 4-15.

ard vAluaa. J

Non-standard capacitor
l 1Q ps-fcsrit variation

volu-f s may bv

f j' an tha listed

A heat Gink is necessary for 01* It must be insulated from ground
because the tab on Ql is cojnmon to the collector* Alternatively, you
can insulate Ql from the sink by means of a TO- 22 mica insulator
and a 4-4 nylon screw and nut * With either arrangement be sure to
use a thin layer of heat- sink compound between the transistor and
the heat sink* Your home-made heat Gink oan be made from 16- gauge
or heavier aluminum or bra as sheeting, it is U-shaped and measures
1-5/4 X 2-1/4 inches. The lips of the u are 1 inch high-

Although the component is- not shown in Fig 4-15, you can add a 33-
or 16-V, 400-mW or l-W Sener diode for SWR protection of Ql* The diode
should be bridged between the collector foil And ground with the short-
est epan practicable* The diode may cause some losa of output power
at the upper end of the HF range ( 15 F 12 and 10 meters) F depending
upon the internal capacitance and resistance of the diode used* in
in ideal situation the Zener diode is not used on any band. It is
not needed if you make certain that the SWP is no greater than 1-5:1-
lf you're in doubt r uee a Transmatch between the amplifier and the
feed line to ensure a 1:1 SHP*

Use RG-174 coaxial line to connect the exciter to the PA5-HF amplifier-
Likewise between the amplifier and the antenna relay- You may use
operating voltages from 11 to 13*6 with this circuit . Greater power
output occurs at the higher supply voltages . Regulated voltage is
necessary if yog do not operate from a tar battery*
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ITCHED SIDE TO SCALE

INSULATED
HEAT SIHIL
HTC HQLE

HEAT SINE
AfltA

GND

WT

3 2

Fig 4-14 Artwork far tha 5-natt PA5-HF class C amplifier. 1 1 lu &t rat ion

A i& b fit-chiig pottirn o* vi»H*4 frcn th* ttthdd or fch« board*

Drawing It on Xrey vIm Etc staLt) pf th# bfrsrdi fii troi tti* c **i P-e n a-n

t

sid». PC boards or« BvaHabl* f fflii FAB Circuit* i&t 14.30* plu* 11.50 t hipp-

ing h Camp lata- kits risy b« pu rehaaad f rati Oak ttl 1 1 a Raaaa rch F Blj Ra pid & T HI

49-307 {catalog $1 ] ,
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You may convert the Fig 4-15 amplifier for linear operation by lifting
lead noi 4 of Tl above ground {Rife remains connected to lead no- 4

}

and applying forward bias in the manner shown in fig 4-14 + ft heftier
heat sink will be needed if you make this change* The lips of the
shaped heat sink can be extended to a height of 3 inches, if the circuit
is used as a linear amplifier.

Tl F T2
P

Ll, L2 T L3 and L4 are mounted vertically on the FC board- They
may be affixed to the board by means of epoxy glue after the amplifier
iB checked out and operating.

Motorola's 20-Watt HP-Band Linear Amplifier

Although an amplifier that delivers 20 watts of BF power to a 50-ohm
load is not in keeping with true ORP operation, it has value when the
band conditions are poor P or when greater output power is needed for
emergency communications » The circuit in Fig 4-17 was designed by Helge
Granberg , K7ES x who is an applications engineer at Motorola in Phoenix F

AE» Complete data are provided in Motorola 1 s AH-779 application note -

This material appears also in Motorola's RF Device Data book.

The amplifier utilizes four low-cost plastic transistors in TO- 2 20

Style cases* The push-pull class AB driver uses two MHF4 76s and the
push-pull PA has two MBP4 75e - Operating voltage is +12 to +13.6. The
driver and PA transistors are configured for negative feedback of the
type found in the Fig 4-15 amplifier. Broadband transformers are used
in the amplifier to match impedances and couple the driver to the PA*

Outboard harmonic filtering is mandatory . Do not use this amplifier
on the air without including low-pass filtering at the output port-
Filter data may be obtained from the normalized tables tn The AERL
Haadhooltj all recent edit ions * I recommend a 5- or 7-element Chebyshev
low-pass filter of the pi type (Fig 80, page 2-51 in the 1990 Handbook),
All you need do is choose a filter cutoff frequency that is 10 to 15
percent above the highest operating frequency in MH* F then divide this
number into the normalized numbers in the tables to obtain the filter
capacitance in pF and the fitter inductance in uH, The procedure is
very sunple* Various filter ripple factors are listed in the tables

.

1 generally design for a 0*01 ripple factor H but good performance will
result with any of the factors ligted-

The PC board for the 20-watt amplifier is double sided * This provides
a ground plane that aide stability- The amplifier input and output
impedance is 50 ohms * The amplifier operating range is 1*6 through
3D MHz * Input power is on the order of 1/4 watt (250 mW) for 20 watts
of output power* This equates to an overall gain of 25 dB.

Details, for the broadband transformers are presented clearly in AN-
779, PC boards for this amplifier are available from FAB Circuits for
S10-60 plus 51-50 shipping. Complete kits for this project are avail-
able from Communications Concepts, Iiic^ SOS Millstone Dr. x Xenia,
OH 4 5 385 { catalog available} * CC1 sells numerous amplifier kits for
higher output power levels as well.
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hi te tor this pmpli Her.

A General-Purpose Broadband Amplifier Strip

Broadband linear amplifiers are useful as low- level powsr strips in

amateur solid-state transmitters* A principal advantage associated
with their use i& that they can be designed to cover a wide rang*

of frequencies without the need tp employ hand switching* That ie
r

a given broadband amplifier might provide 4U dE of gairi from 1-11 to

30 MHz or higher without requiring tuned circuits * A circuit of this

kind can be used easily between an oscillator and an Pr power amplifier.
Broadband amplifiers are useful also as instrumentation amplifier*
when we at tempt to measure low-power signals with a frequency meter
or scope*

Fig 4-18 contains a practical circuit for a 4 0~dB broadband amplifier
that provides relatively constant output power from 1 MHz to 40 MHz.

*

The gain slumps gradually above and below those frequencies

*

Fed-back class A amplifiers are used throughout the circuit- Convention-
al 4:1 impedance ratio broadband transformers are used between the

stages Negative and degenerative feedback is used to level the gain r

enhance stability and ensure that each stage has a 50-ohm input
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AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER

Fig 4-19 - Schematic diagram of a practical broadband praampfltof for mh from i d id 40 UfXL

Capacitors are dtac ceramic. CH, C14 and C1Q are shown only as optional uMb II a id desnd to rul ofl

ths hlgMrequency response tor aepedai appfcaUon Resistors are 1/4-W carbon lllrn types. Qi
h
Qzand

Q3 are CATV high gain, h^r* transistor* to ensure good uppw-frequetKy response, Oitm irancotora,

eixri as 2N3904, 2N2222A or 2N44O0. may be sutwtBirad, bm the upper frequency gain and response

will W eomewhat degraded A push-on crown heat sir* Is rmdad or Q4. T1 , T2 and T3 have 12 primary

turns of rc>L 26 enam wire on Amidori FT-37-43 feitta (650 mu) torotcb The secondares hart c turns

of na k 2fianainiWtoiT4rias 12tiMraof i*h24eiwft
has 6 tuna of m 26 enam. wire. Rials a parol rriouitetl carbon composted cortrcL bwarlaperThe

circuit constant* are based on an eaifler design by Was Hayward, W7Z0I.
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ETCHED SIDE TO SCALE

C R R

Fig - 1 9 - * A scale etch 1 ftp tsuplafca Par th« braadbartd anplifi*r la ihcwn
at A- This 1b a double- aided PC board. An Xray vie* of the hoard n to scale,
id siflrt st B+ It is shown from the ccnpanent flf th# tiP*rii T PC IjGPrtfs

tor t h la proj ect are available r rap FAR Circuits,

A +35 dB W4IC Type of Broadband AnpliEier

A pair of NEC uFCl65lG MMICg are ghovn in cascade in Fig 4 -2D* The
input and output impedance is 50 ohm& ¥ Stability is achieved by using
monolithic ceramic capacitors F tfhich are soldered directly to the
PC board conductors , as shown at A In Ylq 4-20- The conductors that
tarry the signal energy are 50-ohm strip lines- The board pattern
ia shown at scale in Fig 4-2 . This amplifier ia flat from 1 - 6

to 500 HHa #
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ETGHEP 5IW ?X SCALE

Ul

30 OHHS
CHIT

DOUBLE -SIDED
PC BMRD

MONOLITHIC CAPACITOR

2

+5V

CONDUCTOR
AREAS

SHOATIMG CLIPS
TO JOIN GROUND
PLANE TO ETCHED
&IDE GROUND FOIL

^0,1 NEC ^iPCI63lG

Av - » dD | 900 MHz
* = +5 dB. MAX

4fi v

INPUT -OUTPUT ISOLATION
3M dB i 5dD HHz

CAPACITANCE i S i H UF

Fig 4-20 PC boerd pattern lAi and sehepatlc dlagrei ( B S of th» UNlC

brGPdbSrtd nrfiplitier H Double-sided board »at*ri«l i* r*qulrad ia ird#r

to form the 50-ohm strip 1 lnat thnt cs^y *io.rtal e.na.rgy T topper or braas

U-nliflpe>d clips Join th* 5 found conductor* on both sides &f the board,

and ere labeled "A." 5u rf ece-nou nt c*f#«lt: capAeit&ra ar* used for coupl-

ing end bypAtling* ftl and R2 * re l/4-V oerben r i In or compos! t Ion . TMs
Circuit a^d gena-ral layau t tas develope-d by H, Johnson

,
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DSSC Generator for QRP Voic* GomnuDications

You may entartain a notion that QPP phone operation would be fun to
try . A double sideband, suppressed-carrier ( DSSC) transmitter is easy
and ineKpensive to construct. Although such a system transmits upper
and lower sideband energy at the same time, the carrier can be nulled
to 4 or more dB . The absence of a carrier greatly reduces interference
to others who may be operating on nearby frequencies - m other words,
they will not be annoyed vitb a heterodyne from your rig* SSB ie f of
courser the beat road to travel in the interest of spectrum conservat-
ion H but a 5-watt DSSC signal is seldom offensive in our bands where
most operators use 100 to 1,5 kW of peak output power* A 5 -watt signal
is 23 dS weaker than a 1000-watt signal*

One advantage associated with DSSC transmitters is that the VFO is

on the same frequency as the transmitter output signal. No expensive
crystal filter is needed, and the parts count is small* A practical
DSSC generator is shown in Fig 4-21 . The microphone amplifier is a
741 op amp. The audio gain control sets the power output level of the
generator. In order to suppress the carrier it is necessary to use
a balanced modulator ( Dl and D? ) , just as we must do when we build
an 5SB generator. Diode balance is assured by ( 1 ) using matched diodes
for Dl and D2, f 2 J employing a trifilar-wound transformer (Til and
adjusting the balance control ( Rfl) for suppressing the carrier. It

should be possible to obtain 40 dB of carrier suppression with the
Fig 4-21 circuit H assuming that symmetrical layout is used.

A class A broadband amplifier, Q2 H boosts the output from the balanced
modulator. This stage may be coupled to the broadband amplifier in
Fig 4- IE to obtain approximately 0-5 watt of DSSC power. It is then
a simple matter to add a linear amplifier, auch $b that in Fig 4-15
(modified as described for class AB service? to obtain 5 watts of Out-
put power. The VFOe described earlier in this chapter may be used to
generate the de&ired operating frequency -

The Fig 4-21 circuit is arranged for push-to-talk operation* This helps
to simplify the circuit by avoiding the use of a vox circuit- CW operat-
ion is possible by placing the mic amplifier F Ul . in standby by means
of Si • PNP switch Ql keys amplifier Q2 during CW operation • if you
wish to have the CW feature it will be necessary to unbalance: Dl and
D2 in order to produce a carrier. This may be done by connecting an
RP choke (1 mH) to either end of and feeding +12 volts to the choke
through a 5* 6k-ohm resistor* An SPST switch can be added to actuate
the cw-mode components * This applied dc voltage disturbs the balance
of the modulator by allowing dc to flow through one of the diodes.

The circuit in Fig 4-21 can be used also as the core of an SSB exciter-
A crystal or mechanical filter is added at the output of 02 and the
LO input is supplied with energy from a crystal oscillator that usee
upper- and lower-sideband crystals that are suitable for use with the
crystal filter you select* The filter bandwidth should be in the range
of 2-0 to 2.4 kHa« Circuits for SSB transmitters are presented in The
AHBL Handbook and Solid State Design for the Radio Anateur,
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SPEECH AHP

1 PQK top

Fig 4-21 -- Schematic diagram *t a practical 0S3C gsnsrator. Cepaeitora are

diic c*raalc except tho» *lth polarity ^rhAd, Mbicn »r* tantalum or ml*ctd-o-

lytic. FlMd-valu* resistor* or* 1 /4-¥ carbon f tin or * cm p** * t ion + R7 Is *™

aiidiv-taper. pa ne 1 - mou n t #d carbon co»pe* i 1 1 c n control, Rfl is a PC-mount carbon

composition c*fitrol + D1 and D2 »nould bs tiatch»4 rcr equal fer^rd resisting

by mean* ot an ohmmetmT. ftFGI and RFC? are minietur* Mcgs-or E lect ro-n It* or OaK

HI Us fiosoarch Rf thokea. Tl it a broadband, t ri t i l*r- wound t raritr armor * Ue»

12 tri filar turns ot no. Z& vnan. uire on or Amidon f T-57-*5 CfisD mu> fflrritm

toroid (o-fctfrue Minding phaa*. indicated by the dotal P ST ii a SPST toggle and.

J| tan be a th r*»-c 1 r*cu i t nic Jacfc of yaur choice. Output impedence ?3 is

200 ohmi.
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The PTT circuit in Pig 4-21 keys Q2 on and off between the transmit
and receive modes. Other circuits in your complete DSSC transmitter
may also be controlled from this PTT line.

Fig 4-2 2 provides a scale etching pattern and parts-placement guide
for tiie DSSC generator. Single-sided board material ie used for
this project.

ffe J-Z2 -- Scclfl fltCMlnj tftaplata i* *ho*n at A. Drawing B is an Kr B y vi«w
of the PC hoard as s««n fr*Pi the caip^ntnt &ld«. C10 T Cl 3 nnd Rl 7 arm not nonbar-
ad at B, cvina t& limited spacs. R&* fill and othfi-r real B t*FS fthGwh in th*t
flnn&r ar& mggiittd varticfllly H PC hojrdt for tftiB pr*j*ct nn #v*iJabl# fram

FAR Circuits for J4-50 plua- (l T 50 shipping.

TRANSMIT-RECEIVE CIRCUITS

various methods are used by QRPers to switch the antenna between the
receiver and transmitter , Some of these circuits have provie ions also
for muting the receiver during the transmit period* The question arises
whether to use full break-in

(
QSK) or to use break- in delay of the

type found in vox circuits* It is purely an operator 1 b choice. Many
CW operators prefer full QSK

P
which is beneficial especially when hand-

ling traffic or doing emergency work. Break-in delay circuits trigger
a changeover relay r and the time Constant is usually adjustable in
order to control the drop-out time of the relay- A 1 -second drop-out
time is the choice of many for a break-tn delay tr circuit - The main
disadvantage of the latter system is that the operator may miss the
first letter or two of the other person - a message if he Cortes back
too quickly. Thie ie not true of full break-in*

Both types of TR circuits are presented here- You will need to consider
the pros and cons of these circuits before making a choice.
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OFF-RFCE IK

90 OHN
XHTR

OUTPUT

CM MAX I

TRAHSH1T
> ECO *A>

AH -RECEIVE
Of F-TRAHSHIT
D3 D4

- 0-7 d5 T MHz

Ol -D4
P lnel»- 2A, SO PRV

AlLItftH RECT DJQQE

D5 4 DO. DT - 1H414

DS - U. 50 PffV <EKT t* PCB J

HfCI-RFC** Incl. - 100 HH
RF CHORE (hflU^R fLECT, HQ.

01

C

BOTTOM

NOTE; E3 has been deleted
and D7 has been
added in Its spot.

Fig 4-23 -- Schematic d lag rati of th« H1FB full CJSK TR circuit, C#&?^tpr S

pf* diit £* rail lc T R*$lxtcrl p.r* 1/4 -¥ c# rbcrt f i 1 or e oil p G± I fc i bil ixcapt thoi-a

with vat tag* Indicated. 01 through D4 are 2-A h
90- or 100-PRV rectltlar di-odei h

and Ofi am 1 H914 *quiv4l'iit diad**, ?1 b* any PHP trmtJitQr that
con f * ly pc*s JOQ f*A or gr«at*f dc curr*nt . Data tor t ha RF chokas is 1 is ted

Full OSK Diode TR Circuit

Fig 4-23 shows a circuit I developed for full QSK P It can handle up
to 5 watts of RF power • Ordinary rectifier diodes are used for the
switched* As is true of any passive circuit, some insertion loss will
occur « This, switch has a 0*7-dB loss . Therefore, if we apply 5 watts
of RF energy at the input of Dl, we will have about 4.75 watts at
the output of T>2 . This is an acceptable tradeoff for the benefits
of the circuit* The physically smaller the diodes the better the input-
output isolation of the switch* This is because the smaller rectifi&r
diodes have smaller junctions r and hence lees junction capacitance

.

The application of reverse bias 1+12 V to the Dl
p

D2 cathodes ) when
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Dl and Dl are in the OFF jnode would further enhance the input-output
isolation- I find that 33 dB of isolation is ample for my needs.

It is necessary to bias the diodes ec that they are fully turned on.

if not
P

the switch will be quite lossy- There is approximately 30
mA of dc flowing through each switching diode in the circuit of Fig
4-21- Tftis fcO-niA current drain does not mete the circuit attractive
for battery-operated QRF gear

p
unless you plan to use your car battery

as a power source.

The RF chokes need to have en XL of 600 ohms minimum in order to ensure
that the 50-phm antenna line is not affected by the chokes- Since
three EF chokes are effectively in parallel when the diodes are turned
on , the resultant overall XL ie 200 ohms ( 4 x 50 ohms) r which is
the least acceptable XL value for a 50 -ohm line* The dc resistance
of the RF chokes must be low in order to assure proper turn-on for
the diodes*

Ql needed to be Included in order to provide the correct TR logic
for thie circuit- In the TRANSMIT mode 01 is turned off by the positive
forward bias supplied to its base . In the RECEIVE mode, P4 causes
Qi to turn on and peee dc current to D3 and D4

.

T>5 and are protective diodee for the receiver input circuit < This
safety measure ie included in the event D3 and D4 ehould become defect-
ive.

The eeriee ewitching diodes do not cause TV1 when they are fully turned
on* The output waveform, during testa H was as clean ae the input wave-
form when ueing the circuit values listed in Fig 4-23*

12 v

+ 1ZV
TRAM

Fig 4-24 Scil* rtchiriti template from etched

side iA>. X2 part* plaeenent Xrny via* fr*n coppenent

aide i* e**p M B b Soar-ds eveJL f™ FAft Circuits fcr

Ji + 75 plus £1.90 shipping.

AWT
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A Break-In-Dalay TR Circuit

Fig 4-25 contains a circuit diagram for a practical delay type of
TP circuit* Ql i& a PNP dc switch and Q2 ia an NPM relay-driver switch,
when the junction of Rl and CI is grounded t conducts and forward
is applied to the base of Q2* causing it to conduct, when Q2 conducts
it allows current to flow through Kl

p
thereby causing its contacts

to close. This Is the TRANSMIT [node . When the fil-Cl junction is opened P

01 ceases to conduct - but the charge in C3 keeps Q2 turned on until
the charge decays, at which time Kl operas., R3 and R4 determine the
discharge rate for C3, Adjustment of AA sets the drop-out time for
Kl-

Dl prevents positive voltage transients from harming Ql » D2 establish-
es a Q*7-V bias for without D2 the relay does not release, owing
to leakage current in 02* D3 clips dc voltage peaks that occur when
the field of Kl collapses.

Kl is 12-V DIP relay o£ the DPDT type* One set cf contacts may be
used for receiver muting » The remaining contacts are uaed fcr antenna
switching. The relay is not suitable for full break-in keying, even
though F4 can be adjusted to permit full QSK W Not only would relay
Contact bounce cause the keyed waveform to be poor, the relay would
wear out quickly if it were cycled in accordance with the eegments
of each keyed character, A reed relay or relay with mercury-wetted
contacts can, however r be keyed directly for full QSK up to 25-30

Fig 4-25 -- Sc-haiiatic diiynm of a practical h-raak-ir delay TR loduLa, M

i

capacitors (xcapt C2) ar* tantpl^a ct alaetroiytic* C2 Is a di*c c»rprile

unit. Fix #d -*alu* fatlitOT* a ra l /4-H car btm flip or cowpotitlcn. R4 1b b

lOK-oh*i triau^i- typa *1 control, PC- no un tad . Kl Je a PC-H&mbI DIP ralay F

12 V fl e <0aron no. S2V-2MP-U5 or aqui*.* fr&i Hoafait Elect-

ronics* Stn*bai>vlll*
P
0* 4»J2„ C fl t*I&fl avflll + via 1 -S0O-324 }

.
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HUT£ LINE

A

RGVR

Fig 4-2fl " Scale atching tftfiplata- [A} for th» TR-IA br*at-in delay board as

&*»n from the etched Bid** Dreving B la an Xray vi«w ot tha- PC bsard at vl&Md
fr&ri tfta canpaAtnfc tid*. PC b^r^fi for thi* project are available tron- FAR
Circuity far E3,Jt} plu* SI .50 shipping. Complete Klta are available rro* Oak
Hill* Research {11 f*r mt^lag).

Another QSK Circuit

The circuit In Fig 4-27 m*y be applied to QRP transmitters for single-
band operation . It is a method that was developed by W F Haywird,
W7Z0I . Antenna energy is sampled at the collector of the transmitter
PA, routed through a series -resonant circuit ( tuned to the operating
frequency) and then to the receiver Input port * Two silicon switching
diodes are included to protect the: receiver during transmit periods

.

These diode* f Dl and DZ1 conduct during TRANSMIT and establish an

rf level of 0,7 V RMS maximum, which will not harm the receiver Input

circuit- Lobs through the eerles -resonant circuit is minimal . The
output filter for the PA Is in line with the receiver antenna line
during RECEIVE r and this ia beneficial in adding additional select-
ivity at the input to the receiver- CI in Fig 4-27 must be absorbed
Into the filter input circuit. Its value is subtracted from the normal
v*lue for C2 B since it ie effectively in parallel with C2 when Dl

and D2 conduct* The reactance of CI and Ll i& 4 50 ohms . Thus , for

40 meters we will use a 50-pF capacitor.

_—_ FL1

Fig 4-Z7 -- EKaaple of a

&imp-l# on*-b*nd TR circuit.

T Cl and L1 have a J^D-frhfi

r*act-fltica. See t€xt for Ht>r*

i f & p a 1 1 o n -

fr? LI
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£lDfiTONE CIRCUITS

It la convenient and often necessary to lncluds a sidetone osc Iliator
in the transmitter circuit sc that we can monitor our CW sending-
Audio output frortt the aidetone circuit is routed tc the audio output
stage of the receiver -- an audio amplifier that is not muted slong
with the rest of the receiver circuit, Sldetone energy is applied
after the audio-gain control in order to prevent the sidetone level
from changing when the AF gain Control getting i& altered

.

Various circuits are used for generating a eidetone- The frequency
of the tone is usually between 500 and 1000 Hz. This depends upon
operator preference * A 700-Hz tone is the choice of inany amateurs

,

since it closely matches the CW offset found in jnany transceivers

.

Moot eidetone oscillator* «re turned on and off by keying the +voltage
line to the oscillator » Various waveforms are generated by sidetone
oscillators. They range from a sine wave tG a square wave to a sawtooth
type r depending upon the circuit ueod. Fig 4-28 shows various simple
circuit you may use for providing a sidetone Bignal-

W^—O KEYED
412V
KEYED V T0

\—O srcvn

TWlN-T use ^*,02

^w£5 O "VED
+ 12Y

1C TIMER
OSC

HE TED

D- 022
POLY

LEVEL

-01

LEVEL

HU LT I V 1HRAT0R I TO
(EClfR

RELAXATION
OK

Fifl -- Fuur audio
or* nylar *r pal y*ty ran*.
1/4-K- Variable rdftlitcrt

*ld*tono flac Ills tor*, Freq + d*ldrmininfl capacitors
Ffx*d-u*lue resistors nr* carbon film or c en pos i t inn B

nre PC-iouni; c*rbon- 01 «t D it i Motorola prggranrt-
able unijunction transits, Motorola HMfiPUl 3 1 or ^uiv T
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

I have attempted to present practical information in progressive form
within this chapter. The stepping stones are in place toward tun and
success as a QBPer, Transceivers have not been presented because many
such projects have appeared in the pages of QST and other amateur
publications. Receivers and transmitters from this book can be used
in combination to provide transreceivers which can, in effect, perform
the £aitie function. , A compact 40-raeter transceiver of simple design
is presented in WlFB's Design Notebook, PC boards are available for
that project by ordering them from FAR Circuits*

I hope this section of the book has encouraged you to build your own
QRP transmitters These proven circuits do not contain expensive parts T

and they are within the ability of any amateur vho has the courage
to heat a soldering iron and stuff components m the holea on A PC
board* Host of the parts can be garnered at ham-radio flea markets
and from the many surplus electronics mail order houses*
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CHAPTER 5

QRP ACCESSORIES

QRP operators are concerned about many things that require small item*
of accessory equipment for monitoring equipment performance- This
is particularly true- during field operation where adjustments and
repairs are often necessary r owing to changes in ambient temperature F

transport sheoka and sucti + We are always concerned about obtaining
maximum transmitter output power, which hinges in part upon maintaining
a low ant enna SWEi , Voltage monitoring ia important when we oper a Le
from a battery power supply*

It 13 convenient to combin* ae many pieces of accasaory gear into
one box as 13 practicable . For example, ? dummy antenna p

SWR indicator
and 100-kHz frequency standard may be housed in a single small cabinet-
I once built a gadget of this type which contained ( 1 ) a dummy antenna,
[2j a 100-kJiz standard, (3) an SWR indicator and (4) a relative field-
strength meter. It was called an "Ctainifciox- n A a ingle 2D0-uA meter
was switched to provide field-strength, SWR and GF power ( across the
50-ohm dummy load) readings * A transistor radio 9-V battery was used
to power the LUO-kHz oscillator and its amplifier* This piece of gear
proved invaluable during QRP Field Day operation and when I took my
station with me on camping trips- The various circuits I use in my
Omnibox are described in this chapter- You may wish to package fill
of them in one case, or you may prefer to build only one or two of
the circuits

•

Field strength Meter

Perhaps you are wondering what use we can ±in£ for a fleld-strengLh
meter. There are a number of applications that come to mind- An example
is the ute of thiH instrument for simply monitoring the transmitter
output power when no other indicator is available. I often place my
F3 meter near the £ecd line in my camper during portable opera Lion r

T set it for midscale Reflection when the transmitter is keyed- An
occasional check of the meter reading assures me that all systems
are functioning okay- I have used the FS meter, when afield, as a
visual indicator when peaking the tuned circuits in my QRP transmitter.
There have b*en times when I forgot to take my SWR indicator to a
campsite, I was able tc adjust my antenna tuner for maximum transmitter
output power by tuning ite circuits for maximum FS- The FS meter was
plated near the antenna and a remote meter was plugged into the FS
meter to permit observing the signal increase at the nperat ing position*
An F3 meter is useful alsp when adjusting an antenna loading coil
or feed-point matching section- It is b&tter

H of course, to use an
Srfft meter for these applications F if you have one available -
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WHIP
ANT

+ 1 *M

Pig 5-1 -- Simple tunnblti diode meter f *5 . C1 1= a 363- pF air varlAbLe.

Other capacitor* arm disc c«ratfilt + Dl and V2 are gprn^niuv diode*! typo I 5 + A

or Jl is a phone jock or B+JC conn tar- J 2 1b a Stanford closed circuit

phoft* jACk + LI h4d 20 turn& of no. tnamT wir& fin an Anldon T*0-G torpid.

12 cfln t-p ln= i? turn* of rts* enam. wir« Pli BO Aaijon FT- 50-61 l a fold C 1 2 5-

tiu j . Ml nay bo any mttr i-at«d far 200 uA or less. Circuit B +hows haw

to ndd a translator meter amplifier for grmt*r aa-ns i t ivi ty h R1 1b a 50K-flhm

linear ta-per carbon cqfpqe i t ion control, pan*l counted.

Fig 5-lA shows a diode type of F5 meter that covers from 1*B through
30 MHz by means of two inductors - The low end of the range, usee L2

.

For the upper end of the HF spectrum it is necessary to place Ll in
parallel with L2 by means of Sl

P an miniature toggle switch- Ll and
L2 in parallel equals 1-49 uH- A short whip antenna ( 3 feet long)
is plugged into Jl- Dl and D2 operate as a voltage doubler to enhance
the sensitivity of the instrument. An external meter can be plugged
in at J 2 ( see text } . An earth ground is recommended, uben you can
provide one* A reference dlpole can be used with the circuit at A

if a email link is wound at the grounded end of L2 ( appro*, 3 turns ) -

The coaxial teed line is then connected to the input link-

Fig 5 -IB shows how to add a transistor meter amplifier for improved
sensitivity . A 1-rnA do meter can be used at Ml to obtain sensitivity
that is comparable to the circuit in Fig 5-iA* Hi serves as a sensitiv-
ity control far the circuit at B- CI at A may be detuned to reducs
the needle deflection at Ml

P if no sensitivity control is used.
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50 -OHM LOAD

R1~R4» Entl &r*

carbon e«paa-itiau

Fig 9- -2" -- Duniy laid end pov* r

ri«t«r tor up to 5 watt a of RF

po«r. No>n Induct iv« rasiatora
pro r»qgir»J for HI . Carbon
film units are atiitabla for HF.

«5 ie q 1/4-W resistor. RG is

a linear taper carbon cofipoeltion
control, HI may g>P 1 Q-JCQ or

uA dc »&t&r + Jl is a jack
g>r the builder's choice* sucti

as an 50-233 ar ptitma Jack.

Dumy Load/EF Fewer Meter

Fig 5-2 contains a circuit that may be need ae a 5-W dummy load and
RF power meter. Short bursts of power up to 10 watts may be applied
to the load resistors without damaging them* Do not exceed a key-down
period greater than 15 seconds for power amounts above 5 watts - Allow
30 seconds for the load to cool if powers above 5 watts are used*

An RF probe and VTVM may be used to calibrate Ml In watts. Attach
the RF probe to the junction of R4 and R5 then calculate the power
by means of F( watts) = Etrras)* divided by R(ohms), R6 muet be returned
to the same position ueed during the calibration process, whenever
future power measurements are undertaken • Note the meter reading for
Hi under various power levels and draft a chart for future use. By
using various settings of R6 and making meter-reading charts

- you
can develop ranges of 0-1 tf, 0-5 W and 0-10 W, This requires a differ-
ent calibration mark for the EG knob, respective to each power range*

It has become difficult to locate 2-W carbon composition resistors

,

Newark Electronics still lists them in its catalog* Comb 1nations of
1-w carbon resistors { the net resistance being 50 ohms) may be used
instead of the 2-w units specified* Keep the resistor leads short
to minimise unwanted stray inductance. The load can be made by sand-
wiching the res istars between two pieces of double clad PC board.
Holes are drilled in the board material and the resistor leads are
pushed through the holes and soldered to the board. The two end plates
should be snug against the resistor bodies *

QPF SWP Meter

Fig 5-3 contains a schematic diagram of a QRP SWR meter. The circuit
follows the classic design by warren Bruene of Collins Radio. A toroid
ie used for the Tl core* This transformer samples the 50-ohm RF line
and causes RF current to flow through the secondary winding. Dl and

convert the RF current to dc • Cl and C2 are adjusted for bridge
balance (forward and reflected power modes}* This is a 50-ohm bridge
and It is capable of full-scale meter deflection at 1 watt . it may
be used for power levels up to 100 watts*
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J1 Tl

TRAM 1
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Ftl
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SH SILVER MICA
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O

Flfl JO 5ftF SWft bridge circuit, tl ena C2 #r* 5-pF riininturn c^rfltic, air

&r glass piston trimners- Hinimun C should b* 1 ar l**i b C5 And 04 are

idlac c»raitic. &1 *nd P? grt HP7fif]E> or tqulvalanl ho t-e-a r ri*r or Schottfcy diodsa
Diode a a-hou id be natch-ad tor »qun 1 torvord r«*U^ncfl. Natch&d 1 N914i &>

bfl uE*d, Jl «nd J 2 qr1 * tdaxi-Bl eort na-e t o r a or I h* ouilder'a choice* Rl and

R2 ere 1/2-far carbon c on pos i t i oit - 51 toleronc* [should on clojaly n*teh«d> t

R3 i $ 9 pana-l-nouht 25K- oh* ea rbon eofipoa 1 1 ion linesr-taper control . RFG1

i & e ulnJotur* HF chok# . H*t*r HI m*y 1 DO uA. if radii ted aenaitl^ity i &

ecctptobl*. Tl hps GD turns of no, 3D anal, wira art art Aildofl T&fl-Z tor Chid

CrfldJ tor L£ . L 1 is t*0 turns Of HQ. 26 in^i. wi r» dvi r *p*ct cfrfttftr of 1_2

winding.

Physical and electrical eymmfetry are important when yon construct
the SWE bridge in Fig 5-3 » This helps to ensure balance of the bridge
circuit* This instrument needs to be constructed on a single-sided
PC hoard, using PC-hoard conductors of uniform width in the RF part
of the circuit* Hinixnuin foil length i e the criterion to £ollo* when
designing the PC board. The conductors need to be 1/B inch or greater
in width in order to minimize stray inductance* This bridge is shown
photographicAlly in Solid State Deaiga for the flAdio Anateur, page

Calibration requires attaching a 50-ohni resi£ tive load at 32 . Power
ie applied at Jl arid 51 placed in the hef position. Adjust c2 (use
an insulated screwdriver) for a null in HI reading, the needle should
drop to zero* Now, reverse the connections at Jl and 32, plane SI
in the FWD position and adjust Cl for a null* Repeat these steps until
the bridge is balanced. This procedure ehould be followed with the
signal source at 14 MHz * When using the instrument . adjust R3 for
a full -scale reading with Si in the FWD position. Set SI in tha RE?
position and read the relative reflected power* Adjust your antenna
tuner for a asro REF reading at Ml.

150*
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An excellent: QRP SWH bridge circuit that first appeared In SPRAT,
the UK QRP journal, appears in w1FB*b Design Notebook. The presentat-
ion i& on page 173, and a PC pattern is provided on page 174- PC boards
for that project are available from FAR Circuits*

A 100-kHE Frequency Standard

It la helpful to have a secondary frequency standard available for
checking the dial calibration of our home-made receivers - In fact
some countries require that we have secondary standards before they
will issue a visitor* s license to operate. I learned about this req-
uirement during two QRP expeditions in the West Indies. Receivers
tend to drift P particularly in the heat of the tropics r and I was
fortunate for having taken my 100-kHz standard on those tripe* The
VFCs in receivers and transmitters tend to drift considerably also
when the gear is stored or used in a tent on hot summer days * The
Fig 5-4 circuit is simple and easy to build, Jt should be helpful
when you go afield with your fjRP station*

Fig 5-4 " Schmntjc dLagran of tho lOD-tHt frequency *tnnd 5 rd b C1 1* a oO-

pF cflropU or plait lc t rlmmflr. Qthnr capacitors ar» disc caraflic. 01 *nql DZ

sra 1 HJ4 A or 1 diod#s + 6T1 is a fl-V transistor- radio bnttery . Rob la tort

or* i /4 enrbo-o film or toipcBltion. A phone- jack Is u&ed at Jl and Si Is

a riiniotura togjle or tilde iuiteh +

A Pierce o&cillator is used at 01 in Fig 5-4- Cl Is adjusted for zero
beat with WtfV* C2 and C3 are feedback capacitors* The indicated value

may need to be changed if your crystal fails to oscillate- Valuer In

a range from 560 to 1500 pF are typical.

02 amplifies the 100-kHa energy- Dl and D2 generate harmonic energy

which makes the lQO-fcHz markers audible in the upper part 0* the HF
spectrum* A short antenna or clip lead is attached at Jl to permit

the marker energy tc radiate, You may connect the standard tc your

receiver directly by using a wire from Jl to the receiver input jack*
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A Wovel Resonant Antenna Tuner

Certainly, we need to have a method for matching our QRP transmitters

to loads that are not 5 ohms . Various names have been assigned to

devices that tune out unwanted reactance that appears at the feed

line to the antenna • Among the names we hear are Transmatchj antenna
matcher, antenna tuner and ATU (antenna tuning unit). In effect, these
devices do not tune an antenna r nor da they correct a mismatch that

may be present at the antenna feed point , But r
they dc enable the

transmitter to look into a 50-ohm termination when we use them between

the transmitter and the feed line . This is a healthy situation for

solid state amplif iers , and it does help to ensure maximum power trans-

fer to the feeder- Fig 5-5 shows a practical circuit that I like to

use*

3,5-4.0 KHz

Fig 5-5 -- Circuit for chfr raa-snant antenna fia tcher . CI and C2 er* ninlatLirj

140>- or 150-pF Air variable*. C2 r*q-uir«s on insulated ana ft coupler- Jl and

J Z *r» phdfle- j-ae k.3 or SO - 235 connectors (builder's c ho ice J LI h^s 5 turns

of ro h 21 arai. wire over the jro-unded end Of l2 r Use 10 turns of no, 22 enan.

wire, c Ifl-s* wp-u nd , an 1-inch 0D call torn (25 uH 5 for 12. Winding length

is 2 inotiea P requiring e 2-1/3 Inch c-?il form, L3 is An B.a-uH coil C3fl ta.

no. 26 «n Am, an an Ai ldan T6&-2 toro-id>. L4 has 3-7 uH of inductance (30 tf

.

no H 26 *nan. on a tare 14. For < 2 - 9 uHJ uve 21 ts- T no. 26 a-hnit. on

q T5D--6 toroid. Lfi is 1,3-3 iitt ( 1 fl ta + n*, 26 a-nan. on a tor-aid. I_7 ties

17 ts + no. 26 enem. (1.2 urt> on b core, Lfl is Q.? uH [is ts. no. 24

tin-en. on b T50-6 core. LS CO. 7 U HI he* 13 ta, ncu Z4 flufli. on 4 TT>D>d tor&id,

51 ii a singLa- pal*, & pea it ion p-henolic or ceramic ua-f^r ewitch h mjn&hffrt*

ing typv.

Only L J and L2 are used for SO meters- The tap point and turns ratio
remains effectively the aama for each band* The Inductance of LZ iu

reduced when L3 through L9 are placed in parallel with L2* ThiB does
not degrade the circuit Q* You may use cmly thoee shunt coils that

suit the bands you operate. Matching is accomplished by applying RF

power at Jl and connecting the feed line at J2- U&e an SWR indicator
between the transmitter and Jl. Set the SWR meter for REF power + Nov
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adjust CL and C2 r alternately
P for a low SWP- It should he possible

to obtain an SWP of 1:1 or nearly so + There is interaction between
Cl and C2 P thereby necessitating working back and forth between the
two controls*

An insulated shaft coupler for C2 can be fashioned from a piece of
3/8 inch OD dowel rod. Bore a 1/4 inch bole in each end of a 1-1/2
inch length of dowel rod. Drill a no. 56 hole through each end of
the coupler and through the tuning capacitor shaft. Ease a stiff piece
of wire through the hole and bend the ends of the wire to keep it
in place. This will keep the coupler attached to the shaft of the
variabie capacitor. A piece of 1/4 -inch metal rati can be used between
the coupler and the panel knob. Affix the coupler to this shaft with
a piece of stiff wire. Epoxy glue may be used to hold the metal shafts
securely in the wooden coupler.

The leads between the toroid inductors and El need to be as short
as practicable. Likewise with the leiad from the Si arm to the tap
of L2 . Coils L3 through 1.9 need not be toroidal * You may use pieces
of 5/& inch PVC tubing as coil forms H provided you use the proper
number of co^l turns to obtain the inductances listed in Fig 5-5.

This reeon^int tuner helps attenuate harmonic energy , since it is a
band-pass type of tuned circuit . It provides additional front -end
selectivity when used with your receiver* The circuit may be tuned
to the operating frequency (coarse adjustment) by adjusting Cl and
C2 for maximum background noise or signal strength while listening
to the receiver audio output- A version of the Fig 5-5 matcher that
uses coil forms rather than toroide

p
and with a hull t "in SWP indicator P

i$ presented in ARRL's QRP Classics, page 229.

A 12 Regulated Power supply for QHPers

Special attention needs to be paid to the design of ac-operated dc
Guppliee for QRF equipment especially for DC receivers that are
prone to suffering from common-mode hum. Energy from the DC receiver
local oscillator enters the power supply and becom.ee modulated with
12Q-Hz hum

p
and is reradiated into the receiver front end at the operat-

ing frequency* The problem becomes more pronounced a& the operating
frequency is increased. This problem is generally the worst above
7 MHz *

Certain measures become necessary in order to prevent thie from taking
place when an ac-operated power supply is used. First . a quality earth
ground should be attached to the ground bus or cabinet of the power
supply- The problem is aided also if y^u avoid end- fed wire antennas
that are 1/2 wavelength ( or multiples thereof ) long * The end of the
antenna or feed line should be at low impedance when it is near the
operating position.

Various things can be done to the power supply to prevent common-mode
hum problems , Fig 5-6 contains the circuit for a practical power supply
that is designed specifically to deal with the malady. Note that the
primary of Tl is bypassed to ground* Each rectifier diode is shunted
by a . 01-uF ceramic capacitor. RFC1 keeps RF energy from entering
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uF
SO*

+24, B V

T
I

RFC-1

fYTTU-o,
1*¥

REG

Fig 5-6 Practical circuit ror a +12-'r* 3 - a. f^guUttd hun- auop res s*d

?RP poufrr Bupp-ly. C*pn<;it*r& are disc caratle except th* polarized cn» + which

La elBctrqnlyfciCn D1# DJp " *rtd D4 are 50- &r 100-PHY rectifier diodei,

Rl a- 0.1 -ohp h
< Gf greater} cu r r^nt-a-ense rei later h fi2 i& * PC-"&unt

triirier co-ntrc-1 or panei-mflu nted larger control, carbon cotpci i t ion .
The uther

r»*is t*r& are 1/4- or l/Z-*att c*rqon f 11* cr coapos i t Ion h RFCt i« fc>i filar-

hound tor*id»l choke, Us* 12 turne of no. IS *iian + wire en an Ai.idoft FT-8Z-

43 f^rrita toroid -uK S1 ia a SPST tcggle. U1 Is a 14-pin OiP reflul-tor

IC. T1 Is on 1B-V. 4- A trnnalornei- or two Houver Elfct + ric + 41 FJ020- trt^f^r*-

ers in pvrgll*l + A 24-t b 4-A t not f Qrwm r sutfh aa an Al i-E l#ct ron i" no + TX-

244 ha uaed P

the power supply. Additional bypassing is used to prevent self-oscillat-
Ion of 01 and Ul

•

01 is rated (or 10 watts of dc current- This transistor runs quite

warm at full load. Therefore, a husky heat sink ia neceee&ry to protect
the pass transistor* Use an e*traded aluminum sink with fins* it should
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measure at least 3X3 inches with a height of 1 inch or greater*
Remember that the case of Ql la common to the transistor collector.
Therefore, the translator needs to he insulated from the heat sink
if the latter component is bolted to a chase ie - a mica TO- 3 insulator
is required if the sink is grounded, A thin layer of heat-sink grease
ie uaed between the transistor and the insulator- Likewise between
the insulator and the heat sink. Nylon shoulder washers are used to
insulate the transistor case from the sink* Alternatively! you may
let the transistor be cmron to the heat sink i£ the eink ia insulated
from the chassis • The problem with thig approach is that care must
be taken to keep from shorting between the heat sink and the chassis
with tools, vires, etc. In any event, keep the heat sink outside the
chassis or case in order to allow air to reach it.

The Fig 5-6 power supply can deliver in excess of 3 amperes if the
duty cycle is not excessive. 1 detected no sag in output voltage when
I attached a 4-aitipere resistive load during the test period* The out-
put waveform remained reasonably clean, although the noise observed
on the output line did increase slightly* Certainly, the power supply
is adequate for meet QRP transmitter and receiver needs.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLIES

Camping
P hiking, mountain climbing, biking and boating dictate the

use of batteriee for powering QHP equipment* Various options are avail-
able to us * Batteries are necessary r and we need to recharge them
periodically when afield* This requirement is usually met by taking
the batteriee to a location where ac power ie availably x-ech&rging
them froiti a car battery or using Mother Nature 1 s product { sunlight!
to energize a solar-electric panel*

T huilt a 100 -mA solar panel for use when I 1 m away from other sources
of energy for charging batteries. The celle were purchased singly
from a surplus house- 1 wired them in series ( 36 celle ) with fine
wire and mounted them in an 8 X 10 inch wooden picture frame* A thin
foam pad was used under the cells to protect them from breakage- l

purchased some 1/S-inch thick clear plaetic sheeting (UV resistant J

and used this material to fashion a window for the picture frame*
Glass ie likely to break during portable operation, and hence the
plastic replacement eheet. i sealed the picture frame with bathtub
caulk to prevent dirt and moisture from reaching the solar cells

.

An aluminum bracket is mounted on the back side of my solar panel.
It is equipped with a nut that fits the stud on my small camera tripod.
By uelng the tripod T can place the solar panel at a location where
full sunlight impinges on the cells . The panel is tilted skyward and
faces the southern hemiephere when I operate in the northern part
of the USA*

A photovoltiac panel that contains 36 cells { 0* 5-V per cell) will
deliver +1Q volts in full sunlight on a clear day* The panel acte
as a trickle charger on dull days. Typically t allowing for haze)

.

the solar panel delivers +14 to +16 volts to my 12-volt NiCd batteries*
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I often keep the solar panel attached to my batteries while l operate.

A 50-phv rectifier diode is connected between the output of th*

panel (anode toward the panel) and my battery* This measure is worth-

while in order to prevent the battery from discharging into the panel

during darkness - The diode causes a voltage drop of 0,7, owing to

its barrier voltage characteristic -

There are a number of small P
commercially built solar panels available

today P
should you not wish to construct your own- Edmund Scientific

Co- has a 100-mA. 12-V panel that is compact and reasonably priced.

Also, check the automotive supply outlets , such as the J* Whitney
Co, in Chicago [catalog available ) for small solar panels that are

used for trickle charging car batteries*

CHAPTER SUMMARY

It should go without saying that there are a number of QRP accessories

that are not described in thie chapter * I have presented those items

that 1 use for my QRP work* J did not include data about electronic
keyera because there are so many of them that one can huy at a reason-
able price • I uee a Curtis CMOS keyer and a Bencher paddle for all

of my portable QRP work* I have, however P
built fceyers around the

Curtis 8044 IC and installed them a-n my QRP transceiver boxes, A nice

circuit for the 8044 chip is presented in the 1991 edition of The
AllRli Handbook, page 29-4 - Also, a simple CMOS iambic keyer project
is described on page 29-1 of the eame book.

You will find numerous QRP trinejnit ters* receivers ind accessories
in the APRL QFP anthology tQRP ClasaicH ) * The book contains reprint*

QRP articles that have appeared in QST.
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TECHNICAL BITS a PIECES

This final book chapter contains last-minute circuits and information
that was not available in final form when the earlier chapters were
prepared* Included are basic data concerning antennae that offer
good performance for QRP field operation. These wire antennae are
easy to construct and deploy. We will also examine a superhet receiver
mainframe that represents a few steps in performance above the super-
het model 1 covered in the receiving chapter. It is structured some-
what in "universal" form in order to make it adaptable to different
kinds of filters, VFOe and BFOs- It provides a foundation for your
experiments with receiver circuits.

QRP ANTENNAS for PORTABLE OPERATION

There are few antennas as simple and easy to erect as the popular
Inverted-v dipole* This antenna requires only one support pole- The
drooped ends nay be affixed vith nylon cord to tent stakes s logs,
tree trunks or large stones , The lower ends of the dipole can be
only a few inches above ground H and good performance will result •

Ideally, of course, the higher the overall antenna above ground the
better its performance

.

An inverted V can be a single or multiband antenna. This depends
upon your needs and the feed line used- single-band use may be had
by simply feeding the dipole with 50-ohm coaxial cable, any length

.

The classic inverted V has an enclosed angle, at the apex, of 90
dsgrees. It adheres rather well to its radiation pattern if the angle
is increased up to 110 degrees- with the specified enclosed angle
the antenna is essentially omnidirectional and the polarization is
vertical- Depending upon the antenna height and the nature of the
earth below the antenna, it exhibits a ueeiul radiation angle - Good
signal reports may he expected from DX and local stations*

Wire of large cross section is not required for antennas* I have
used countless dipoles and end-fed wires that were made from no,
24 and no. 2& enamel wire when operating afield. Since these antennas
are temporary, wire strength and longevity are not a major concern*
I have used rubber bands or nylon cora tor the end insulators. These
temporary antennas roll up into a small bundle for easy transport
and storage -- another advantage for the QRPer + The principal perform-
ance diffsrence between small and large diameter antenna wire is
the antenna Q. The larger the conductor size the lower the a and
hence the greater the antenna bandwidth* Normally

P this is not a
serious concern-
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cable n*y fc« ui&d In place of FIG-JB if tha length It k*pt und*r feet iRG-

Is very lo&sy and not r a commended for 14 HHz «nd higher)-

The Fig 6-1 antenna may be converted for multiband uee by replacing
the coaxial feeder with 300-ohm TV ribbon, adding a 4:1 balun trans-

former and using a Transmstch between the balun transformer and the

transmitter* Open-wira feed line is lees lossy than TV ribbon -
bat

it is bulkier and more costly- Clean, dry TV ribbon, hae approximately
the same dB loss par 100 feet as does RG-5B-

Multiband Delta Loop

Another high-performance QEP field antenna ( home station as welll

)

is the full-wave closed loop* This low-rj antenna is not affected by

nearby conductive objects as is the dipole antenna, it works well
close to ground, but works beet at greater height*

Various loop shapes are po&eible- The greatest loop gain occurs when
it is circular. Neat comes the square format and this is followed
by the delta or triangular shape. The least gain results when the

loop is deployed in a rectangular shape*

Loops work very well on their harmonics and they may be erected vert-
ically or horizontally- Single-band operation is had when the antenna
is fed through a 1/4-wave coaxial matching transformer ( 75-phm coax]

by means of 50-ohni coaxial line. The approximate feed impedance of

a square or round loop is 115 ohms
p

thereby dictating the need for
a step-down matching section. The velocity factor of the coaxial match-
ing transformer must be taken into account when cutting the trans-
forme £ cable* For example

p
a 1/4-wave coaxial transformer for 7 MHz

is 23.19 feet long (L = 246/7 times 0*6GK The velocity factor of
the coax in th^s example is 0* 66 x as indicated.
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TO 4:1 BALtJH AND
thJIHSHATCH

Flj -- Example pf g d«ltp loop thnt rsqui^-si but on« aupp&rt structure.
Mult 1 band up* ration fro* trie antenna funds nental frequency 30 WHt is pc?j 5 Itl

*

by uelng tun«d 300-Ghrp t#*d Hti*i #3 ih^vn. This nntsnna ^-orKa tie- 11 on freq*

uencleB that are not narmonicilly related tfl th« fundamental frvquvncy* such

as 30 P 17 and 12 m*t*r*- Th* grtet+r tTi* gnt*nne height t h* bet tar the

p4 rtanancd . Yhan ted at tha apfrH rather than at a lower corner the effective
hvight of the ant* Finn la lncr«ec*o. MBxirau" radiation i± hroadsida t& the

laa^

A closed loop may be fed at any point along its perimeter, but most
amateurs prefer to feed it at the top* lover corner or at the center
of the lower wire* Corner feed, as shown in Fig provides vertical
polarisation, Likewi&e if the loop is fed at the center of either
of its sloping aides. Horizontal polarization occurs when the loop
is fed at the center of the lover wire*

The Fig 6-2 antenna ie ideal for multiband Field Day uae - NBHLE and
I operated Field Day with one of these antennas in 1385 from a hili
on my farm here in HI - Our delta loop was cut for 40 meters. He used
it from 4 through 10 meter? and worked all of the USA and many DX
stations with 5 watts of power on CW* The feeders may be tied together
to permit using the antenna ae a broadband vertical for the band belov
the fundamental frequency of the loop. Four 1/4 -wave ground radials
under the loop P vhen used in this manner t enhance the performance
when the aye tern.

Tree-Supported Vertical

An above-ground vertical ground-plane antenna has appeal for portable
operations . Again, only one main support structure is needed. The
vertical Cdtt be used as a single-band radiator by feeding :_t with
coaxial line, or you may use 30U-ohni ribbon line h a balun and a Trans-
match to enjoy multiband use*
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Although we can employ a shortened trap type of vertical antenna
for fixed-station and portable operation, 1 don 1 1 encourage you to
use that style of antenna for low-power work* Shortened antennas
are less efficient than full-size ones; The QHFer haa no decibels
to waste I Furthermore, trap antennas and other shortened radiators
have a much nirrover bandwidth than is true of full-size radiators*
Thug

p
our logical choice ia to erect a full-size vertical antenna

when, this is possible. A ground-plane vertical can be suspended from
a tree limb or by means of a nylon guy line that is hung between
two trees or man-made structures , An example of a 4 0-meter vertical P

so arrgngedp is presented in Fig 6-3.

Fig 6- 5 — E*fl*ipl*j a »tti£i4j for «r«cting -p wirt typa c- f vo-rtlCal grourtd-

pLah« antenna, Ho inatiLatcr Lb needed at the top of LK A spin-c*Btino fishing
l~fld and rff 1 fd/ hm g to placet the support lin& 111 thft t f** topfl*. A It 4 f ltd t-^

iveiy F a bo* and arrows can b-e used for tnie purpov*. Th» c^xUi lin»

mtsy be ra-plflcod by 30d'Ohn TV ri bbon or ^ 30-ohri ladder 1 1 n-a to perrtit *u 1 1 i-

band use. A balun trnalsforHor arid TranarinlCh ii"* required If balanced feed-

ers art *mpJcy*d. Radial* I? art 5-* lEjny»r than LI,

A vertical antenna of the type ebown in Fig 6-3 is excellent (or DX
work. It has a low radiation angle and has an omnidirectional radiation
pattern The higher it ie above ground the better the performa no e.
A coaxial-cable -fed antenna of this kind may be used on its third
harmonic with no changes * Hence

P a 4 0-meter ground plane will work
wall on 15 meters also. The wire used for LI and L2 need only bo
of sufficient diameter to support the weight of the system.

Using a Full-Wave Loop an the Next Lower Band

You may be wondering about the performance of r for example, a 4 0-meter
loop on SO jn&tere* If the loop remains closed it will be a miserable
performer, and typically 3 or more s unite inferior to its efficiency
on 4Q meters. It is, of course, better than no antenna at all, but
by no means a world-beater* There rs a solution to this problem., and
the cure ie simple and inexpensive * You can install an 80-meter trap
electrically opposite the antenna feed point* This causes the loop
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to operate as an open circuit on 80 meters, but at 7 MHa and higher
it remains a closed loop. With the BO-nueter parallel-tuned trap in
place the antenna functions as a haIf-wave dlpole with its ends bent
back toward one another » The feed impedance remains low- There Is
some cancellation with the dipole ends &o close together, but perform-
ance ie otherwise good.

The reactance of the trap should be on the order of 400-450 ohms.
Therefore r an 80-meter trap require & 100 pF a XC &£ 4 30 ohms is
used for 3*7 MHe w The trap coil therefore needs to have IB - 5 uH of
inductance to cause resonance at 3*7 HHa « The trap may be checked
for resonance by means of a dip meter before it is installed in the
antenna, you can make a trap of this type for SO-meter QHP work by
using a 100 -pF silver mica capacitor in parallel with a T6B-2 toroid
that has 57 turns of no. 23 enam. vire. A suitable 40-raeter (7,1 MHz)
trap can be made with a 56-pF silver mica capacitor and a 9-uH inductor*
Use 39 turns of no- 26 enam + wire on a TG3-3 toroid* The toroid should
be coated with low-loss sealant (such as Q Dope or polyurethane lacquer)
after it is wound* This will keep the coil turns from shifting and
causing changes of the inductance. These traps are adequate for
power levels up to 2 watte . Large: transmitting capacitors and heavy-
gauge wire should be used for OHO operation*

How to Build QHP Balun Transformers

If we were to use a high-power commercial balun transformer with a
QRP system it would be the same as "the tail that wagged the dog.
Not only are store-bought balun traneformor& bulky and heavy

p they
are expensive* We QEPers can build our own low-power balun s quickly
and cheaply- Fig 6-4 ahowe how to wind a 1 s 1 and a 4;1 style of balun
trans former * In-depth data on the design and construction of baluns
and other broadband transformers is available in the W2FM1 book. Trans-
mission Line Transformers, which is available from The ARRL * Aleo
see the WIFE book by Prentice-Hall, Inc . entitled Ferromagnetic Core
Design fc Applications Handbook*

Fifl
-- Circuit* t*r 1:1 (A) rand 4 : 1 {&> baluns. Tl *nd 12 &r* Anidon FT-

f+rrMd toroids (BSD nu J uE>v nd uith 12 bltilnr turns of nc. ?G *neri +

*rir»* Cars dlaietflr is 0,5 inch + Tranaf^rflflrs suifci&ls for Q-35 w fl tts F

lQ rioters.
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The baluns In Fig 6-4 should be protected by coating them with QOil

dope or polyurethane varnish- They may be we*tberproofed by dipping

the completed transformer In plastic tool-handls compound. I bave used

this material a& a coating for antenna traps and found it to remain
Intact for Attire than five years cut of doors *

High-power baluns must be treated differently than those described
In Fig G-J • Larger cores are necessary and the cere should be covered
with insulating tape j such as 3M glass tape r

before the windings are

added * Teflon-insulated wire is best for use when winding QRO baluns •

These precautions are necessary because of the high RF voltages that

can develop from high-power transmitters*

Calculating the Effective Capacitance in VFQs

in order for us to determine the inductance required in the tuned cir-

cuit of a VFO irt need to know the effective maximum and minimum capacit-

ance of the circuits* The calculations are different for parallel or

series tuned VFOs* Fig 6-5 contains this information H
respective to

a parallel-tuned Colpitts oscillator that uses a JFET device. A value

of 6 pF Is included in the equations for the input, capacitance of the

transistor* This figure is valid for most JFETs and MQSFETs

.

YFti

RFC

Main
ruHE

Fij 6-5 -- Method for cal-

culating Blnlrpun end riBxlnun

effect!** capacitance far

4 Colpitis VFO that fa set

up for parallel tJFilng- Th*

reaulVa prfl^ld* needed ditu

tor determining th* required

LI inductance for d glvfrfl

tuning- rony#.

Eq fi-l C3)

A> Assume thpt trinfier C2 Is
at nldrange.

HI Aiaune CI is at vox C to
find kaj< effective C.

C) AsBune CI ii at iln C vnd
repeat gtUgl*ti&n with
Eq 6-1
ive C.

to find mln ftftftct-
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Fig Hethfld f^r cnlculatin-fl

nininuri and laxlmuii effective chp-
pcitonc-fl tur uries-tuned C&lpltjs
^F0 h Thfr result i provide needed
d^tp. for dn

t

n rmi n Irtg th& rEtquirad

inductance for LI versus the desired
VFO tuning range.

TUVE

tE
* T

t
C2 i* »t nidreng*.

A + H| Atiu** Cl ii at MAX

1 G) Aftun* Cl is ot "in

f

—

'—

v

V CI + C2 i- ClJ

4
nln C.

to find effective

Fig 6-6 shove a eerie* tuned Colpitts vfo and an equation for determin-
ing the effective minimum and maximum circuit capacitance, if we use
one half the capacitance of the C2 trimmer we than have leeway for
calibrating the VFO frequency readout dial Some stray circuit capacit-
ance always exists. Generally, it amounts to roughly 10 pF-

An Ejcperinental Phasing Type of SSH Generator

Many QRPere like to make their circuits as simple as they can in order
to conserve battery power and eneure that the equipment i& reasonably
compact* The circuit in Fig 6-7 provides the basis for developing
a direct-frequency sSb exciter that offers improved performance over
a DSSC type of transmitter* The circuit is an adaptation of a two-
tube phasing rig that was described by Leo Boiavert P WlHIE H in the
February 1961 issue of The Sidebanfler* The original circuit was sent
to me by Ken Cornell t W21MB, with his request that I develop a solid-
state version of the unit*

The VFO operates at the transmitter output frequency, it ie important
to restrict the audio bandpass to the speech range ( 500-2 000 Hz ) in
order to achieve the best carrier suppression. Measurement e at 1000
Hz show the suppression to be 35 dB when the circuit is balanced care-
fully by means of Rl and R2 W The carrier suppression degrades somewhat
at the upper and lower limits of the audio range. Careful matching
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Dl

Fig &-7 -- Stenotic diaaran of tire experimental SoB phaa-ina. dxchf^. D^cipol-
vnlu€ capacitors aira- In k Ofchtrs ori in P F. FiK#d'valje raala tars ara 1 /*-
watt car bo n f f Irt or compo* 1 1 ion . Pgloriivd capacitors are electrolytic or tanta-
lum. Dl is # ^GO-pF nica tr Inner. 01 P D2 P D5 and M are- J N9-14 dlod** th*t «r V
nitchvd fur forward ras lata re&. Si ia a DPDT tcggli. Tl and Have 12 primary
turns of no. 24 onan + nlra or- ?n A>idon FT-37-43 torc-itf (850 muS. T? Is nound
91 on Anidcn T-G8" 2 povde red - iron to rold and La jfld for xhw gp» rating f req-
uancy < t ri Mlar wcg*d> *o r#sonatfl with CI at 1/2 or 5/4 ita naxirtija cpp^d t-

ducv. T4 i & a 1 0K -ohm to oOQ-ohn audio t raps f orwfl r t Mouse r Elect, part no P

flSTLDl 9 or *qu f u . C»ntfl r taps not UBed P 3 R1 and FE? are PC mo gut rb-o-r ccmp-
a*iticn controls.

of Dl through D4 is important in order to achieve the beet carrier
suppression* Physical and electrical symmetry is vital in the area
of the balanced modulator* C2 must be changed for the band of operat-
ion. The 350-pF value shown is for 75 meters. The XC is 120 ohms*

A class A fed-back linear amplifier ig used 1Q2 1 after the balanced
modulator* It may be followed by the broadband amplifier strip that
ie described in Fig 4-18- A linear RF power amplifier can then build
the power output to 5 or 10 watte PEP, a mlc preamplifier and gain
control ia required ahead of Ql- CI and T2 form a tuned circuit that
ia resonant at the chosen operating frequency.
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PI and E2 are adjusted for minimum carrier bleed- through while observ-
ing the S meter* Transmitter tuneup and CM operation is accomplished
by unbalancing the circuit with Rl or K2 * A low do voltage can be
applied to the junctxon of Dl and D2 through a lQQK-obm iBBiEtar and
switch to allow for tuneup and Cw operation, thereby enabling the bal-
ance control^ to remain adjusted for beat carrier suppression There
ia no PC pattern or circuit hoard available for this project.

An Advanced Superhftt Hainfrane

The Fig 6-8 circuit is the big brother to the receiver in Fig 3-34

.

You may select your own operating and intermediate frequencies. Two
IF amplifiers are used for additional gain. AGC ia included.

Singly balanced mixer Ul is preceded by a half-wave filter for the
band of operation ( FL 1 J » It prevents unwanted image responses, A presmp
may be added after FL1 for increased sensitivity above 10 MH2

.

The IF filter area on the PC board ( Fig 6-9 } hp accommodate almost
any IF filter you use* Modify the large conductors with a hobby motor
and hit to remove unwanted copper, and C12 are chosen to match
the impedance af yaur filter. Keep in mind that U2 presents an input
z of roughly IK ohms*

An AGC amplifier/rectifier [Q2 r D4 and D5 ) and B meter circuit are
included* AGC ie audio-derived , but does cause a pop or click when
it engages.

You may eliminate FL1 if you use a double- or triple-tuned input circuit
in place of Tl« An ^-element fixed- tuned bandpass filter may al&o be
substituted for Tl # in which case FL1 will not be needed.

The LO Injection power is critical , Try to eet the level between 2

and 4 volte P-P { at pin 2 of Ul } for beet performance. Excessive LO
voltage causes Ul to generate harmonic currents that create spurious
which will be heard across the receiver tuning range* Too little LO
injection P on the other hand, redueee the mixer conversion gsin +

The LO and BFO circuits sre not included on the Fig 6-9B PC board-
This ie done to minimize the occasion for stray energy getting into
parts of the circuit where it could cause eparlous responses. House
your LO and BFO circuits in separate shield boxes and feed the output
energy to the main PC board via BG-174 mini coax * Suitable VFO and
BFO circuits ere presented earlier in this booh. ¥ou may wish to save
money by using a tunable BFO ( crystals are expensive! ) of the type
shown in Fig 3-34 * Tunable BFQe provide the advantage of being able
to reduce QBM (somewhat like pass-band tuning) by moving the BFO freq-
uency about on the if filter response curve.

T2 is tuned to the IF you select* The Z ratio is 3:1. C4 is chosen
to provide resonance with 06 at Tl* AGC time constant is set for your
liking by means of C31 and E24 . Increasing the value of these parts
lengthens the AGC decay time*

Q4 ia a muting switch. R27 must be grounded to activate the receiver.
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Pefer to the parte de&eription in Fig 3-34 for most of the components
in the Fig 6-8 receiver, PC artwork for this project appears below.
A U 1-uV signal is plainly audible at the receiver output for the Frg
6-8 circuit when it is set up for 75-meter operation.

H

C44 IS EXT. lO THE PC BOARD

Fig o-G -- 5c nl* etching tan plat* as sm-Sci f rgn thr »tcl*fld side of the
PC bci rd (*) . Drawing B la an X r-nj vi«v of thf ^orip?ri«nt «Jde of the PC
bti*rd

ri
PC bcnrrfj tpr this receiver are available fran FAR Cir-cuitj for

I12.5Q plus 11,30 shipping, Boards are plated and drilled*
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Simple Ladder filters for CH and SSB

Surplus computer crystals come in a wide variety of frequencies that
make them suitable for home-made ladder filters. Complete design data
for ladder filters, plus a crystal ^valuator circuit are found in the
concluding section of HlFB's Design Notaboofc* The QST article reprints
are by w7zor and ttlFB, and step-by-step instructions are given for
determining the Q and series resistance of crystal^. This Information
is need in the filter-design equations tJiat are included*

Fig 6-10 shows two ladder filters l designed for use in a home-made
receiver * The crystals were obtained from JAN Crystals. 2341 Crystal
Drive, P,0. Box 6017, Fort Myers

p
fl 33906 (catalog avail* }_ These

crystals are in HC-6/U metal holder I measured the unloaded at
35 f 633 and the re ( series resistance ) as 6S ohms* The design of the
two filters is based on this information* The R( end) r which is the
characteristic Impedance of the filter, is 508 ohm& for the CW filter
and 4»7K ohms for the SSB filter* The filter input and output broadband
traneforme re T Ti and T2 f are wound to interface with the circuit imped-
ances that terminate the filters (mixer and po&t-mlxer or if amplifier!.

I chose 2750 kHz as the filter center frequency in order to avoid hav-
ing the BFO hannonics fall in the HF bands. BFO harmonica appear as
loud unmodulated carriers in the receiver tuning range. Keep this fact
in mind when you choose an intermediate frequency- Multiply the EFO
frequency up to 11 times to learn where the harmonics fall*

z
NIX

r\ t? v*

Dh-jHnhj-IDhjID

*and

BH - 2.4 fcKz (SSB) at -J
BU -= *pa Hi CCV) at -3 dl

Ffg fi-lfl Circuit for the d-pole crystal ladder filter, Cnpacitori are tlpse-
t^UrpAc* *]lv*r "itci. H and T2 are b-roedu-end matching tranafaruefa H Ms in

winding has 12 torn* af ao, 2fl enai. virr oft an Amidon FT-37-43 territe toroid
(630- mu) , Trie anaHer winding esntairti the opprpp-rinte number flt turns to eaten
the input nrtd output loads to th> filter R(end>. For Cri d C1 and C2 are 4"? pf F

C5 and
-

ar« 150 r>F and C5 is 300 pF. REendi - 508 alma. For CI prtj QZ
are 6 pF B C3 and C4 ara 22 pf art* Cs n 31 PF. Klrnd! is *.7K ohns- Yl -Y4 F

inc 1 . + are 30 pF load capacitance? matched unite (2790 kH j 3 f ren Jap Cryetali.
BFO frequency for Ctf 1e 2750.7 or 274^.3 kHz h For upper and iawar SSB uaa &F0
frt^ufncLts pf Z75I . J end 274£.7 kHz. SSB BF0 frequencies ahould fali apprau-
ieately 20- dB dam f rcn pa at filter r&j pnnse pn th# filter curve. Qthe r crystal
frequencies arc suitable up-on determining tha crystal Q And veriet H

P then
obtaining the parameters fro a the aquations in the referenced boak H
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Eliminating BC-Band Interference

If you live near a commercial AM broadcast station it is likely that
the strong signal from that station will overload your receiver and
cause spurious responses and desensing to occur* This is especially
trufl when the receiver front end has limited selectivity, such as
with the superhe t receivers in figs 3-34 *nd 6-B- A simple solution
is to add a 50-ohm high-pass filter at the input to the receiver-
The filter cutoff frequency should be on the order of 1-7 MHz - Fig
fi-11 shovs two such circuits. The circuit at A was designed by
and is a 5-pole Chebychev with an fCO of 3 MHz - The ripple factor

is 2 dB- This filter was designed for use at 3*5 MHe and higher

-

The filter in Fig 6-llB has an fco below the 160-meter band and was
designed by W4ZCB for use with his version of the Fig 3-34 receiver.

FLl FL2

^ HI6H P«S

Flfl 6-11 -- Pr^ctUfll circuits fo-r two ^Q-ohfi hi&h p5 5$ til tor a tor suppress-

ing h re l« l AH broadcast bond *n»rQy *t th* receiver front »nd. Circuit

A via davvloptd oy N7ZGI + Capftcltanca la in pF . 5ilv«r-*ica capacitors are

ua-td in hcth circuits. LI and L-2 pt A at* toroidal inductor*, U« 31 tu^fl*

of no. tnfli, *lra on an Amldon tcroid cor*. Ll B l_2 and L3 at B ?rf

»ini*tur+ fiF chokoa. Circuit B was d»siflna-ij by 1UZCB +

Insertion loss for the filters in Fig 6-11 is minimal* It is less than
1 dB in both examples • Correct filter performance as is true of any
filter r depends upon proper termination 4t each end of the filter.
The above filters are designed for an impedance of 5 ohms . FLl and
FL2 in Fig 6-11 should be laid out in a straight line with good separat-
ion between the input and output ports of the filters - The Inductors
need to be at least an inch apart to minimize mutual coupling » This
is especially pertinent to FL2 . A metsl shield between eAch of the
FL2 colls would further aid the isolation *

Half-Have Harmonic Filters vitb Standard Valuas of C

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 list the inductance values for 5- and 7-element
low-£tas* filters that are suitable for use at the output of QRF trans-
mitters . These filters were developed by Ed Wetherhold, W3tJQN F around
capacitors of standard values * Silver-mica capacitors should be used r

although close-tolerance polystyrene capacitors are also suitable

»
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TABLE 6-i

L1 L2

BAND fnO CI. 03 (pF) C2 (pF) LI, L2 (uH)

en 5GO 1E0D 2.5

<.D 5C0 1,12 v.ais

30 220 j-70 D.Sfl in, jg

20 150 330 0.678 15.

15 100 £20 22.00

Cupipono4H vhIjob tor a 3'«lsa«nt helr-«o** Lo*-pa&& filler. Inductors or*
found on no. & pondered- 1 ran torolda ( TJT-G far up tD 9 wa t tc and 150-6 tor
tor up T& 23 wsltfl).

LI

TABLE 6-2

L2 13

Cheb^ghev

BAND (m) CI, C^(pF) C2. C3 (pF) L1 + U (uH) L2 (uH) fen (MHz)

ao 510 130Q 2.S37 3.251 3.B1

to 330 750 1 .500 1.759 7.33

30 ISO *70 0.952 1.168 10.33

30 1B0 390 0.773 ,9Ut

15 130 270 0.52& Q.fiOG zi .xia

ID BZ iao 0.359 0.i21 30.90

CampenBnt values f&r a 7-AlEtm*nt lov-pasa harmonic tiltar. Inductors
pra niLrtd cm ifl. 6 pondered-ir&n fcai-aid*. Us* standard equation f&r f i n d

-

iiifl lha- raqjjirfld nun bar ut coil turna H
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Practical Power FBT BF Amplifier

Fig 6-12 illustrates a practical circuit for an HP power amplifier
that can deliver up to 2 vatta of output power. It uses a switching
type Of TMOS power FET. The device le a low-coat Motorola MTF3055E-
Thla translator has a TO-2 20AB type of plastic c4*e- Maximum VDS ia
+60 and maximum continuous drain currant is 12 A dc » The feature that
makes it a good device for RF service is the low RDS t draiu-aource
resistance

J

P
which is rated at 0*15 ohm. Input capacitance i C^sa ) is

500 and output capacitance (cose) is 300 pF* Iran aconductance fgfe)
is 4 mhoa

»

Kf AMP

F
ifl C - 3 2 -- St h#*ot it 4140 r*a# *f G practical 1 1 near anpiifler tliat ubob a p^wer

FET. CrpntitOr* era dite e#raalc, 100 ¥ ar greater, except those with polarity
narked, which are tantalum or electrolytic. PeBist&r» P

unlm Qtharvlsfr natfrd*

ar« 1/4- pr l / z - li narb^n f iie. nr eanpa&i t tor , Capacl tor XC has a reictince
of 150 ohi-s and Is selected for the operating band. Fcf 40 nftttrs use 130- p-F

for + etc. FBI titd F&? or* ulnlfttur* Anidan farrite base's. fl50 nu + RFC1 haa

10 turns of no. 34 enai. wife on an Anldon ferrite torcld. Tl con*f*t*
12 jaetmdary turns nf na* 2fl frn a n + ^ l ra en an FT-37-43 forrlte toroid. Use

6 primary turns of nc. IG wire. T2 ha* 1 turn ?f nc, 26 ^m. wira far LI +

L2 has 4 turns of no. 34 final, vlre and L3 hns 7 turns of nc. Z& envm ^Lra,

The** windings or* lcvcad thrcggh cfi Attic
1

an BN -43 -53 12 balun ar "binocuiftr"

core.

The fig 6-12 amplifler opera tea class B when biased as shown. El ia
selected to establish a 200-ohm input impedance for the amplifier,
Negative feedback is provided by way of Li, FBl

p
FB2 and R2- Increase

the resiatance o£ F2 to decrease the feedback or vise-versa* The 15-

ohra gate resistor i& for VHF parasitic suppression- It should be used
as close to the transistor gate lead aa practicable* Pi and its resist-
ive divider provide regulated gate bias for Ql- Idling current is 60
mA. The value of XC is determined by the operating frequency. XC =

150 ohms for this component. It bypasses vhf harmonic currents *
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Th& impedance ratio (1:2.6) for T2 i& based on a power output of
15 watts No SHP protection Zener d:_ode is used from the Ql drain
to ground because the device has a built-in drain-source Zener diode*
If you wieh to protect the Ql gate from excess voltage you can bridge
a 15-Vp 4 00-mW Zener diode from gate to ground- The cathode of the
diode would be connected to the gate of Ql at the junction of Hi
and the 15-ohm gate resistor*

The heat sink for Ql needs to be at least three inches square and
an inch high* An extruded Aluminum heat sink with fins is best* It
must be insulated from ground unless Ql is insulated from the heat
sink*

You may change the operating class of the amplifier to AB by increas-
ing the resting drain current* Incr^dss the forward gate biaa until
Ql draws approximately 100 mA with no signal applied to Tl.

There is no PC board pattern or related artwork for this project -

I recommend that you use double-sided PC board material* The copper
on the component side of the board can then eerve ae a ground plane
to aid stability * it should be an easy matter to lay out a board
and remove the unwanted copper with a hobby motor and sm^ll cone-
shaped abras ive bi t

.

Although this amplifier can be operated from a 12-volt power supply

,

the available output power will drop to about 4 watts. Also, it will
be necessary to replace the gate-bias resistive divider values to
ensure +3 volt a or greater at the Ql gate* Power FETs can be operated
class C by eliminating the forward gate bias. The bottom of Hi in
F=Lg 6-12 would be grounded for olaas C operation, and the bias net-
work would eliminated^ Greater RF driving power is needed for
class c aervi^e- Alao, the harmonic output is greater during class
C use*
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INDEX

Amplifier, broadband, 10 3

Amplifier, narrow band, 103
Amplifiers. PF power* 127
Amplifier, 5 watt RF power, 129
Amplifier r

20 w*tt HF power. 133

Antenna, inverted V H 15$
Antenna, loop, 15B
Antenna tuner, resonant P

152
Anten na F vert ic a 1 H

160

Audio filter. RC active, 6'

Audio H receiver P
32

Balun transformer , 161
Boxes H projects 12
Breadboard, uiniversal P

10
Break-in delay. TR switch, 143

Capacitorsj choosing, 15
Capacitors , variable F 16
Chassis, for projectsj 12

Circuit boards P
quicks 11

Colls, slug tuned F 14
Construction methods, 10
Converters P

receiving, B9 . 9 2

Detectors, balanced, 7 4

Diyital frequency display, 59
Diode QBK TR ewitth, 141
Double sideband generator, 13B
Drift i frequency H

41
Dummy antenna, 149

Filter, high pass. 169
Filter. IF, 32 H 35, 166
Filter, low pass, 170
Filtering H

audio
r

Frequency standard, 15

L

Field-Strength meter, 147

Gain distribution, trans. , 102

Heat sinks, home made, 21
Hum. common mode, 27

IF amplifiers, 57
IF systems , 31

Layout
P
transmitter, HO

Local oscillators., 31
Loop antenna, delta, 15

B

Operating class, PF amplifiers ,

125
Operating t achnique s , 3

Oscillators j crystal* 35
oscillator, receiver, 8 7

Os c illator . eidetone , 145

Farts , where to buy , 21
Portable power P 15 5

Power FETb , 108
Power transistor. selecting,
105
Power, transmitter output, 9 3

Preamp T general purpose , broad-
band , 134
Preamp, MHIC broadband, 137
Preampe, receiver, 60, 96
Product detectors P 7 6

Power supply , + 12-V regulated,
27, 153

QRP societies, 5

QSK, diode TR switch r
141

Receivers , direct conversion r

Receivers , regenerative h 7U
Receiver j auperhet r

28
p
82

P
16 5

Receiver.- universal DC, 7 7

Resistor types F
17

RF amplifier, power FET, 171

PR power meter,

S meter P audio derived, 57
Selectivity, 26, 31
Select ivi ty * audio r

fi*

selectivity, if, 63
Self-oscillation problems

P
100 r 107

Sidetone osc-, CW. 145
SSB generator , 163
Switching with diodes, 48
SWR meter. QRPj 149
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Temperature, operating. 104
Thermal runaway H 106
Torpids

p
14 , 19

Transistor damage 101
Transistor selection, 17
Transistor us&. 17
Transformer phasing. 19
Transmitter, CM, 111

P
112 r 114

P

117* 120. 122
Transmitter performance , 99
Tfl switch, 0SK

H 14L
Tl? switch, break-in delay. 143

VFO buffering, isolation, 44
VFQ capacitance calculation. 162
VFO, heterodyne type r

4^
VF0

H "universal, " 49
VFOep theory, 33, 42
VXOe, 19

Wire, low cost sources, 14
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